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Corns
Cure Your
USING

Proposals Cor the Construction of
a Life-Savins Station.

BY

Treasury Department,
)
Office ol' General Superintendent I
U. S. Life-Saving Service,
Washington, D. C. July 23,1883 J

SCHLOTTERBECK’S

Com, Wart is& Bunion Solvent.

proposals will be received at this office
until 12 o’clock
SEALED
of Saturday tbe 11 day
for

Entirely harmless; not a caustic.
It removes Corns, Warts, Bunion* and Callous
without leaving a blemish.
Brush for applying in each bottle.
OTA CUKE IS QUARANTEED.JE&
Price 45 cent*.
For sale by all DraggiHlt.
Try it and you will be convinced like thousands

noon

the construction of a Life-SavAugust, 1883,
ing Station on Hunnewell’s Beach, on the coast of

of

Maine.

Bidders will state in their proposals the time within which they will agree to have the building completed ready for occupancy.
Each bid must be accompanied bv a bond in the
sum of five hundred dollars with two good and suf
licient sureties conditioned that the bidder shall enter into contract without delay, and give such bonds
as
security for the faithful performance thereof as
may be required, if his bid be accented, or by a deposit of five hundred dollars U. 8. Currency or bonds
to be returned to the unsuccessful bidder after the
award of the contract, and to the successful bidder
after his contract and bond for tbe faithful perfor
manco of tbe terms tnereof shall be approved by the
Secretary of the Treasury
Specifications and plans, forms of proposal, contract and bond, can be obtained at the offices of the
Collectors of Customs at Portsmouth N. 11., and
Batli, Me., the Deputy Collector at Rockland, Me.,
J. M Richardson. Superintendent First Lifo Saving District, Portland, Me., and Captaius G. R. Slloer and J. II. Merryman, U. S. R.
M., Superintendents of Construction of Life-Saving Stations No.
24 State street, New York City, and also upon ap-

who nave used it and now testify to its value.
Auk for Nr blotter beck’* Corn and At’art
Solvent and take no other.
nov23
tndtf

GARMENTS
of

all kinds

*ry Cleansed, Steam
Scoured or Dyed
and Pressed
BY

TULOIt’D

PRESSMEN

AT

to this office.
All proposals must be endorsed “PROPOSALS
for the Construction of a Lile Saving Station,” and
addressed to the General Superintendent of the U.
S. Life-Saving Service, Washiugton, D. C.
The right to reject any or all bids or to waive defects if deemed for the interest of the Government,
Is reserved.
W. D. O'CONNOR,

City Dye House

13 Preble St. opp. Preble House
sneodtl
IjrlO

Uuderheadof “Amusements” and “Auction
Sales,” $2.00 per square per week; three insertions

loss, $1.60.

or

THE MAINE STATE PRESS.
Published every Thursday Mornino, at $2.60 a
year; if paid in advance, $2.00 a year.
Advertisements inserted m the “Maine State
Press (which has a large circulation in every part
of the State) for $l .00 per square for first insertion
and 60 cents per square for each subsequent insertion.

Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.
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TELEGRAPHERS.

Railroads

Several

on

Ordered Out.

JLittlc Cliebeagiie Island, Portland
Harbor, ifle,
Hotel, just completed by the Little CheIsland
Association, will be open to the
beague
public duly 9, 1883.

THIS

Tourist*

and

others

needing

any thing in the line of

This Island, seven miles from Portland, in full
view of the city, is the gem of “Casoo Bay.”
The Hotel contains sixty sleeping rooms of good
sixe, broad halls,
g room and parlor,
veranda on all sides. 14 feet wide; lighted through
out with gas;
electric bells in every room; pure
spring water conducted into each story; drainage
perfect; good sea bathing; every facility for sailing,
shore and deep sea fishing; communications with the
city regular and reliable two steamers making
round trips from Poitland, four times per day.
Terms reasonable. For information and terms address “THE AVAI.DO V I.ittle CnebeuKue
Inland. Portland. JVIaine, or IIOI.I.I^ A
ADAMN. No 44 Exchange NireeJ, PortjySdtf
land, VI nine.

Boots, Shoos, Slippers, <£*c„

spacious'dinh

will find
it

to

advantageous

call at the

PEOPLE’S SHOE STORE,

Opposite the Preble House,
480 Congre

30 Per Ct.

REDUCTION!!

Proprietors.

jyl9

order to reduce my large
sto< k of Art Goods I shall
make the above u-iprecedented discount on regular market
prices for a short time.

eodti

I

{HAVE

IOC

IT?

TRIED

THE OLD ADAGE THAT AN OUNCE OF PRE
VKNTION IS WORTH A POUND OF CURE, WAS
NEVER MORE APTLY ILLUSTRATED THAN
BY HIM WHO J AKES HIS DOSE OF TARBERANT’S SELTZER
APERIENT
FORE THE MORNING MEAL. FOR IT NOT ONLY GENTLY REGULATES AND PURIFIES THE
SYSTEM. BUT IS A PROTECTION AGAINST DISEASE, WH1CH NO ON E OUGHT TO DISREGARD.
ALL DRUGGISTS HAVE IT.

I CONTINUE

Union Reports Matters
All Right.

The Western

d2aw2wr

TOURISTS AND IBAVELLERS.

WALDO.

jy24-T,Th,S2w

Chicago, 111., Aug. 4.—There was little
change last night in the telegraphic situation
here. Col. dowry, the Superintendent, said
he bad conBultod with the managers of the
leading railroads and is prepared for anything
the operators can do by calling out the railroad
telegraphers, Members of the Brotherhood
who for some days have been hinting mysteriously about an impending strike wbi: li would
paralyze the company, that strike being understood to be the calling out of the railroad
operators now give out the impression that the
operators who took the places of the strikeis
are uot satisfied, and that a larger number of
them have been initiated into the Brotherhood
but are kept at work till such time as a large
enough force iuslde is obtained, when they
will be called out iu a body and lire cumpau>
left without operators or the ability to get auy
as there are no more outside operators
to be
had.
the
western Uujnew York, Aug. 4.—At
iou office there whs no indication of any new
developments, and the position maintained by
thefcompany since the strictly is already adhered to. The stories circulated by the strikers regarding the condition of affairs at the Western
Union office were reported to be unirue. There
were occasional deiaya, it was said, bnt these
were of frequent occurrence before the strike.
This morn'ug there were 250 operators at work
aud business to all point wub moving smoothly.
At a meeting of the striking telegraphers
this afternoon Chairman Mitchell stated that a
bi 1 of grievances had beeii presented today to
the officers of the Delaware, Lackawanna aud
Western railroad by the telegraphers employed by that road and that bills of grievance
would be presented also today by the telegraphers employed by roads leading out pf
Chicago. Mr. Mitchell said he thought the
telegraphers in the employ of the Chicago and
A1 ou railroad would strike this afternoon.

Chicago, Aug 4.—Tho telegraph operators
the Wabash railroad system have given no-

ou

to make the BEST frames in
the city at lower prices than
ever.

My stock of engravings is
very large an" now is the
time to ecure a flue print at
a lower price than the same
goods have ever been sold at
in this city.

Dr.

F.

II.

KENISON
has opened an office in
Portland
and can be
found at

>o. 276 Middle St.
Edward’. and Walters’ Hardware store from
Aug 6, to Aug ‘1,1

over

H. G. HEWES,
593

jyll
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METEOROLOGICAL.
INDICATIONS

stationary

or

Hemstitched Handkerchiefs, 12 1*2 cts , worth 25 cts.
White Quilts $1.00, worth $1.25.
White Quilts, fringed, SS cents,
worth $I.OO.
5-8 Damask Siapkins,$1.75,w©rtli

$2.50.
4-1 Damask Napkins,$1.^5,worth
$2.50

WASHINGTON.

J. M. DYER & CO..
Street.
eodtf

ARTIST’S

MATERIALS,
For all Branches and Sketching
Outfits at

AlgernonStubbs’
Temple

:

6 treet,

Fine Engravings, Gold. Bronze and PJush
Frames are my specialties; common
f anung in all the leading styles. Thoe
in want will find it to their advantage to
Formerly ST BBS BROS.,
examine.
regildcd.
Temple street. Old team
odtf
ju25

Washington, Aug:. 4.—A recent despatch
from Washington to a Northern journal, purporting to disclose a new scheme for the acquisitiou of a portion of Mexico by the United
States, has attracted pome attention. When
Congress meets next winter, the Americans in
Chihuahua, Mexico, said to number 10,000,
a dissolution of the relaare to ’‘pronounce’’
tions of that State with Mexico, establish a
local State government and apply lor admission
The story is discredited
to the United States.
here by those hi a position to gain eaily intelligence of such a project, were it in contemplation, for the reason that tbe annexation of any
Mexican territory could take place only by
Mexico’s consent, which it is not believed
would be given, or through war, of which
there is not the slightest probability. The
relations of this country with Mexico aie cordial, and much American capital is there invested, not in Chihuahua alone, hut, thro ghThe scheme, with another
oul the country.
for the acquisition of Cuba, is said to have
originated at a meeting Last week in a New
York stock broker’s office, when it met with
much favor. The u*me< of several prom nent
men in New York aud Boston were introduced
in connection with it.
Customs Receipt* for July.
The total receipts f< r cu-toms daring the
month OR July last were 820,909,290, as againut
819,958,370 collected from the same source last
year. This shows an increase of 8958,653 in
the first month of the new tariff law.

of Absence of Treasury Clerks.
Washington, Aug 5.—Under a construction of law made some time ago by Secretary
Folger, leave of absence of employes of the
Treasury Department is limited to thirty days
in each calendar year with pay, except in case
of sickness. It has heretofore been the custom to allow employes ten or fifteen days additional leave that they may go home to vote.
Now all absence from duty on that account
will he deducted from the thirty days leave
allowed by law. In case an employe has taken
his fall leave before the time for voting has
arrived, he can only go home to vote by losing
his pay for the time he may be absent. No
action has been taken in the matter by tbe
heads of other departments, but it is thought
that they will concur in tbe construction made
by Secretary Folger. Tbe law is as follows:
“All absence from departments on the part of
clerks In excess of such leave of absence as
may be granted, which shall not exceed thirty
days in any one year, except in case of sickness, shall be without pay."
Leave

MEN’S

UNDERWEAR.
CHARLES CUSTiS & CO.
493 Congress St.

ST&Thtf

jnn28

miscellaneous.
Postmaster General Gresham will return to

Washington Monday.
The Acting Postmaster General has today
approved a design for the new four cent postage stamp.

The

stamp

will contain a bust

picture of Andrew Johnson.

BRONZE and

New A'ork Cigars makers.
New Yokk, Aug. 4 —The troubles between
the cigar manniacturers and their employes
seem likely to breakout atreeh. To-day the
progressive union men employed in Ottenemployer
berg’s shop quit work because their
engaged ten men belonging to the Interof
action
This
Ottenberg’s
naiioua! Union.
of
men is not countenanced by the employes
the other manufacturers, as under the late
from
men
agreemen the latter were to employ
either anions.
Tbs

EMBOSSED

WALL PAPERS
at greufly Reduced Prices
until September 1st.

_

LOSING, SHORT k HARMON
ang 2

1

d2w

CHAS. E O'BRION.

COAL.
$6 PER TON.

0

Winter lots, immediate

$6

PER

CKAS.

TON
H.

frown’s

delivery

CASH

Q’BHiON,
W liart

South American News.
Lima via Central and South American cable
via Galveston, Tex., Aug. 4.—The correspondent of El Came.no at Valparaiso writes that it
is staled that negotiations with Garcia Calderon
respecting his acceptance of tbe terms of peace
sigued with Gen. Iglesias are progressing favorably, lie announces the liberation of Francesco Garcia Leon, Peruvian ex-minister of war,
who is about to leave for Callao.
British Columbia.
Victoeia, Ang. 6.—Bush fires have spread
over the entire country aud every-where flame
The Island is simaud smoke reign supreme
ilarly affected. The sky is filled with smoke
sun’s
cannot
break
the
that
rays
dense
so
through it. There has been no rain for nearly
three months.
Bush

tice of their demand for an iucreace iu pay
aud extra pay for Sunday work, aud that they
be not required to handle vv estern Union busiwith the
ness daring its pending controversy
Brotherhood of operators. The company is to
be given till Monday to return an answer. The
Chicago and Alton railroad officials deny having knowledge of a contemplated strike among
their operators, bnt from l he Brotherhood the
statement comes that the men will go ont on

Monday.
Montreal, Aug. 4.—Some of the best of
the striking operators voluntarily returned to
work today.
San Francisco, Aug. 4.—The places of the
striking operators on the Mexican National
railroad have been filled and trains are running
regularly again.
Philadelphia, Aug 5.—The mass meeting
of workingmen iu the interest of the striking
telegraph operators which was to have taken
place in Fairmount Park today did not occur,
the authorities having refused the use of the

Tire* in

Mons. Capel, the distinguished English prelue preached in toe church of bt. Francis
The house
Xavier in New York, yesterday.
Was crowded and hundreds were turned away.

SPORTING.

The Minnetonka Races.
Minneapolis, Aug. 4. -The rowing race on
Ltke Minnetonka for a purse of $500 divided,
was one of the most interesting events of the
season. Before the race Gaudaur was the favorite in the pools. The men drew positions in the
Barred, Kiley, Hosmer,
following order:
Plaisted
and
Teemer,
Lee,
Gaudaur,
Parker. The course was 1 1-4 miles straight
away aDd return. The water was smooth and
the start was made at 2.02 p. in. Gaudaur

first, quickly followed by
others. Hosmer, Gaudaur, Lee and Teemer
quickly went to the front with a stroke of 34,
the two former having a hot fight for the first
place at the first mile Teemer was along side
Teemer reached the
and by a splendid spurt.
taming buoy first and started on the home
stretch with Hosmer close upon him, the
others following not for away. The race betaking the

water

and Teemer to the two mile
flag was close, the former slowly drawing to
the front aud crossing tho line in 16 minutes
and 38 seconds. Teemer was 2 lengths behind,
Lee a good close third, followed by Gaudaar.
Parker, Riley and Plaisted in oruer named.
Teemer made the turn In 8.10.
A second race wag rowed in Crystal bay for
another parse of $500, divided. The entries
in the first race.
Hanlan
were the same as
was one of
the judges. The course was an
even three miles with a tarn. The water and
wind were favorable for fast time. Hosmer
was the favorite at 100 to 20 wi'h few takers.
The start was made at 6 p. in, Gandanr being
the first to take the water, followed closely by
the rest. Gaudaur led for the first half mile,
At the
preeseo by Hosmer, Lee and Teemer.
3 1-1 miles Hosmer made a spurt und came
along side of Gaudaur. Teemer then let out
and at the turn Gaudanr, Hosmer and Teemer
turned their respective boys even iu 10 20. Followed by Lee, Rilev, Parker aud Plaisted for a
dozen lengths no one had any preceptible
advantage bnt Teemer, who was nnl.ing in
fine form, soon drew ahead two lengt sand
crossed the line ten lengths ahead of Gaudaur,
Lee third, Hosmer fourth, Riley fifth, Parker
sixth. Teemer’s time was given as 20.50, but
outside parties claim he made the three miles
in less than 20 minutes.
Hosmer

cumb.

the entire amount of his liabilities

is on

accommodation paper of Shaw & Bros. His
merchandise debts are very trifling, for, in his
own business, Mr. Clement has paid cash. Payette Shaw is his special partner to the amount
of $50,000.
Boston, Aug. 4.—The firm of Hersey, Whittier aud Wyman, sole leather tanners and dealers in
upper leather, 276 and 278 Purchase
street, who failed yesterday, have made an assignment of their property for thebonefitof
their creditors to William P. Mullen of the
firm of Mullen & Brown. The failure became
kuown to but very few persons, and the announcement will be a surprise not ODiy to the
general public, but to the hulk of the shoe aud
leather trade. Tho firm has as branches, Hersey & Co., tanners, Moose River, N. C., and
George M. Batchford, tanner, Glousdale, N. Y.
All three concerns go down together The
Moose River branch consists of Hersey & Wyman, and the Glensdalo branch of Batchford
& Hersey. The firm has done a large basinets
both in sole leather aud wax and ktp, and the
combined liabilities of the main and branch
houses aggregate, the firm thinks, $500,000.
The indebtedness is almost entirely to banks,
very few notes having been given for merchandise. The assets are large, and the failure, so
the firm states, is due to the refusal of the
bauks, on account of the feeliDg of distrust
whieh at present prevails in (reference to the
shoe and leather trade to take the firm’s paper
so liberal!]? as they havo been accustomed to
do. The firm is net involved at all in the affairs of F. Sliaw & Bros., or any other concern whieh has failed the last few days.
Lewis W. Nute, a Naiick boot and shoe manufacturer, is a special partner for $100,000, till
The firm lias been considered
Feb. 28, 1885.
worth $200,000 or $300,000, and its failure will
tend to check the restoration of confidence
which had began to take the place of the district induced by the Shaw failure and those
growing out of it.

[laker. 1
Boston, Aug. 5.—Tbe suspension late on
Saturday of tbe leather house of Hersey, Whittier & Wyman naturally causes considerable
uneasiness, as on tbe surface it seemed to indicate a general tendency to demoralization in
the shoe aud leather trade of the city. A caretnl analysis of the situation however leaves no
cause for a panic or general alarm. It is possi-

ble that tbe firm will pay all liabilities in fall
and that Lewis W. liute of Natick, special
partner to the amount of $100,000 will be able
to save a portion of his • anttal.
There seems to be no necessity for alarm in
business circles. With the exception of Hersey, Whittier aud Wyman, the only real failure has beeu that of F.
Shaw Bros. Each of
the other concerns was doing a solvent aud
profitable business, but their statement probably show they can pay but about 20 cents on a
dollar. In each case'their liabilities are mi
name
of
ou
the
F.
notes
which
&
are
Shaw
Bros.
They
appears.
aud
absolutely us well
jointly liable
for the amouut of those notes, the liabilities
of Shaw & Brothers chiefly on two name
About the liabilities of C H. Copepaper.
laud & Co., C. H. Ward, S. C. & J. (i. Phin
ney, Macomber & Greenwood aud C. W.
Clement the amount is Dearly three millions,
but it would be entirely erroneous to say that
the lota) liabilities of the failed firms is six millions lor the debts of these last are simply
joint liabilities for the main portion of Shaw
Brothers’ debts. The banks are the principal
creditors of all the suspended firms, but the
paper is so widely distributed that no institution is at all shaken. In the Boston bank
holding the largest amount of this paper if it
should prove a total loss, the profit aud loss
account of the institution will wipe it all out
without having recourse to the surplus fund,
to say nothing of the capital. The failure ot
Hersey, Whittier & Wyman is not expected
to entail any fresh disasters.
The

Mhae

AHugnmcnt

Relieved

to

be

I.ohm of tlie

Whaling

Vetwl TOe1I i

u.

Boston, Aug. 1.—Tim second mate and
twelve seameu of tlm whaler Merlin of New
Bedford, wrecked last April on the south west
coast ot Africa, arrived to-day on the Cunard
The Merlin sailed from
steamship Samaria.
St. Helena April ldtb, and and a few days after struck a whale, which rendered 107 barrels
of oil.
On the morning of the 23d, at about halfpast one, the barque went ashore on the African coast, at about 16 deg. south, and struck
heavily, nearly broadside ou. The pumps
were started, but were speedily choked with
sand. The anchors would not hold. Every
effort was made to save the vessel, bat upon
the next day it was found necessary to abandon
her, which the crew did, with a week’s provisions, BaviDg nothing. They pulled sixty miles
to Fish Bay, the nearest place of iefuge. where
they were kindly treated by the Portuguese
governor, who sent them to St. Paul de Loando. The American Consul sent them to Madeira, where the party separated, the captain,
first mate and twelve seamen proceeding to
Lisbon, the second mate and twelve men going
to Liverpool.
The Merlin belonged to John
F. Tucker. She registered 260 tons.
Const lidation

of Uffe Telephone Companies.

Loweli., Mass., Aug. 4.—At the meeting of
the I)irtccor6 of the National, Bell Telephone
Company, the Boston aDd Northern and Suburban and Bay State Companies this forenoon
resolutions were adopted recommending consolidation npon a basis substantially as follows:
Capital of the consolidated company, Bixteen
million dollars; Boston and Northern stock
goes in at one hundred and fifty dollars per
share, and there will he a cash dividend of between $5 and 86 per share to present stockholders; Bay State at 8130 por share, Suburban
$140, Bell National, Ma no, $90. The American Bell will hold eight million dollars of the
consolidated stock, and will waive dividends
for three years, after which one million dollars
There will
will participate in the dividends.
be eight million dollars new issued stock, and
thousand
dollars
cash in the treastwo hundred
ury, for construction. The Southern New England Company will represent in consolidation
$1,673,500; Southern Massachusetts Company,
$711,000; Providence Company, $600,000; Granite State, $121,500. Morris F. Tyler ol Connecticut is proposed for President, W. A. Ingham
Vice President, a Boston man Treasurer, C. J.
(Hidden, Secretary, I N. Downs, General Manager.
Chief Justice Coleridge Is strictly
guarded during the sitting of the Bristol at*
sizes, owing to threats made against his life by
Fenians.
Lord

_

Boston, Aug. 4.—In relation to the assignol F. Shaw & Bros., some question has
been raised about the legality of the instru.
ment in Maine, bat it is believed by many
lawyers that when the question comes fully be.
fore tbe courts there whether snch assignment
can be upheld against attachment by local
creditors, Maine will fall into line with Massachusetts, New York, New Jersey and Rhode
Island, and declare that snch assignment is
legal. The principal creditors in Maine, however, have signified their acceptance of the assignment.
ment

CAREY’S MURDERER.
Resident of Knnsn« City.
Kansas City, Aug 4.—A belief is current
among Irishmen that O’Donnell, who killed
James Carev at Port Elizabeth last Monday, is
identical with Capt. Thomas Phelan of this
city. Phelan left here for Dublin about two
mouths ago, ostensibly to look after a legacy
left by some distant relative, and but little is
known of bis subsequent movements except
that he arrived in Dublin during the progress
of the Phoenix Park murder trial. The description as given of O’Donnell, by the Cape
correspondent, tallies exactly with that of Phelan, being six feet tall, about 45 years of age,
dark iiair, blue eyes, and with a slight paralysis of one band.
Phelan has resided in this
city about 25 years, taken an active part in lo*
cal politics, lias been known as an avowed Nationalist, aud a man of remarkable courage.
Relieved to be

n

Former

Washington, Ang.

4

—TheRepublican pub-

lishes an interview with an Irishman named
CornelinB O’Donnell, who claims to bo a brother of O'Donuell, who shot the Dublin informer
Carey, at Port Elizabeth, South Africa. To
the interviewer Mr. O’Donnell said:
Mj
brother left Chicago, where I live, about eight
months ago and said that tie was going to Ireland to help tbe suffering people there.
I implored him not to do so, not knowiug wbat the
result might be. Hi did not beed my advice,
however, and I left ou the meamer Alaska in
November last, arriving In Dublin abont two
I received a cablegram about
weeks after.
two mouths ago from him, announcing that lie
was going to leave for Snath Africa
with his
wife, to settle there. That is the last I beard
from him until I read the dispatch announcing
the shooting.
My brother was always a wild,
unmanageable sort of a fellow, and has been
around the world several times. He married a
Chicago lady named Bums, by whom he bad
two children, who are now in Chicago.

THE CHOLERA.

MARINE NEWS.

The

Suc-

Valid in Vlaiue.

Pittsburg, Pa., Aug. 5.—It is reported here
tonight that all railroad operators balonging to
the Telegrapher’s Brotherhood will be ordered

tween

Firm*

Boston, Aug. 4.—Charles W. Olement,manufacturer of boots and shoes at 159 to 165 Pearl
street, has made an assignment for the benefit
of his creditors, to Gen. A. P. Martin and P.
A. Wyman. The liabilities of the house, in
which Mr. Payette Shaw, of Shaw & Bros., is
a special partner, amount to over $500,000. Mr,
Clement’s factories are at Dover, N. H.,
Brockton, Randolph, Rockland, Haverhill and
Lynn. In the busy season he empluys 800 or
His failure is the result of the
1,000 hands.
Mr. Clement’s assets include
Shaw collapse.
His factory
$90,000 worth of stock on hand
at Dover, N. H. is valued at about $30,000. Al-

Park.

out at noon tomorrow.

--

Yard wide Piiut-d Dress Cambrics
6 1-4 cts. AI o a large and choice assortment of New Dress Goods, Laces,
Hosiery, Buttons, Notions Ac. at very
low prices.

STORE,

rising temperature.

The barometer is highest in tbe upper Lake
region and lowest over the Gulf of St. Lawrence.
Tbe temperature has remained nearly
stationary in all tbe districts. Westerly winds
prevail in New England, the Middle Atlantic
Slates and the Lower Lake region, and northerly winds in Tennessee, Ohio and Mississippi
valleys; elsewhere the winds are variable.
Local rains have faileu in the South Atlantic States, eastern portion of the Lower Lake
region, and in the Mississippi valley; elsewhere generally fair weather prevails
Fair weather is indicated in New England,
Middle Atlantic Slates and lower lakes on
Tuesday, with slowly rising temperature.
Local rains are indicated in l1
Uj ier Lake
region, upper Mississippi and li SSOuri valleys
on Tuesday, with rising temperature.

Ladies’

ART

TWKNTY-FOUB

special bulletin.

Ladies’,Colored Border Handkerchiefs, lO cents.

m&yl

NK3.T

Was Dbf’t Office Chief Signal J
Offices, Washington, D. C.
)
August 6, 1 A. M.
For New England,
Fair weather, westerly wluds, rising barometer

Mr

Congress

1 UK

HOCBS.

St.
Congress
W,F&SiwtT.T&S

wnt umm
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FOB

Two Boston Boot and Shot-

most

THE

Acting General Superintendent.

jy‘26

MUMMER HOTEUM.

THE

week after; three insertions or Ids, $1.00, continuing every other day alter tirst week, 50 cents.
Half square, three insertions or less, 76 cents; one
week, $1.00; $50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one-thi d additional.

plication

FOSTERS
Forest

Portland publishing company.

At 97 Kxcrangk St., Portland, Me.
Terms: Eight Dollars a Year. To mail subscribDollars a Year, if paid in advance.
Seven
ers.
KATES op ADVERTISING: One inch of space, the
of
length column, constitutes a “square.”
$1.50 per square, daily first week: 76 cents per

The Dinenne

ni

Dnmieiln Not

Believed

to

be Cholera.

Alexandria. Ang. 4.—Five deaths from
cholera occurred here yesterday.
Washington, Aug. 4.—U. S. Consul Stevens
at Smyrna writes that it is not believed that
tbe diseaso at Damiettais genuine Asiatic cholera, that there is uo trace of Its coming from
Egypt, bnt it is a malignant distemper caused
be the filthy condition of the town and tbe unclean habits of the lower classes.
Constantinohle, Aug. 4.—The gnternatloc*
al sanitary council will impose a 25 days’ quarantine ou vessels which have had cases of cholera on boatd. Other rigid restrictions will also be enforced.
London, Aug. 5.—Saturday three persons
died from cholera at Alexandria, and two at
Kamleh, one a British soldier.
London, Aug. 4.—The total number of
deaths from cholera in Egypt ou Saturday,
870, including 170 at Cairo, 27 at Rosetta, 187
in the province of Garbieh, 105 In the province
of Dakalieh, and 14 in Beni Suef. The deaths
in Egypt Sunday number 728, including 160 at
Cairo, 22 at Rosetta, 10SI in Garbieh, 41 in DaThe Sunday rekalieh, and 80 in Beni Suef.
tarn is somewhat incomplete, but thero seems
to have been an improvement since Saturday.
Arrival of tbe President

at

Omaha.

Cheyenne, Aug. 5.—The President’s train
arrivea at Omaha at 4 o’clock yesterday morning, stopping only long enough to drop the locomotive and equipment of the North Western

railroad and to take on that of the Union Pacific. General Superintendent Nichols is in
The party is making a
charge of the train.
short delay here in order that the Piesident
may see the people.
Upon Friday the train
reached the Iowa line, and the President apon
the rear platform at all the principal
peared
cities and towns through which it passed, in
answer to calls.
All are in the best of health.
MINOR TELEGRAMS.
Count Foucharde Cariel has been appointed
French ambassador at Vienna.
Thirty buildings In San Francisoo, among
them the Winter Garden theatre and Druids
Hall, were burned Saturday. Loss §300,003.
Jason Corliss and Horeb Wallace were killed
by a train at Nashua Saturday night.
Haulan has been challenged by Laycock to
row for the championship of the world in New
South Wales for £1,000 a side.
Tbe governor of Kentucky has pardoned
Ferguson, the defaulting city treasurer of
Louisville.
Samuel P. Tobauau, aged 60, of Dover, N.H.
fell trom a third story window in Boston yebterday and was killed.

Another Earthquake on the Island
of Isohia

and Russia.
1

London, Ang.

4.—’The Times publishes a
that the Irish National
to call a series of conventions in all the counties of Ireland with a view
to choosing a Central
Executive Council.
Arrangements are being made to resume the
propaganda for securing an Irish Parliament,
a peasant proprietary
and the adoption of
other measures desired by the Irish. It is also
intended to hold in the antumn of 1884 a general convention of the Irish societies throughout the world.
The Tonquin Question.
A despatch to the Exchange Telegraph Comfrom
Paris savs that M. Challemel Lapany
conr, Minister of Foreign Affairs, has had an
interview with Marquis Tsing,- the Chinese
ambassador, and it is reported that the former
demanded the withdrawal of the Chinese
troops from the Tonquin frontier.
Religious Matters in France.
Komk, Aug. 4.—The negotiations between
Iho Vatican and France in regard to religious
affairs have, through the letter of President
Grevy, resulted in accord on the principal
questions at issue. Justructiens in accordance
with the arrangement made have been sent to
the Papal Nnncio at Paris.
Excitement Against the Jews in Hungary
London, Ang. 4.—There is great excitement
in Hungary over the result of the trial of the
Jews accused of a murdering Ester Solimosi.
A t Prcfcburg a mob of anti-Semites gathered
and became so hostile in their demonstrations
agaiust the Jews that the authorities were compelled to order out the military to disperse
them.
Another Earthquake in Ischia.
Another earthquake was felt at the towns of
Foree and Ischia, on the island of Isohia, at
half-past 2 o'clock this afternoon. Several
bouses at Foree collapsed. Three persous who
were buried in the rains were extricated alive.
Queen Victoria has sent a telegram to Kiug
Humbert, tendering her sympathy with the
Italian people over the recent catastrophe in
Ischia
Kiug Humbert in reply has thanked
(he Queen for her sympathy, saying that the
Italians regard the English people with the
warmest friendship.
Earl Npeucrr Annoyed by (larey'n Murder'
It is staled thai Earl Spencer, Lord Lieuten
ant of Ireland, Is much annoyed by the murder of Carey and the prevention of Kavanagh
and o her informers from landing at Melbourne.
There has bean some angry correspondence between Earl Spencer and prominent
officials on the subject. The Observer to-day
says it is rumored Kavauagh has been murdered.
letter

which

states

League has decided

anil Hungary.
A prominent journal here
that an interview is about to take
place between Count Kuluokjr, Austro Hungarian Minister of Foreign Affairs, and Prince
Bismarck for tbe purpose of deciding as to a
prolongation of the treaty of alliance between
Germany aud Austro-Hungary.
Legitimist Conspirators in France.
Paris, Aug. 4.—The Temps, referring to
the plot to restore the monarchy in France,
says officially the police report declares that a
political organization, possessed of various
means of action, exists in France, apparently
patronized by Legitimist chiefs. The public
prosecutor has been instructed to conduct the
trial of the arrested conspirators. Several
Legitimists will be examined.

Germany

Vienna, Aug. 4.-

announces

The Mcrvian Ministers Concluded

to

Slick

Belgrade, Aug. 5 Cabinet ministers have
withdrawn their resignations.
Kutanagh and his Fellow Informers.
Melbourne, Aug. 5.—Kavanagh and other
—

informers are still on board steamer Patban.
The Governments of New Somh Wales and
Victoria are negotiating with a view to their

difficulty.
Persecuting the Jews in Russia.
London, Ang 5.—Tbe Jewish residents of
Ekatetinoslav, Russia, were attacked by a mob
on the 2d Inst.
The soldiery had called ont to
disperse the rioters ten of whom were killed

and thirteen wounded.
The trouble was
caused by a Jew insulting a peasant woman.
The town council of Ekatermoslav has resolved to give tbe Jews live thousand roubles
to compensate them for their losses and to
provide shelter for those who were rendered
homeless.
Insurrection iu a Npauisla Province.
Lisbon, Ang. 5.—It is reported here that a
military rising has taken place in the Spanish
province of Badajoz, on the Portuguese frontier, and that the regular authorities have
been arrested. Telegraph and railway lines
between Badajoz and Portugal are interrupted
Australia and the Annexation of New
Guinea.
London, Aug. 4.—The Australian AgentsGeneral in London have presented a long
statement to Lord Derby, Minister of the Colonies, relrtive to the reasons of the Australians
for desiring the annexation of, or the establishment of a protectorate over, the Western
Pacific Inlands and a portion of New Guinea.
They poiut out the anarchy existing there and
the danger of the establishment of French
penal settlements. The Agents-General give
direct assurance that the colouies will recognize the necevsity of contributing to the cost
of the policy they ask England to pnrsue, and
are willing to place themselves in a position to
act unitedly in the matter and in concert with
England, although they cannot hastily decide
the large queatiou of federation. The Daily
News, in an editorial, reviews the document

announced as "Children’s
Saturday
Day;” they were there in full force, the bright
uniforms of the two Deering Zouave comnanies of little boys, with the white dresses and
bright ribbons of the girls made a pleasing picwas

Persecution of the Jews in Hungary

and Itev. Mr. Todd.
The small men and women acquitted themselves in a manner highly .creditable to their
State. So loog as Maine can show such gatherings of children she will have right to her

Temples

motto "Dirigo.”
The music has been of a high order of excellence, including the following Btars: Little
Bertie Webb, violinist; Mr. and Mrs. F. A.

ident, presiding.

ance.

Andrew Chase, Deering; Major Shorey,
Bridgton News, and Rev. D. W. LeLacheur,
Portland; followed.
Mrs. Ella Mason, Grand Vice President of
the Grand Lodge, read "Symmes’ Little Girl”

celebrated by Rev. T.
P.
high
Linnehan, rector of the Cathedral, [Rev
Fathers Stonton and Walsh officiated as deacon
mass

was

Rev. C. W.
and sub-deacon respectively.
Doherty was master of ceremonies. The occasion was favored with the presence of Rt,
Rev. Bishop Heaiy who delievered an able
aud interesting discourse on the life of St.
Dominic. He began by saying that the chnrch
bearing the name of this great saint was the
cradle of Catholicity in Portland. He then
dwelt on his life and achievements. He himself had the privilege of visiting the Beenes of
bis labors and of visiting the hall where he
made his studies. St. Dominnic was born in
Spain 6C3 years ago. His youth was remarkable for its piety aud devotion. As a student
he made great progress in the studies that
made him so eminent in learning and in advancing the interests of religion. His gentleness, kindness and forbearance did much to
check ttie heresy that was so prevalent in his
day. He also established a religious order
bearing his name and his disciples have labored in every country throughout the world.
The music on the occasion was well rendeted, it being under the skillful direction of Mr.
James Watts, while Miss Fannio Egan presided at tbe organ with ability.
CAMPMKETING.

The W. O. T. Meeting at Old Orchard.

The exercises Saturday were very interestwere rather thinly attended. MrsHamiah Wbitliail Smith gave one of her famous Bible readings at 9.00.
At 10.30, Mrs. McLaughlin opened the meeting with reading of >he Scriptures and prayer.

ing, but

Prof, and Mrs. O. L. Carter and Mrs. Capt.
Carter sang a beautiful trio "Child come
Home.”
Mrs. Clara L. Roach, Washington, D. C.
gave an interesting address illustrating the
work in the District of Columbia, particularly
amoug the "Boys in Blue. She characterizes
the pait year aB the most successful one in the
history of the work.
In the afternoon the children sang and were
addressed by Mrs. Smith and Miss Kimball.
remarkable fact let it be stated that the
were not aimed utterly beyoud the remarks
comprehension of the little people.
The constitutional amendment was fished
out of the question box and discussed by Mrs.
As

a

L. M. N. Stevens, Mrs. McLaughlin, Miss
Pugh and others.
The evening was informal nearly all present
saying a word for the work.

Sunday nearly five thousand people were |in
attendance upon the exercises of the W. C. T.
U. camp-meeting. Miss Pugb led a devotional
meeting at the stand at 9.00 a. m.
At 10.00 Mrs. Smith gave another enjoyable
Bible reading. Subject—"God’s names for bis
children.”
The afternoou addrosB by Sirs. Hunt of Boston was a logical discourse upon Scientific
Temperance. Mrs. Mary T. Burt, New York,
delivered a temperance lecture at 7.30.

Sebago Lake Temperance Meeting.
This beautiful place has received valuable
improvements which have already been fully

Bolivia

MLNIAT
I 8 in ru*v
Sob***

Between six and seven thousand
upon the grounds Sunday.

people

were

Men's

Int.he’morning was the Reformed
meeting, C. D. Starbird presiding.

New

by reformed

Several addresses were made
the Perham

Quartette

and

Mr=.

Sturgis.

for long
487%
The following are
and

The Woman’s meeting was held at 1.00 p.
m., Mrs. Bent presided.
Mrs. Emily McLaughlin, Boston, addressed
the audience upon woman’s work.
Maj H. A. Shorey, presided over the after-

SATURDAY, Aug. 4.
Steamer Thornhoim, (Br) Hclmos, Cow Bay, CB,
with coal. Cargo nd vessel to Ryan & Kelsey.
Steamer Falmouth, Thompson, Bostou for Eastport and St John. NB.
Steamer City of Portland, L&rcom, St John, NB,
via Eastport for Boston.
Sch J H Ingraham, Packard, Baltimore—coal to
Randall & McAllister.
Sch Grace Davis, Mavis, Baltimore—'-oal.
Sch Jofau A Lord, Thomas. South Amboy—coal to
G T Railwuy Co.
Sch Margie, Gulliver, So Amboy—coal to Jas H
Baker.
Sen Olive Elizabeth, Randall, Boston.
Sch Wnils Pntn&m, Pottle, Bostou—salt to Carney A Prince.
Sch Orient. Morse. Boston.
Sch J P Ober, Denning, Boston.

122,600
117,000
262,400

»' 93,360
9,246,355

Cleared.

Steamship Franconia, Bennett, New York—J B
Coyle, Jr.
Barqua Freintiden. (Nor) Ferjesen, Glasgow via

for short.

to-day’s closing quotations

on

Government Securities:
United States bonds, 3s. 103
do
do
do
4%8, reg. lll7/s
do
do
do
4*48, coup.113
do
do
do
4s, reg .119%
do
do
do
4s, coup.119%
Pacific 6s, ’95 .127
The following are the closing quotations Stocks:
.1.135*4
Chicago & Alton
Chicogo & Alton pref.140
Chicago, Burr & Quincy .122*4
Erie. 34%

Hon. J. H. Drummond delivaddress on the Constitutional Amendment, followed by Gen. Neal Dow
An overflow meeting was held in the pavil-

meeting.

an

tion, addressed by Messrs. Noble, Rand, Murphy and white. Music by Prof. Owen.
This has been the largest and mo3t successful meeting ever held at Sebago; for which
credit iB largely due to tbe untiring zeal and
executive ability of Hon. E. C. Farrington.

Erie

Charleston—F Yeaton A Co.
Brig Geo Burnham, Walls,

..

SAILED—Barque Augusta Buinto; schs Kensett,
Ariadue, Teaser, Alaska, and others.
SUNDAY. Aug. 6.

—

Saturday

Mining ktocks.

(By Telegraph.)

Francisco, Aug. 4.—The following are the
closing official quotations of mining stocks to-day:
4%
Best £ Belcher.
•
3%
»pbir
Gould & Curry. 3%
6
Hale &rNorcross
Mexican.
3%

was

Eureka.
Sierra Nevada.

6

Yellow Jacket

3

The IVeol
Boston.

following is

Market.

rates

Aug. 4—{Reported for the Press].—The
List of price* quoted this afternoon:

Coarse.30
Michigan— _.
Extra and XI.34
Fine.33
Medium.38
28
Common.

Ocher Western;
Fine

33

and X.

Medium.38
28
Common.
Palled— Extra.30
superfine .26
16
No 1.
Combing and delaine—
Fine and No 1 combing.42
Fine delaine....38
Low and coarse.30
Medium unwashed.25
Low unwashed.20
10
California...

Supper
Smith, conducted a Bible service at 2 p. m.
In the evening Rev. Waldo Messairs delivered
An illustrated sermon by
a lecture on faith.

Rev. H. F. Ward followed.
The Free Baptist committee of arrangements announce the following programme at
Ocean Park today.
6.00 a. m.—Early prayer.
10.30 a. m.—Lecture: God’s Communication
to Man, Rev. R. Duuu, D. D.
2.00 p. m.—Musicale, Band.
2.3C—Wor<is of Welcome—Rev. O. B. ChenGov.
ery, D. D. Address—His Excellency
Frederick Robie, Maine, Address—His Excellency Gov. S. W. Hale, New Hampshire. Address—Hon. Nelson Dinglev, Jr. Address—
Hon. Wm. P. Frye. Address—Rev. R Dunn,
D. D. Chorus by the people, with baud:My
Country,’tis of Thee, &c. Followed by Band
Concert.

Texas.17
Canada pulled.30

@

42

@

@

40
32

@

35

@38
@37

FIHHGRJ1EN.

Ar at Booth bay 2d, schs Ambrose Knight, from
Bay Fundy ; H S Kewe. Greenleaf and James Dyer.
McKown, Portland; Gen Grant, Pink ham, do.

@35
@40
@30

DOJIEHTIC FORTH.

® 38
@ 42

SAN FRANCISCO—Ar
son. Potter, Kahulni.
Ar 3d. barque Gleneida,

@20

U unwashed...
15
Buenos Ayres.23
27
Montevideo.

amounting

good average,
mains the

to

previously

n

Suicide in Hallowell.
laborer

hanging

30

\ev*
r*.
RICHMOND—Ar

& 17

?i. 29
® 32

a

re

in

com-

England and America
quite England, neither was it
quite France; yet like enough either t seem
Sunrise in
It

but all other kinds dull.
Cheese steady and in fair demand: 9%@l/>c for
choice and 8@9c for fair and good; 6@7c for common.
Eggs—have been in demand: fresh lots scarce: 22
@23c for Eastern, 2l@22c for New York and Vermont |21@22 for Nova Scotia and PEI.
..Potatoes—We quote sales at 1 25@2 00 & bbl.

was not

uatural in my eyes. And it was in the sky,
and not upon the earth that I was surprised
to find a change. Explain it how you may,
and for my part 1 cannot explaiu it at al1,

Domestic Market*

the sun rises with a different splendor in
America and Europe. There is more clear
gold and scarlet in our old country morning;
more purple, brown and smoky orange in
those of the new. It may be from habit, but
to me the coming of day is less fresh and inspiriting in the latter; it has a duskier glory,
and more nearly resembles sunset; it seems
to fit some subsequential, evening epoch ot
rici were in fact,
the world, as though A.
and not merely in fane.,, further from the
orient of Aurora and liio springs of day. I
thought so then, by the railroad side in
Pennsylvania, and I have thought so a dozen times since in far distant parts of the
continent. If it be an illusion it is one very
deeply rooted, aud in which my eyesight is

/By Telegraph.)

York, Aug.4 Flour market unchanged:
State 3 00@7 00; Ohio 3 90@6 60; Western 3 OO^t
6 7*; Southern4 20@6 76.
Wheat % a %c higher *nd firm trade mainly in
options; No 1 White nominal; sales 96,<HX) bush
No 2 for August at 1 14%@1 14%. 360.000 bush
No 2 Red for September at 1 16% al 16% ; 320,“00 do forOctobor 1 18% @1 19; receipts 46,10*
—

PORTLAND, AUg. 4.
Flour shows considerable strength and many of
our large dealers anticipate an early advance, but

to-day our figures are without quotable change.Oorn
is steady and a little firmer. Oats wero easy early
in the week, but at the close a better tone prevailed
owing to more encouraging reports from the West.
A firmer tone has been developed in Pork, though
There is a good
we note no change in quotations.
demand for Sugars at the rocent decline. Apples
higher and receipts light.

4.—Flour

—

Havana Market.

(By Telegraph.)

Havana. Aug. 4.—The Sugai market is dull, the
only sales of importance during the week being 3,500 hhds of Centrifugal polarizing 93% to 94 degrees at 8 a8 % reals gold per arrobe. Molasses sugar 86 to 89 degrees polarization 6@6% reals gold
per arrobe; Muscovado common to fair at HVs 5,6%
reals; Centrifugal sugar 92 to 96 degrees polarization in hhds, bags and boxes at8%@8% reals.
Stocks in warehouses At Havana and Matanza?
46,700 boxes, 126,600 bags and 70,400 hhds; receipts for the week 450 boxes,* 170 bags and 300
hhds; exports 400 boxes and 2800 hhds, including
2740 hhds to the United States
Molasses nominal.
Freights quiet; loading it Havana for the United
hhd of Sugar 3 00 currency: from ports on
States
hhd ol
north coast (outside) for the United States
3
sugar 0U@3 60.

1

The following are to-day’s quotations of Flour
Orain, Provisions. Ac.

H.M.Corn, oar lots..67Vfr
Superfine and
@06
low grades. .3 60@4 60 Mix Corn,car lots
Com, baa lots.... 70@76
X Spring and
XX Spring.. 6 00@6 00 Oats, oar lots.47 Vi
Patent Spring
7 60@8
Wheats
Michigan Winter straightsR 2555

Oats,

bag lot*.60@53

Meal
.68
Cottonseed .car lots 28 00
76 Cottonseed,bag lotsSO 00
I)o roller.... 6 2656 60 SaokedBran oar lot,
—

00

18

St. Louis Winter straight.6
Do roller. ..6
Winter Wheat

$

Spanish gold 2.03%.
Exchange firm; on the Uuited States 60 days
gold 9@9% prem: do short sight 10@10% prem.on
London 20@20% prem; on Paris 6%@6 prem.

00@19 00

do bag lots.23 60
005)6 25
60@6 76 Middlings, oar lots.24 00
do bag lots
26 60
atents.6 75*8)7 25 Rye. 1
Provisions.
Produce*
PorkCranberries, & bbl—
Backs
.20 00@20 26
Maine ...12 00@13 00
Clear ....19 0<>@i9 25
00
00517
Cod,15
Cape
2 6052 75
Mess.17 60@18 00
Pea Beans
Mediums....2 6052 65 Mess Beef.. 12 00@12 6o

sen u n

Crates.1 60$

European Market*.
(By Telegraph.)

Liverpool, Aug 4—12.3o P. M—Cotton marke*
—to day is a holiday on the Cotton market. The
market will also be closed Monday, the regular bank
holiday.

Ex Mess..12

75@13
Plate.13 60@14

26
00
Ex Piata.14 6(Va 16 00
Hams
13Vfe@14c

MARRIAUEM.

0052 25 Hams, covered 14Vfe(3!l6c
Eggs $vdos.22(g28o Lard—
00c Tub, ^ lb
tb....
9% @10
Turkeys,
Tierces..
Chickens....... ,25530c
9Vfc@ 9%
Fowl.18520c Pail .10 @10Vfr
New Potatoes 2

In Biddeford July 18, Oeo. W. Hodge end Lizzie
E. Miller.
In Biddeford, July 9, Herbert W. Ayer end Mies

Annie A. Barrett.
in Auburn. Aug.
Maria H. Eiwell.

Hutier*

Needs.

Gilt Edge Ver....22 23c Red Top.4 26@4 60
Choice.17518c Timothy.2 16@2 35
Good.135150 Clover.15l/a@16
Raisin*.
Store.10512c
(> Herne.
Muscatel.1 70@2 40
Vermont...
10512 London Lay’r 2 20(®2 30
10a 12 OnduraVal
N Y Fact’y..
8
@11
AppleM.
Ornngea.
7656
60
Valencia
10
Ratingbbl..4
I
00@13 00
Evaporated IblC V2518M1 Florida.0 00@0 00
Dried Apples. ...9Vs5^0 Messina.7 00@8 00
Sliced
...10510Mi [Palermo.6 60@7 60
I.emoRN.
Nugnr.
Granulate*I ^ lb
9Vs Messina.4 60@6 00
Extra C.8% Palermo.4 60@6 O1*

1, Wallace K. Mixer ami Miss
UKATbrt

In this city, Aug. 4, Mrs. Matilda H. Hooper, aged
76 years il months.
In this city. Aug* 6th inst*, Anna «J., youngest
daughter of \Vm. T., and Hannah
aged 1
year, 4 months and 4 days.
Funeral this afternoon at 2 o’clock from No. 66
Washington St.
In Staudish, Ang. 4th inst., Ezekiel
Strout, aged
77 years and 21 dais.
Funeral at 2 o’clock p. ni. Tuesday, at
Congregational Cburoh.
In Auburn, Aug. 1st
A., wile of C.
inst.,
Emily
B. Young, aged 49
years and 10 mouths.
In Biddeford, duly *3, Mrs.
Mary, wife of David
Morris, aged 31 years 6 mouths.
In Biddeford, duly 18, Mrs, Sarah A. Smith, aged
63 year* 3 months,

Murray,*

....

Foreign Import*.
'Scbr Hibernia-072 qtls fish

WESTPORT,yNS.

galls oil 40 dz eugs to Dana & Co.
COW BAY,OB. Sohr Thornholme-llUO;! tons
coal.

Bath.

Cld 2d, schs Katie G Robinson, Sooy, for Pi Us ton;
Fitzpatrick, Hall. Hallowell.
Ar 3d, sch Dora M French, French, Bangor.
Cld 3d, scbs Helen A Chase, Adams, tostou, (ai d
sailed); Abby Wasson, Lord, Bangor; David S Siner,
Guthrie. Hallowell.
NEW YORK—Ar 3d. schs Cyguus. Cole, Shulee,
NS. N .J Miller, Strout, Bangor; Willie Martin.
Willard. Calais
Willow Harp, Morris Deer Isle;
Carrie W,
Uillyard, Eastport: Catharine, Lodge.
Mis worth for Rondoat. Maarbruck, Clark, Franklin; Geu Reward. Henderson, Gardiner, Wm J Elmer, Hamilton, Hallowell; Abbie Bursiey, SaunRockland:
ders, Kennebec; Allie Cakes, Merria
W i)Cargill, Haskell Sullivan; Marcellus. Holmes,
New Bedford; Douglas baynes Dunton, Stamford;
Marcellus, Holmes, New Bedford
Ar 4tb, brig Giles Coring. Simpson. Caibarien;
scbs Jas T Morse, Tapper, Pensacola; Victor Pulg,
Hodgdon, Baracoa; Carrie S Bailey, Rivers. Satiluk
J M

River.
Old 3d, barqae Cardenas, Roeves, Monrovia; brig
H M Rowley, Jordan, Piogresao; schs Sadie Wlll•nc, Jackson, Para; J C Nash, Crowley, for Porte-

clair, New York.

PROVIDENCE—Sid 3d, sch Fannie Whitmore,
Whitmore. Philadelphia.
NEWPORT—Ar 2d, sch Nellie E Gray, Grant,

New York for Boston.
Ar 3d, sch Maud Mallocb, Sinclair, Fall River for
New York.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR—Ar 2d, scbs May
Dav, from Hoboken for Kennebunkport: Wm Flint,
New York for Boston; Monticello, do ter Gloucester; Albert Jameson, do for Rou* d Pond ; Curtis
I'tlton, Bootbbay for Fortress Monroe; Zaiupa, fm
Machias for New York; DavidTorrey, Portland for
Glen Cove; M E Eldndge, Boston tor New York;
S P Adams, Fall River fordo; Lizzie Carr,-.
NEW BEDFORD-Ar 3d, sch Sarah A Reed, Hallowell. New York.
V1NE Y AKD-H AVKN—Ar 3d. schs Alma, Johnson, and Henry, Osmore, Hoboken for Bostou; Sadia
Corey, Amboy fordo: Searsville, Port Johnson for
Batb; Judge Low, Hoboken for Pembroke; Sena
tor. Providence for Ellsworth; Kate Foster, Sands
River for New York; Alfred Keene, Hurricane Ileaud for do; WTm Rice. Rockland for do; Brave. Sullivan for do; M B Mahoney, Bangor for Fall
River;
D H Ingraham, Rockland for Richmond.
Shi, schs Nellie V Kokes. Island City, and Olive.
HUSTON—Ar 3d, schs Richmond, Hall, Amboy;
S J Gilmore, Sylvester, New York.
Ar 6tb, barque Carrie E Long.
Baker.Montevedio;
scbs Daylight, Hodgdon, Baltimore;
Autelope, from
Oamdeu: Emily A Staples, Coleman, Elliott; Lewis
R French, Perkins, do.
Cld 5th, schs Ella A Warner, Holbrook, N York;
Kit Carson. Harding. New York.
Sid 5tb, barque Esther; brig M W Norwood.
SALEM—Ar 3d, schs ;$ S Kendall, Kendall, and
Oliver Dyer, Emerson, Port Johnson.
BANGOR—Cld 3d, sch Qrace Cushing, Mosher,

New York.
Old 4th, whs P M Hooper, Collins, Philadelphia;
Flora A Sawyer, Freethy, New York.
FOBEIUN

PORTS.

Ar at Coqutmbo. 23d, ship Edward O’Brian, Libby
Cardiff.
At Padang May 31, barque J H Bowen, Carlton,
for New York, ready.
Cld prey to July 3d, Jbarqne Ella, Matthew*, for

Iqulque.

t r at Coconada June IT, barque
Lilian, Benbett.
Madras.
Passed St Helena June 28. ship Gardner Colby.

■Streeter, Singapore for New York.
Sid fm Zaniibar June 21,
ship Oakland, Mltebefl,

Bombay.

..

Creamery.24525c

Oliver

Gardiner.

..

Germau iued2 0052 25
Yollow EyesS 8653 90
Onions f^bbl. 3 6054 60

woision,

w>2>ed the ate 3d. brig Goleonda, from NYork
tor Boston; schs Florida, do for do; Fannie A Gorham, Hoboken for Belfast; Ira A Wright, do for
Rockland; Senator ulimes, Weekawken for Calais;
L MoLvay, d<» for Boston; L h Jones. Elizabetbport;
John Douglass, do for Boston; L M Strout, Port
Johnson tor Salem; Olive Brancb,dofor Yarmouth;
Eagle, do for Boston.
FALL 1VEK-Sld 3d, sch Maud Malloch, Sin-

firm. Wheat ilrm;l 01%
Ul%for August. lo2%@103V4 September;
for
October.
Corn higher at 61 %c
047§
04%@1
for August; 49%@60%c September. 49% @50 for
October 46@45%c year; 46c .May. Oats at 27%@
277'sc for August; 267^@27c for September; 27%
October; 2»?%ea26% year. Pork weak at 13 40
(S)13 22% for Septombe ; 13 62%@13 37% for
Oct
Lard at 8 42% @3 52% for August; 8 62%
@8 60 September.
Wheat dull; No 2 Red Fall at
St. Louis, Aug. 4
1 06% for August; 1 07% for September; 1 o9%
for October: 1 11% bid for November; 1 06% year.
Corn higher at 46Vso cash; 46% t August; 47%c
September; 47 %c October.

Daily Wholesale Market

30,

Cld 3d, schs l.aina Cobb, Cobb, Bangor; £ H Herriman. Wood, Neponset.
PHILADELPHIA- Ar 2d. sobs A P Nowell.
Wharton, Hallowell; KT Maul, Higbee, and Sarah
C Smith, Stoekley. Kennebec, Frank P Lee, Lee,

mouth.

?l

Portland

Boston, (was

Corn %@%c higher: Mixed Western spot at 63a
61% c; do futures at 69%@61%c; sales 74u,o60
bu
receipts 28,484.
Oats %.a%c oetter; State 41@50c; Western 38@
61c; sales 140,000 bush iucludwg No 2 for August
37Vse: September 3 3c, Oct 36@36%c..

Sugar quiet.
Chicago,Aug.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL

E Morte, Jones, do.
Cld 2d. sch Agnes I Grace, Small,
reported 1st for Portland.)

bu«

Beef quiet.
Pork tirm; spot.new mess 15 62%@16 00.
Lard higher: steam rendered 8 82%.
Molasses dull.

accomplice.—Longman’s Magazine.

GEORGETOWN, DC-Ar 2d. schs Milford, Look,

Washington; Mary

at

4.—The following were to-day's
quotations of Butter, Cheese, Eggs and Potatoes:
Butter We quote We tern creameries at 21&
23c for choice, 18@20c for fair and good: Northern
creameries at 21® 23c for choice, I8<g20c tor fair
and good; New York •*«<! Vermont dairies 18@20c
^ lb for choice, 16<§17c for fair and good: choic
Western dairy at 14@l6c and Western ladle packed
13@15; choice grades tirm and in steady demand,

Hallowell,

2d, sch Mary A Stockham, Reed

Sid 2d, brig Tally Ho, Cates, Portland.
NEWPORT NEWS-Ar 2d. sets WillieS Sheppard. Reeves, Gardiner; sch Seventy Six, Brown,
Suffolk.

BALTIMORE—A r 2d. sab Cyrus Hall. Gray, from
Bangor.

diced.

Boston, Aug.

aged 29,

Boston.

PENSACOLA—Ar 3d. sch Mary J Cook, Cook.
New, York.
Cld 3d, sch Belle O Neil. McLaughlin, New Haven
JACKSONV ILLE—Sid 20th, soh Broxie B Rokes,
Bennett. Baltimore.
SAVANN Afl-Ar 3d, sch Mary A Hall, Hall, fm

@ 35

have been

Thomp-

GALVESTON—Ar 3d inst, brig Julia E Haskell,

Paine,

@30
@ 22
@30

condition of the market

and the

same as

3,092,300 lbs,

T

San Francisco.

Cape Good Hope... .26 @32
Australian
a) 44
.....39
Donskoi.25 @28
There is less activity than noticed last week, but
the sales

27th, barque F

Corning. Valparaiso.
SEATLE—Sid 20th, ship City of Brooklyn, Swan,

@ 44
@40
@35

@

TIETlORAiVUA,
Sch May Day, Hewitt, Hoboken for KennebonkDutch
into
Island Harbor 2d with sail*
port, put
split, having hecn struck by a squall when oil Point

Judith.

@34
@40
@30

Combing.33 @35
20
@28
Smyrna washed.
Do

A1 lo years in the Record.

A Sewall A Co, Bath, have a ship of 2000 ton*
timbered out, and Houghten Bros have just raised
the frame for a 2000 tons ship.

I

Boston Produce Market.

a

The 8cbr recently launched from the yard of John
Rideout, Bowdoiuham. has been named R D Spear,
a pari of ber has been purchased by Capt J B
Weaver, of bath, who Is to command her. Sho

and

a

Ohio and Pennsylvania—
Pickloca and &XX.40
Choice XX. .37
35
FineX.
38
Medium.

Freintiden.

IfROM MERCHANTS* SXCUANOE.1
Sid fm Cardiff 3d inst, ship Wilna, Simmons, Rio
Janeiro.
Ar at Valparaiso 1st inst, ship S F Hersey, Waterhouse, Melbourne.

Savage. 2
Northern Belle. 6%

ciation. Rev. Dr. Dunn and Prof. Hillsdale
gave an interesting course of lectures on different subjects.
On Sunday a devotioual meeting was held
at 9.30 a. m. Rev. J. S. Neal presided and
spoke upon "Spiritual life the Christian power." Rev. R, Dunn, D. D. preached at 11.30
from Acts 24, 3. The Sacrament of the Lord’s
Mr. W. H
was celebrated at noon.

Frank A. Hodges,
suicide by
Saturday afternoon.

SAILED—Barque

4%
Union Con. 5

dresses were made by Rev. I. D. Stewart and
O. T. Moulton on tbe progress of the year’s
work.
Preaching and prayer services were
held at two and at four p. m. The 2.30 meeting was for review of the past with prophesy
for the future. The 4.30 meeting was for the
organization of the Ocean Park lecture Asso-

mitted

Arrived.
Brig Mary T Kimball, from Philadelphia, with
coal to Me Cent RR.
Soh Casste Jameson, Collins, Brunswick. Ga—
hard pine to C W Richardson.
Sch E G Willard, Doughty, Rockland for New
York.

San

Veterans
Day. The early prayer meeting at 6 a. m.
brought out a large assemblage. Rev. Silas
Church, presided throughout the day. AdRev. Walter Meserve.

Ryan A

Mary E McDougall, (Br) Renault, Cow Bay—
Perley, Russell A Co.
Sch Kensett, Dow, Windsor, NS—Chase, Leavitt
A Co.
Sch Ariadne, Colby, Windsor, NS—Chase, Leavitt
A Co.
Sch Wm H Oler, Crowell, Philadelphia—Clark A
Chaplin Ice Co—(cld 3d and sailed.)
Sch Alask», McMahon, New Yora—Geo Sylvester.
Sch Emma Green, Scott, Bangor to load for New
York-J B Dodge.
Sch Orient, Morse, Bangor—Kensell A Tabor.
Sch Jeroeha Baker, Chase, Machias—N Blake.
Sch AHda Lindsay, Calais—N Blake.
Sch .lames Henry, Monroe. Friendship- B Blake.
Soh Shepherdess, Feltis. Damariscotta— N Blake.
Sch Franklin Pierce, Holmes, So West Harbor.
Sch

pref.75

California

Sydney, CB

Kelsey.

Illinois Central.131
Lake Shore.107%
87%
Michigan Central.
New Jersey Central
87Vs
Northwestern
.1^8%
Northwestern pref .146%
New York Central— .llo%
Rock Island...
..122
St. Paul.103%
St. Paul pref..
..118%
92%
Union Pacific Stock.
Western Union Tel
79%

Free Baptist Camp Meeting.
Tbe meeting of the Free Baptists Association
at Ocean Park is fully attended and of more interest this year than ever before. A great many
more are in attendance.
Friday evening there
were addresses by Rev. B. B. Peck, D. D. and

tstews.

Arrived.

(By Telegraph.)
New York, Aug 4.—Money on call was in be‘ter demand at 2%@3;closed at 2: prime mercantile
paper at 4*4 '6. Foreign Exchange llrm at 483%

men.

ALMANAC.AUGUST 6.
.4 63 High witter, pm,. 1.25
7 18! Moon ietf..
8,44

POUT OF POKTLAWP.

tock and Money Market.

York

:;h

J i INT k

M

$428,300
68,400

Circulation, increase
Reserve, decrease.
Reserve surplus.

IX

.■■■■-

Bank Statement.

ing variety.

York..Glasgow.Aug

—

121%

ly Bank statement ending to-day:
Loans, decrease.
Specie, increase.
Legal tenders, decrea e.
Deposits, increase

.New

....

New York. Aug. 4.—The following is the week

very effectively. Vocal and instrumental music by the artists mentioned above gave pleas-

IX

AnglX
Santiago.New York.. Havana
Necker.New York Bremen-Aug IX
Cienfuegos.New York Cienfuegos. .Aug 14
Muriel.New York. .St Kitts.Aug 14
Pavonia.New York. .Liverpool... Aug 16
18
Oregon.Quebec... Liverpool. ..Aug
Aug 18
Polynesian.Quebec.Liverpool
Newport.New York..Havana.. .Aug 18
Advance. New York..Brasil.Au*
Valencia.New York.. Maracaibo Aug 18
Servia.New York..Liverpool....Aug 23
City of Puebla.Now York. .Hav dtVCrua.Aug 2d
British Kmpire... New York..Hav&YCrus.Aug 2tf
St Domingo.New York. .St Domingo. .Aug 28
New York. .Liverpool.
Aug 29
Scythia

York Manufacturing Co.972
Laconia Manufacturing Co....620
Portland, Saco & Portsmouth R. R.112 Vs

Portland. Me., City 6s, 1907..

1<)
IX

Gallia.New York..Liverpool
.Aug 1 t
Helvetia.New York. Liverpool.. Aug 11
City of Berlin.New York..Liverpool... .Aug IX
Baltic.New York..Liverpool....Aug 11

..

Gov. Robie delivered an address to the children illustrative of the blessings of temper-

The

Festival of St. Dominic.
The 54th anniversary of St. Dominic’s church
was fittingly observed yesterday.
The services
were .carried out with great solemnity aud
were largely attended. At 10.30 a. m. solemn

NBW YORK STOCKS*
993/s
Missouri Pacific....
Wabash preferred. 38*4
Denver & It. G..... 34
Northern Pacfic preferred. 88%
Northern Pacific common. 49
BOSTON STOCKS.
26
Flint & Pere Marquette common
A. T. & S. F. 81%
163
Boston & Maine.
Flint & Pere Marquette preferred.100
L. R. * Ft Smith. 21
40
Marquette, Hugh ton & Ont. common
Mexican|Central 7s. 66%
Sal«*» at the Boston Brokers’ Board. Aug. 4.

4
8
9
9
9

.Aug

Dominion.Quebec.Liverpool.

Market.
The following quotations of stocks arc reported
and corrected daily by Woodbury & Moulton, cornel
of Middle and Exchange streets*

The afternoon exercises were under the auspices of the State Alliance, Bev. I. Luce, pres-

favorably.
French in Madagascar.
Zanzibar, Aug. 5.—The Hovas still surround
Tamatave but appears to be demoralized. They
have not made any attacks since July 15tb.
Tbe French are unable to advance because of
tbe smallness of tbeir force.

7%S

M toe It

Bent, cornetists; Perham Quartette and Mrs.
Ada Cary Sturgis, vocalists. Misses Margaret
V. Farrington and Addie Weeks, accompanists.

ered

Germanic.New York. Liven ool....Aug
Amerique.New York.. Havre.Aug
City of Merida.New York. .Havana..Aug
Adriatic.New York..Liverpool....Aug
Westphalia.New York Hambuig— Aug
Frisia.New York Hamburg.... Aug
/ircassiai.Quebec. ....Liverpool. ...Aug

36 In. 6
40 In.

..

proud

FOb

Sardinian.Quebec.Liverpool—Aug 4
Ontario.Quebec.Liverpool—Aug 4
Furnessia.New York.. Liverpool—Aug 4
Saratoga.New York..Havana ....Aug 4

Fine 9-4.22(@26
ffl 6
«
Fine 10-4... .27% @82
TICKINGS. ICTC.
9
Tickings,
J Drills.8$
6'.
Best.16 @18
Corset Jeans— 7
8'a 9%
Medium.. .11
$14 iSatteens.
Cambrics. 6$ 6%
Light. H $10
Denims.12% t£18% 3i]©«iiafl -....10$2<>
Ducks-Brown 9
$1.* iCovton Flannels. 7$1?
Fancy 12%$ 16% jTwlue tv Warps 18@2>%
Bat Jnv* -Best.'..11 Vs "a 13
•*
Goo
8%$1 %
nLKACBSD oorro*s.i
Beat 36 In.. 11 % @13
I Fino 8-4.15
@20
Med. 88 In.. 8
Fine 7-4.19
@23
$11
Light86in.. 6 $ 7% Fine 8-4.21 @26
42 in.. 10 $14
@30
i Fin© 9-4.25
5-4....11
Fine tax. .,.27%932%h
$17
Liil't
Fima

HTEAHINHIPI.

OF
FROM

tTNBT.RAOHBD COTTONS.*

they filed up to [shake hand with His
Excellency Gov- ltobie.
Tbe morning evercises consisted of declamations, recitations end music by the children of
the Juvenile Temples and Sabbath schools, in
Mrs. Barstow, superintendent of the charge of

noon

Mil INO

Hoavv 36 in. 7%«! 8Vs Fine 7*4.14&17
Med. 36 in. 8%$ 7% Fine8-1... ...18@22

ture as

Singing by

>

Dry floiNd Whoimie Market.
The following quotations are wholesale prices and
•orrocted daily by Storer Bros. & Co,. Dry Goods,
Wool*..* and Fancy Goods, 144 to 162 Middle street:

people

Saco, Jnly 27,

John A. Littlefield, aged 40 yrs«
Parsonsfleld, Jnly 23, John Garland, aged 78
years.
»u Brownfleld, July 21, Mrs. John Blake, ag*l
92 years.
In
T

Keceipf
Portland, Aug. 4.
Received by Maine Central Railroad, for Portland
33 cars miscellaneous merclunaise; for connecting
roads, 82 cars mis’ellaneoim merchandise.
Iluilronu

described in tbe Press. The day lias been perfect, the cool breeze from off tbe lake tempering the sun’s roys to a grateful warmth. The
eighth aunnal Sebago Lake temperance campmeeting was attended by nearly four thousand

FOREIGN.

MORE FAILURES.

THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS.
Published every day (Sundays excepted) bytbe

800

of
[

Ar at

Huanillos June 18. barque P C Merrlmas.

Young. Valparaiso.
Ar

at

Talcabuano June

Hussey, Montevideo.

—,

ihip Portland Lloyds.

Departure Bay July 21, barque CO,Whitmore,
Calhoun, wtg.
Ar ai Hull July 22, ship El Capitan, Sewall, from
Portland, O.
Sid fm Cow B.iy 2d lust, sch Kdw Johnson. McDonald. Bangor.
Ar at Halilax 2d Inst, sch Condor, Swisn, front
U

Portland.
Ar at St

John, NB 3d Inst, sehe C H Poster, StevPhiladelphia; Harriet Chase. Whipple, from
Portland; Ralph Sinnett, Pinkhain, do.
Cld 3d, schs Laura A Burnham, Harding, Philadelphia; Reporter, Cilehrlst, New Yora; Rettle,
Colwell, and Alba, Akerly. Rockland.

ens.

MPOKES
lat 34 N, Ion 48 W, shlo Wm II Smith,
Bartlett, from New York for San Francisco.
lat
35 N. Ion 47 W. ship Yorktown, Dick<>.
July
inson, from Baltimore lor San Francisco. E
Long,
Aug 2. lat 4J 40. ion 70, barque Carrie
Park, Iron) Mouterideo for Bostou.
2, lat 38. Ion 74 38,sob Nora Bailey, Barker

July 2,

Aug

from Barb for

Saranuab.

PRESS.

THE

the resuit of the inquiry. An architect
ability can easily make more money
than by serving the Uniled States for a sal-

er

of his

MORNING, AUG. 6.

MONDAY

ary.
We do not read anonymous letters aud conmnuiisations. Ihe name and address of the writer are in
all

cases

tion hut

indispensable,
as a

not

necessarily for publica-

guarantee of good faith.

We cannot undertake to return

munications that

not

aro

orjpreserve

com-

used.

The Minnesota Democrats.
The Democratic convention in Minnesota
contented itself with a short platform; but
unlike some other Democratic p atforms it
is clear on the tariff issue.
It (lid not
adopt the Ohio meaningless generality about
the tariff hut came out flatfooted for ‘‘a tariff for revenue only as the
permanent commercial policy
plain and men

of

country.”

the

agree with it

That

is

disagree
with a reason. We are glad as Republicans
to see the Democratic party planting itself
on that doctrine, and hope the National
can

Woman's Journal says that the
friends of woman suffrage in Massachusetts
will support no man for Governor who is
not a supporter of tlieir cause. They opTub

last year and they will oppose Mr. Robinson this year, if he is nominMrs Lucy Stone says that, no matter
ated.

posed

Mr.

Bishop

rights and interest are at stake
in the campaign, they cannot take the risk
of helping elect a Governor who would veto
a bill giving suffrage to women, If the Legiswhat other

lature should pass such a bill. We do not
presume that ihe women-suffragists claim
that their

opposition

was

what defeated Mr.

Bishop.

The candidate

they prefer for this

year is Ex-Governor Talbot.

Republicans are prepared and eager to join
issue with the Democrats on that point and
they will do it with a confident assurauco
that the Americau

do not want

“there is no

iff for

will say so

revenue

people
only, and

The

a

tar-

l>y

a

large majority.
The second resolution concerning

what

constitutions should aud should not contain
Is not phrased very clearly but it is clear

enough that what they mean is that the
consti ution should not be amended so as to
prohibit the manufacture and sale of intoxicating liquor. That is the “inherent and
inalienable right” which they do not wish to
have taken away from the minority. They
are entitled to an opinion about that matter
and those who do not agree with them will
do what they can to make that opinion iuop.
erative. The Minnesota Democrats are not

only opposed

to a

prohibition amendment to
the constitution but they consider the
making of prohibitory laws subversive
of the lights of the peop’.e. In other States,
as Illinois, the Democratic party is opposed
to high license laws, and in still other States,
as in Ohio, they are opposed to any special
tax upon the liquor trade. What the party
wants everywhere is unrestricted aud free
trade in liquor, and it opposes everywhere
whatever restriction is proposed, just as it
opposes everywhere any regulation designed
election aud an honest
In these particulars the party is
consistent if peculiar.
to secure a fair

count.

In the third place they favor au amendment of the United States Constitution conferring upon the President the power to

provisions

such

veto

of the river

and

har-

bor bill as in his judgment are unwarranted.
That is not a bad idea, but the President's
power to veto parts of a bill ought not to be
limited to any one measure. This is not the
only bill which goes through Congress by
log-rolling. Why not give him the same
power

as to

ail

appropriation

bills?

It has

been given to the Governors of several
States and has proved a great advantage to
their treasuries. The charge that the river
and harbor bill has “under Republican administration become an omnibus bill” is
simply partisan declamation. Republican administrations are the only ones w'hich have
vetoed such bills, and Democratic Congresses and Democrats in Republican Congresses have done their full share in swelling
them.
The last resolution is what the boys would
call “a daisy.” “The maintenance in power
of any political party for an undue length of
time is an assumption of power inconsistent
with the principles of the government and

dangerous to the rights of the people.” Is
that Democratic doctrine? Are the Democrats of Kentucky of that opinion? What
length of time, in
sota Democrats,
length? Is it the

the

opinion

of the Minne-

constitutes

an

“undue”

period when they
they are out? Is it one
of the inherent and inalienable rights cf the
minority to have their turn in governing the
State? Would they be in favor of a constitutional amendment to secure this right?
We had supposed the Democratic party
elaimed to be in favor of government by the
majority. What do they mean by talking
about “the maintenace in power (by the people) of any political party for an undue
length of time” being “an assumption of
power inconsistent with the principles of the
government?” They seem to mean,and mean
only, that the majority of the people are
usurpers if they contiuue too long of one
political faith. On this the Republicans will
gladly join issue with them.
are

same

in office as when

Sanitary

Precautions.

There have been twenty

cases of sickness
and two deaths on one street in the city of

New York, caused by the drinking water of

becoming
by sewage
Warnings of this sort are of frequent occur
rence, and yet people are strangely careless
on the subject, not only in country places
but especially in those parts of cities where
water from wells is used. There ought to
be in every city a board of health with large
powers to control all matters relating to the
sanitary condition of the place. In many
a

well

cities
use

contaminated

now

no

wells can be used except their
by such a board after in-

is sanctioned

spection,

and the

plans

for all

plumbing

in

houses connected with the public water and
drainage system have to be approved by the
health officers or

heavy penalties are incurSanitary Engineer for July 2G,
interesting account of the good re.

red.

The

gives

an

suits which have followed the enforcement
of the law regulating plumbing which has
now been in operation two years.
Before

this law, the health department had practically no supervision of new work. As a result, in consequence of the fact that the
great majority of houses were then, as now,
built for speculation by unscrupulous men,
serious sanitary defects were very common.
Soil and waste pipes were not usually ex.
tended above the highest fixture; fixture

traps were unventilated; joints were frequently made with putty or cement, and
very defective; water closets were flushed
directly from the mains; house drains wdre
generally of earthen ware, laid under the
cellar floor, and often very defective, and
many other practices, fraught with danger
to the health of the
occupants, were common.
Now builders have come to see that
it is for their interest to have their
buildings

plumbed well; they have found that it is
difficult to sell or rent a building in which
the plumbing has not been approved
by the
board of health.

It is

a common

thing for

intending purchasers and money-lenders to
go to the health department to inquire if the
plumbing of the houses,they think of buying,
or lending money on has been
approved by
the board.

The investigation of Supervising ArchiHill, which Ex-Congressman Murch has
prosecuted in so peculiar a fashion, is at an
end, so far as the taking of testimony is concerned. Written arguments are to be submitted, and the final, report of the commission, of which assistant Treasurer New isthe
chairman, will not be made for some time.
It would be absurd for any one to
presume
to have an opinion on the merits of
the case
whose knowledge of the
testimony taken is
•onflned to the orief and
retect

unsatisfactory

ports In the telegraphic despatches. The
matters inquired into have been largely of a
kind requiring technical knowledge for a
proper understanding of them.
can

The AmeriArchitect, which has endeavored to fol-

low the trial closely, expressed in a recent
number the opinion that the investigation
had been conducted iu an astonishing manner.
Proba bly it Is impacticable for anybody in that office to succeed in a course
which will be honest for the government
and satisfactory to those who are disappointed in

contracts.

getting
has shown a disposition

Secretary Folger
to do everything in

his power to facilitate the ascertainment of
the truth with regard to the charges made

by Mr. Murch. It is reported that Mr. Hill
contemplates resigning the position whatev-

projected mileage exceed a certain
figure, part of the surplus must be paid over
to the public
treasury, and as the state contracts to pay a portion of the cost incurred
iu construction this provision appears to be
an equitable one.
The companies will furnish all the rolling stock necessary for the
operation of the ucw mileage, and the government, while reserving the right to purchase the lines, can
only do so by remunerating the corporations for all the expenses

incurred.—[Railway

World.

passion
enough, “so

in the mind of

says Bacon truly
mates aud masters

mau,”

weak but it

the fear of death.

Revenge triumphs over death; love slights it;
honor aspireth to it; grief llyeih toil; fear
preoccupateth it.'' Pity, which is tin* “tendert st of passions,” led many to kill themselves from compassion for Otho’s suicide.
Even trvilium ritce, mere utter weariness of
doing the same thing over and over again,
will lead a man to defy his inborn fear of
death. But what passion cau
against

guiyd

fright?
A Jew, according to Lodovicus Yives,ouce
crossed a narrow plank over a torrent in the
darlj, and, visiting the place nest day, saw
the extremity of his last night’s risk, and
died of—what? Not of fear, obviously, because there was nothing to be afraid of; but
possibly of fright. So, again; persons have
been known who always faiuted at the scent
of certain flowers, notably that of the May
blo-som, but it would be ridiculous to accuse
them of being afraid of hawthorn.
Surgeon General Francis, of the Indian
medical service, tells of a drummer who was
suddenly aroused from his sleep by something crawling over his naked legs. He imagined it was a cobra, aud his friends, collected by the outcry, thought so too, and he
was treated accordingly.
Iucautations.such

as are customary with the natives on these
occasions, were resorted to, aud the poor
fellow was flagellated with twisted cloths on

the arms aud legs, in view partly to arouse
hut principally to drive out the evil influence (spirit) that for the time being had
taken possession of him.
With the iirst
dawu of light the cause of the fright was
discovered in the shape of a harmless lizard,
which was lying, crushed and half killed, by
the side of the poor drummer, but it was too
late.
From the moment when he believed
that a poisonous snake had bitten him he
passed into an increasing collapse until he
died. The drummer was not a strong lad,
d the shock was too much for him.
The most remarkable death from the accident of fright was tha't of the Dutch painter,
Pentemau, in the seventeenth century. He
was at work on a picture in which were
represented several death heads, grinning
skeletons, aud other objects calculated to
inspire the beholder with a contempt for
the vanities and follies of the day. In order
to do his work better he went to an anatomical room and used ii as a studio. One sultry
day, as he was drawing these melancholy
relics of mortality by which he was surrounded he fell off into a quiet sleep, from
which he was suddenly aroused, imagine
his horror at beholding the skulls aud bones
dancing around him like mad, and the
skeletons which hung from the ceiling dashing themselves together. Panic-stricken, he
rushed from the room aud threw himself
headlong from a window on to the pavement
below. He sufficiently recovered to learn
that the cause of his fear was a slight earthquake, but his nervous system received such
a severe shock that he died iu a few days.
Frederick I of Prussia was killed by an
accident of fear. He was, one day, sleeping
in an arm-chair, when his wife," Louise of
Mecklenberg, who had for some time been
hopelessly insane, escaped from her keepers
aud made her way to the King’s private
door
apartments. Breaking through a
she dabbled herself in blood, and, In a ragfit
of
cast
herself
ing
delirium,
upon the
King. The latter, who was not aware of
the hopelessness of her lunacy, was so horrified at the appearance of a woman clad only
in linen and covered with blood, that, he

him,

"glass

imagined, with

superstition characteristic
of the age, that it was the White Lady,
whose ghost, according to time-honored tradition, invariably appeared when death was
around the house of Brandeuburg. He was
a

seized with a fever and died in six weeks.
More ridiculous was the death of the
French marshal, De Montrevel, “whose
whole soul,” says St. Simon, “was but ambition and lucre, without ever having been
able to distinguish his right hand from his
left, but concealing his universal ignorance
with an audacity which favor, fashion and
birth protected.” He was a very superstitious man, and one day a saltceliar was upset at a public dinner in his lap, and so
frightened was he that he arose and announced that he was a dead man. He
reached home, and died in a few days, in
1716, literally scared to death by the absurd
casualty of a saltcellar turning over.

What is

a

Metre?

explain what I mean by the
“metre,” and 1 shall take the flow of
water in a trough as an illustration of my
moaning. If we hang in a trough a weight
ed board, then when the water flows past it
the board will be
pushed back; when the
of water is strong, the board
will
be
pushed back a* long way!
when the current is less, it will not he
pushed so far; when the water runs the oth.
er way tho board will he
pushed the other
way. So by observing the position of the
board we can tell how strong tho current of
water is at any time.
Now, suppose we
wislr to know, not how
strong the current of

that,

but how much

water altogether has passed
through the
trough during any time, as, for instance, one

hour.

Then, if we have no better instruthan the weighted board, it will bo necessary to observe Its position continuously,
to keep an exact record of tire corresponding
rates at wlrich the water is passing everv
minute, or better every second, and to add
up all tho values obtained. This would, of
course, be a very
troublesome process.
ment

There is another kind of instrument which
may be used to measure the flow of water; a
paddle-wheel or screw. When the water is
flowing rapidly, the wheel will turn rapidly;
when slowly, the wheel will turn slowly;
and, when the water flows the other way,
the wheel will turn the other way, so that,
if we observe how fast the wheel is turning,

we can te.l how fast the water is
now, we wish to know how much

flowing.

If
water allias
together
passed through the trough, the
number of turns of the wheel, which may be
shown by a counter, will at once tell us.
There are, therefore, iu tho case of w ater,
two kinds of instruments, one of which
measures at a time, and the other
during a
time. Tee term metre should be confined
to instruments of the second class only.—C.
Vernon Boys, in Popular Science Monthly.

Free Press.

ne

offensive. J had the most careful and best
medical attendance, and tried all the pupular remedies without experiencing any relief. Fortunately
about this time the virtue of Hunt’s Remedy being
called to my attention, I bought and used a bottle
with such satisfactory results that I continued on
for six weeks, when, having used four bottles, I
found I

and evenings out.—Burlington Hawkeye.

hands of private companies. Still more
noticeable is the action of the Frcncli authorities, who may be said to have confessed
that they
began to build railways and are
not able to finish
them. After the FrancoI’russian war the idea
that a great expansion
ot the rrencn
railway Bystem was necessary

became prevalent, and so
much money was
lavished upon Ibis object that
the national
debt was materially increased.
Fight thousand kilometres are yet to be
constructed
before the
contemplated extensions are
finished; and arrangements have lately been
made by which four of the six
leading
French railway companies will build
5,7oo
kilometres. Of this projected new construction 2,600 kilometres will be built by the

Lyons Railway Company, 1,500 kilometres
by the Est, 1,200 kilometres by the Midi, and

and

as ever

eutirely

cured.

All

The Beater Beaten.

going behind

the counter he brought out a
wire egg beater.
“There is something in
the egg line that will beat it, I guess,” said
out
for
the stakes.
he, reaching
“Hold on there,” said the farmer, “let’s
see you beat it,” and he handed it to the
grocer. The latter held out his hand for it,
but dropped it in surprise on the counter,
wheie it broke two soup plates and a platter.
It was of solid iron, painted white.
“Some folks think they’re darnationcute,”
murmured the farmer as he pocketed the
stakes and lit out, “but ’tain’t no use buckin’ against the solid facts.”—Chaff.

EASTMAN BROS.
& BANCROFT.

ami Continental
Exchange
bought and sold at most favora-

LADIES’ COTTON UNDERWEAR.
We shall for the next few days ofsome very extra bargains in

Jec14_

entirely well. I would adviso any persons having difficulty with the kidneys to give
Hunt’s Remedy a trial, 1 kuow of one case besides
my own beiug cured, and would cheerfully recoin
bottle

was

EASTMAN BROSi BANCROFT
492 & 494

mend it to any one.
Ciiakles

H. Alexander,
Foreman Dye Iiouso, Shetuckot Mills,
May 8,1888*
Greenoville, Conn.
I certify to the above being a true case,
having
sold the medicine to Mr. Alexander, and kuow him
a
be
to
gentleman respected highly in the position
he holds.
John A. Morgan,

May 8,1883.
Jy30

Special Sale of line Lisle Hosiery in
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LOT

NO.

“

II and If.
suffering from poor health
‘or languishing on a bed of sickness,
‘take cheer, if you are simply ailing,
‘or if you feel week and

“If j'ou are suffering
•from
over
eating or

'drinking, any indiscretion or dissipation, or
•are young and growing
‘too

last,

is

as

1

REDUCED
“

~

**

are

dispirited, with‘out clearly knowing why, Hop Bitters
‘will surely cure you.”
“if you are a Minister and have overtaxed yourself with jour pastoral duties, or a Mother, worn
‘out with care aud work, or a man of business or
'laborer weakened by the strain of your everyday
‘duties, or a man ot letters, toiling over your mid'
‘night work, Hop Bitters will surely strengthen
‘you.”

Exchange Street.

“

44

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

3
*
5
O
1
S
»
lO

.83
1.00

“

44

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

‘‘

“

are

“

“

“

“

“

“

'that your

‘ing,
ing,

or

Between Oals. and.

.75

41

l!37

i75

1.50

“

1.00

102
1.88

“

1.00
1.25

2.00

“

1.50

2.25
2.50
3.00

“
“

1.50
1.50
2.00

if you

without

intoxicat-

old, blood thin aud im-

are

“

“

appreciated by

‘you

give you

need to

life, l)ealth,

now

‘and vigor.”
If you

costive

are

dyspeptic, or

or

suffering
ous

from any other of the
diseases of the stomach or

Are invited to call at Sign of
gresR Street for tlieir flue

numer-

bowels,

fault if you remain ill.
are wasting away with any
form of Kidney disease, stop tempting
death this moment, aud turn’for a cure
to Hop Bitte rs.
it is your
If you

own

a

of

If you
a miasmatic

or

resident

a

SOFTEHS & PRESERVES LEATHER.

WANTED

be paid for a
That poor,

case ibey will not cure or help.
bedridden, iuvAlid wife, sister, mother
daughter, can be made the picture of health by a
few bottles of Hop Bitters costing but a trifle.

au8

MWF&w4w32

I'OUTI.ASII,

Strangers visiting Portland

ad-

vantage

will And it to their
to call at my

Fancy Slippi

FOE

and

r

Low Shoes.
be sold.

PORTLAND, ME.

•

dtf

C. 0. HUDSON
—

13 MARKET
linri

F* iii

je

Impure Wafer, I'alie Itliv

Climate, Unwholesome Food. Malaria, Epidemic and
Contagious I’iseases, Cholera Morbus, Cramps,
Pains, Indigestion, Colds, Chills, Simple fcevers, Exhaustion, Nervousness, r loss of Sleep tTiat beset
«

the traveler or household at this season are
nothing
to those protected by a timely use of N <nt<»r«r«
f«iujgrr, the delicious and only combination of
Imported Ginger, choice Aromatics and Pure French
Brandy. Beware of worthless “gingers" said to
bo as good. Ask for HnufonV*
linger. Sold

everywhere.

MANUFACTURES

mar6

(DAILY)

i'yl*

—

7

AND

SIGN OF THE GOLD BOOT.

eod tf

—

First*

Confectionery.

and

Commission

my30

CONGRESS & EXCHANGE

It etands at the head.
Tho Light Running

and

Every Description,

—

assorinii'iit

M, T.
Pan5

‘AS

MULHALL,
TEMPLE STREET.

Herbert O.

PIANO
The Great Remedy for every kind
of BOWEL DISORDER.

j

j

J.

W.

the

prices

: "In
morbus and sudden attacks,
complaints, I Have never found it

Simonds, Brattleboro, Vt.,says

(

ALL THE DRUGGISTS SELL IT.

Summit

«

Nnorowi deoilitr, th* eun» of tiw
American paopla, imuarllately yialds t«
tb« action of Brown’s Iron Bittern.
Knoxur, Iowa.—Dr. E. E. Fnllar says:
“I have used Brown’s Iron Bitters in my
own family with excellent results.”
Elm Gkovt:, N. 0—Dr. G. N. Robersoi
says: “I prescribe Brown’s Iron Bitters
and find it all it is recommended to be.”

FLOORING,
UIIIH
W^k 19
J^3^ [g

HON,

au(10

HI A

A.

—

3 Free St. Block, PORTLAND.
novl4

&c., of all tldckncHBcu,
widthw and qualities.

James & Abbot,
58 Kilby St.,
BOSTON.
eodljrurm

Ml. TOWNSEND'S remedy

(N0.J8.)

FOR

HAY

WILL YOU CALL
Jtf

ASTHMA
FEVER, Brooklyn,

“I believe It will be

dred*”

Portland and Vicinity—Illustrated.
Mount Desert—with Photographs.
White Mountain Guides—Illustrated.
Hubbard’s Moosehead Lake GuideIllustrated.
Osgood’s and Appleton’s Guides.
Railroad Map Northern New England.
Map of Portland.
Map of Ml. Desert.

sure

ANO CATARRH.

N. Y.. Sept. 25,1881
in ninety cases in a hun-

Brooklyn,

N. Y., Oct, 17, 1882.
liappy to say that your remedy has served
me a second season fully as well as tlie last
year.”
Pamphlets with Mr. Beeher’s full letters and
other testimonials furnished on application.
I

am

Prepared only by

DR M. M Tu
|). VroMtburg, Md.
Price 50 cents and #1.50 per bottle.
For sale by .JOHN W. PERKINS A CO., 94 Commercial St., Portland, Me., ami by the drug trade
ju20eod till augl8
generally.

^Hubbard’s Map Norfhern Maine.]
Township Maps of Maine.
Map of White Mountains.
Also
mer

an

excellent assortment or

leading.

Rupture

slim-

OF

No. 93

SCHNAPPS.
As

general beverage and necessary

a

corrective of water rendered impure by

vegetable decomposition
as

or

other causes,

Limestone, Sulphate of Copper &v, the

FISTULA AND PILES
Cured without the Use of the Knife.
Wild,1AM READ(M.D., Hare»rd, 18421 ami
KOBEKTM. HEAD (M. D., Hai.ard, 187(ii 41

Nonierwri ilrral. Ito-inn Kivo special attention
to the treatment of FISTI L4. |-| |,|.:N ,
Al.l. IMSSjtNIiN OF I'll !■: licin
without detention from business. Abundant
enoeH siren.
Pamphlet* sent on application
Office Honrs-12 to 4 o’clock P. M.
Sun

J„

tj
refer’

'lay!

(except
feblOdlw

ARTIFICIAL
movement.
INSERTED.

Empire Grove Canipniect-

Fresco Painters,
FREE

£

open and will en*ei tain company until
the end of the Campmeeting which commences August 20th and closes the 27th. Price of board
§4.00 p* r week. By order of Directors 1. ST1MPSON, Sec.
are now

August 1, 1883.

aug2«odl w&wlw

STKEKT,

PORTLAND,

HE.

C. S. AUSTIN.
J. NAYLOR.
Churches, Halls and Private Dwellings Decorated
iu a tirst-ciase manner, and at short notice. Repairing old frescoing a specialty.
mySOeoatf
A.

W. Bradbury

34
jy27

Law.

Exchange street,

PORTLAND

MAINE,

d3m

Uo. 470

Congress

St.

LANCASTER BUILDING.

PortlanD
C. G. Allkn,
feb2

B.

F. Haskell,

H.

“78 E 64IA St., Xew York, Miv 16, 1882.
Messrs. J. C. Ayer a Co., Gentlcmeu:
Last winter I

was

troubled

with

a

most

uncom-

fortable itching humor, affecting more especially
my limbs, which itched so intolerably at night, and
burned so intensely, that I could Scarcely bear any
was a so a sufferer from a
clothing over them,
severe catarrh aud catarrhal cough, my
appetite
was poor, and my system a good deal run down.
Knowing the value of Ayer’s Sarsaparilla, by
observation of many other cases, and from personal
in former years. I begau
taking it for the abovenamed disorders,
My appetite improved almost
from the first dose.
After a short time the fever
and itchings were allayed, aud all signs of irritation
of the skiu disappeared.
My catarrh and cough
were also cured by the same mAans, and
my general
health greatly improved, until it is now excellent.
I feel a hundred per cents, stronger, and 1 attribute
these results to the use of the Sarsaparilla,
which I recommend with all conhdeuce as the best
blood medicine ever devised.
1 took it In small
doses three times a day, and used, in all less than
two bottles
1 place these facts at your service,
hoping their publication may do good.
Yours respectfully, Z. P. Wilds.”
The above it tuuce is but one of the many conuse

stantly coming to our notice, which

prove the peradaptation of Ayer’s Sarsaparilla to the
cure of all diseases arising from impure or
impo*
•rished blood, and a weakened vitality.
fect

Cleanses, enriches and strengthens the blood, stimulates the action bt me stomach aud bowels, and
thereby enables tue system to resist and overcome ^
the attacks of ail Scrofulous diseases, Eruptions of
the Skin, IMieumaUsm, Catarrh, General debility
and all disorders resulting from poor or corrupt#
blood and

low state of the system.

a

PREPARED BY

Dr. J. C. AYER & CO.

Lowell,

Mass

Sold by all Druggists; price $1, six bottles for $5.
MW&FRwIw

$200 A YEAR
CAN

BE

SAVED

In the LIVING EXPENSES of
the Family
by

tke use of Rex Magxus, The Humiston Faod
Preservative. It preserves Meat. Fish, Milk, Cream,
Kggs and all kinds of Animal Food fresh and sweat
for weeks, even in the hottest weather. This can
be proved by the testimonials of hundreds who have
tried it. Yon can prove it for yourself for BO cent*.
You will fiud that this is an article which will save
you a great deal of money.

MOCKED HILK.
NO 8POII.ED MEAT.
NO STALE EGCI.
It will keep them fresh and sweet for
many days
and does not impart the slightest foreign taste to
the articles treated. It is so simple in operation that
a child can follow the directions, is as harmltsi as
sail and costs only a fraction ot a cent to a pound of
meat, fish, batter or cheese or to a quart of milk.
This is no humbug; it is eudorsed by such men as
Prof Sam'l W. Johnsi.u of \ ale College. Sold
by
druggists and grocers. Sample pounds sent prepaid
by mail or express (»s we prefer) on receipt of price.
Name your express office Viandinebrand
for meat;
Ocean Wave for flsb an.I seafood; snow Flake for
milk, butter and cheese. Anti-Ferment, Anti-Fly
aud Anti-Mold, 50c per lb. each. Fearl tor
cream;
Queen for eggs, and Aqua Vitae for fluid extracts
$1 per lb. each.
NO

The Hriinistoii Food

Preserving Co.,

7’A KILBY STREET, BOSTON. BIAS*.-.
For sale by S. S, Sleeper & Co..
Cobb, Bates &
Yerxa, Gilman Brothers, I. Bartlett Fatten A Co
Geo. C. Gocdwin & Co.. Ware &
Bros CarHastings
ter Harris & Hawley and Weeks &
Potter, Boston.
Mass.
jj-30-diwlm

I..'Jones.

M A X H O' O ID
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RUBBER

Important

to allwtio use

KHOW

Belting.

giant:belting.
oThis Belting is made up with tho usual plies of
Duck and Rubber, and, before putting on tho out
side cover, !t Is* stitched iu seams one Inch apart
with cotton cord, which has a pulling strength of
fifty pounds. It is then stretched in its plastic
state, drawing the plies so close together, that
with tho strong cord with which it is stitched, mate
rial strength is added to the belt, and the stitches
are so drawn into the plastic
rubber, that they cannot wear off on tho outside. 1 he outside cover is
then put on senuilcss, so that it cannot
opeu, as is
tho case of Rubber Belting mado in the
ordinary
way, and the

plies being so firmly stitched,

as

wel

Try

other alcoholic preparation.
saltr of

over

section of

public

30 rears duration in every

our

Schnapps,

A

country of I dol pho Wolfe's

its unselirited endorsement by

the medical raenlty and

by

any other

a sale nuequaled
alcoholic distillation hav

For sale by all Druggist

and Hrocers.

as

as

Our Giant Belt. Vie will Warrant
Satisfaction.

Samples

and

quotations furnished

on

application.

REVERE RUBBER

CO.,

I?>ai& IJ5 UcvouMliire Mi., Bonlon.
A 7 Meade Mt», New York.
Fnetorien at I helitea, ITIiinm.

18

BEAVER STREET,
*11 y

NIL.EM,

Advertising Agent,

jn2Gtsep G

TELEPHONE 115.

NEW YORK8. It.

mar2Ceod3m

-S.ru VV A Si II1 HTO\ NT.,
HONTON
Contract, for Advertisement, In Newspaper, In a
B|tle,»inl town, of tho United ,States and the
oriltab Proviuoae-

WM.

THYSELF.^PfW

Kook for Every Man ! Tonug, Jfliddlenged aud Old.
The untold miseries that re<*\it from indiscretion
in early life may bo alleviated and cured,
'those
who doubt this assertion should
purchase and read
the new medical work published
the l*eubo«ly
by
.Tledicnl |nniitnte, Boston, entitled The Ncienee off Life; or, Melf-Prcnervaiien.
It is
not only a complete and perfect treatise on
Manhood.
Exhausted A iialitv, Nervous and Physical Debility
Premature Decide in man, Errors oi
Youth, etc
but it contains one hundred and
twenty-five pre^
script ions for acute and chronic diseases, each one
off w hich i« iuvainnble.so
proved by the author
whose experience for 21
years is such as probably
never before fell to the lot of
It
any physician.
contains 300 pages, bound in beautiful embossed
covers, full gilt, embellished with the very finest
steel engravings, guaranteed to be a finer work in
every sense—mechanical, literary, or professional—
than any other work retailed in this
country for
$2.60, or the money will be refunded. Price only
$1.26 by mail. Gold Medal awarded by the National Medical Association to the officers of which
the author refers. Illustrated sample sent on receipt of six cents. Send now.
Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE or
I*r* W. H. PARKER. No. 415ulfinch
Street, Boston
Mass. The author may be consulted on all
diseases
requiringjskill and experience.
my30d&wly22
A

claimed for It.

is superior to every

ing Grounds.

fllllE boarding house and stable upon said grounds

Jul2dtf

Insured for It the reputation of salubrity

Schnapps

EY£S~

Warrnnted perfect, both in color and
OFFICE, 78 TliEMONT ST.,Boston.

promptly and

frlctioned together, that the belt cannot separate
many belts made in the old way will, after belli
used for a time, especially when run at a greag
•peed or in damp places.
We particularly call the attention of all Mill owners to this Belt as being in the end the cheapest belt
they can buy, w bile the first cost is only about ten
per cent more than belting mado in the ordinarv
way. We believe t WU1 wear more than double the
length of time. For ncavy main belts yon will find
It superior to anything made. It is also superior for
Knulena Belts, as we stitch the splice in such
way that it caonst aepaiate.

Aromatic

CUBED
dim

EXPERIENCE.
Rev. Z. P. Wild*, irrll-kooiva city
mi«»iot»nry iu >«mv V- rli, un<l brother of the
late eminent Judge Wild*, of the TIumarhu*elt» Supreme € ourt, v* rite* nn follows:

AUSTIN & I4YLOR,
11

Wilds’

The

Exchange St, Portland. Me.

All business relating to Patents
executed.

NO.

Father

—

We have just patented a new article la Rubber
Belting which is sold uuder the name of

without truss, torture, operation or Intew*
forence with labor. Likenesses of eases before
and after cured can be seen at the office of the
jU'PTl'UK CU KE, 4.1 MILK STREET,BOSTON.

Co»(rmSl.tO|ip Preble House.

Briggs,

faithfully

S.

Schiedam Aromatic

INF.

SAYS OP

Rev.

American Sc Foreign Paiemi,

WOLFE’S

Mineral Spring Water,

FROM II ARBI

Samuel Thurston REV. HENRY WARD BEECHER

Jy2«

lg

W.

I'OKT-

Also. General Managers for New England,
FOR THE CELEBRATED

m

GUIDE BOOKS.

M

FORK STREET,
I.AIMD .llAINE.

R. BARRETT. Clerk of the Corporation.
1883
jlyl 7deodtd

F.

Portland, July 17,

BELTIN G.

Importers.

NO.

presented.

<oas

Wnrerooms of

ministered Pain Killer, and saved him.”

cases of cholera
of summer
to fail.”

low

PIANO and ORGAN

Captain Ira I?. Foss, of Goldsborough,
Maine, says : One of my sailors was attacked severely with cholera morbus.
We ad-

1

COVERS,

iisloiiishlii&riv

at

BY

TITHE Stockholders of the Atlantic & St. Law
A rence Railroad Company are hereby notified
that the annual meeting of the Company will he
heM at the office of the Treasaswr in Portland oa
TOESDar, August 7, 1883, ut ten o’clock in tke
forenoon, for the purpose of making choice of nine
directors for the ensuing year, and for the transaction of any other business that may legally be

eodtf

ATTORNEY AT LAW AND SOLICITOR

Vliddle Street.

liinilx, in liie

R. STANLEY & SON,
4IO.NKW’

j

LIQUORS

-FOll SALE

CHOLERA DISEA8E8

THE
HATTER
i&7

ORIGINAL PACKAGES,

ex-

CLOTHIER*.

augi

nEETINGR.

AYER’S SARSAPARILLA

ecuted
an Artistic Manner
and at short notice.

Counsellors at

use

cf all

and

BRADBUKY & BRADBURY,

COE,

UUIflto ! !It

IMPORTED

A8IATIC CHOLERA

Connecticut,

Wholesale and Retail

“HO OS CCTI

WINES &

YIELD TO THE INFLUENCE OF

Merchants.

SIGN PAINTING

Letteringinof

MANAGERS.

Annual Mccii/tg,

CO.,

variety.

STS.

the “DOMESTIC”
PAPER PATTERNS. Elegant in
Design. Faultless in Fit.
COR. CONGRESS & EXCHANGE STS.
Ju8

LADIES,

dtf

AJarge nml'clcgant

eod«m

eodtf

of

10 cents; Admitsiat
vge of 6 tickets fer

CO.,

Securities and Products bought and sold on commission for cash or on margin. 4 per rent, allowed
on Deposits.
Members of N. Y. Stock Exchange,
N. Y. Produce Exchange, N. Y. Mining Exchange,
Petroleum Exchange, and the Chicago Board of
Trade. Private wire to Chicago.
N. Y. Branches 1 953 Broadway, cor. 23d St.
connected
Grand Cent. Hotel op. Bond St.
Private wires) 340 Broadway cor. Leonard St.

under the laws

Admission

rn.

(JOWLY A CimVI'OKD.

or

(NEXT DOOR TO THE STOCK EXCHANGE.)

Bankers

We shall sell the above goods at cost, to
reduce our imineii-e stock. Our stock
of Hammocks and He cli Hats is complete. Also Silk Umbrellas in great

of the

CHOLERA INFANTUM

!

Ottoman

unUuilCI Covers, Toilet and
Table Mats, Counterpanes, Sheet
and Pillow Sham^,Carriage Robec,
II.immocks and Drapery. Instruc-

GIVE HOI A CALL!

CHOLERA MORBUS

ALL

BAGS.

Makes beautiful

Lambrequins, Sofa

PRflPUCT billow and

Cor.

Great Variety of Other
class

TIWINF
I wllllt

10 p.

jon2tidtf

BFUNEU CARDS.

BROWN,

rooms

Tablets,
Fine ChocolateDrops
AND

&

HENRY CLEWS &

“00ME8TIC”SEW!NG MACHINE CO,

—

buy

to

No. 18 New Street, also 9 Wall Street, N. Y.

STIFF

You visit Portland take your feet with
you and
have them properly fitted at

tion Books and all maleri:il for
this new fancy work at the Ware-

Lime Juice

A

[Cholera!

SQ.,

Caramels,

jylCdiawM3in

\vi*h

Banker*, Chicago.

Bios Bradbury.

-AT

ron

PRESTON, KEAN

600 Pairs of rGent’s; Shoes

-THE

Jy25

if

secured by First Mortgage.
Interest payable at
Middletown, or at the Fourth National Bank ot
fork. If you wish an inveetment, whether
large or small, which will be M.4 FE and profitable
send for circular giving full Information.
apr21(5 mood

Gentlemen’s Low Summer Shoes for the next

On Gent’s
th* turns*

—

Fine Framing. Special attention to filling orde
for Artists and Tourists. Orders by mail
promptly and correctly tilled.
Sketching outfits a specialty.

Opp City Hall,

um

to

m$U,

30 days.

—

AND

Write

coantien!

dtf

Children at afternoon sessions 10 cents, including skatee. Good floor aud first class music.

New

HATS.
ART GOODS! OVER STOCKED
SILK
Artists’ Material
WHEN
HATS.
GLOVES
J. T. STUBBS,
TRUNKS
400 Congress St.
SHOE DEALER
On

—

7.30

BONDS.

AND

SPECIAL SALE

FINE ART STORE

round

including skates, 20 cents; pack

PER

re.

Got your tickets of the Forest City Steamboat
House Wharf, 25 cents pays th.
trip aud admis-ion to Pariiion, Circus, Minstrels, Uncle T.m’s Cabin, Rope Ascension, Lean
for Life and Fire Works.

Company, Custom

Greenwood Rink.

STATE BANK COMMISSIONERS.

I-Adies* Fine N. Y. Boots,Ladies’ French Kid Side
Lace Boots, Ladles* Patent Leather Foxed Button,
Ladies’ Cloth Top Button, Ladies* Patent Low Slipper, Ladies’ Fine French Kid M. P. Ties, Ladies*

LOOK OUT FOR THE OAT’S PROGRAMME.

$1.00.

sublect to the inspection of the

ART NOTICE. SPECIALTIES.

New Outside Attr actions.
Hope Ascen>
sion, Miss Belle Laiscell, (treat
Life
and t rapeze YolLeap for
antls, Mile. Carlotta La*
vernieand Professor
Francis.

Jones
Landing:, Peak’s Island.
Regular sessions daily from 2 to 6.00, uni fr«m

tiuil
€«overument, Ntute, iTlunicipal
School i: oo<(m bought and Molds
Special
alieutiou given to boudM cf large citleM and

Incorporated

People to know that Woodmansee & Garside’s fine
N. V. Boots can be found on Congress Street in all
tbe loading styles, all widths,sizes and half sizes.

—

eodtl

ME.

Jly23

district, barricade your
system against the scourge of all countries—malaria, epidemic, bilious and
intermittent fevers—by the use of Hop
Bitters.
If jtou have rough, pimply, or sallow skin, bail
breath. Hop Bitters will give vou fair skin, rich
blood, the sweetest breath, and he-1th. $600 will

IM11L.03C CIRCUS.
No. 3.Sand’s Comic Amusements.
No. 4
Profe3for Don Juan Bells’ Trained Ani.mala and Magic Drill.

Custom House Wharf.

6b
4s
7s
6s
7b
63
6s
S.

by}

in

No. 1.The Bostou Ideal Uncle Ton.
No. 2....Mile. Carlotta Lavernies.

.

STRAW
HATS. MIDDLESEX BANKING
COMPANY Connecticut
LIGHT Widdl town,
CENT, nntmc
SOFT
6 GUARANTEED DUIMJO

will
you
“Balm in Gilead”

Hop Bitters.
are a frequenter,

5s and

Maine Central R. R. Cons. Mort.
Northern Pac. R. R. General Mort.
St. Paul A No. Pac. R. R. guaranteed
Car Trust and
Equipment Honda and U.
Securities, for sale by

Gold Boot, 421'ICon-

Nervousness,

30-Star Artists-

augS

Lewiston
Cincinnati
St Louis

dtf

If

find

eodtf

Portland Water Co., 1st mortgage,

ang2

AT

you are sick with
that
terrib'e
sickness

Middle Sts.

BONDS

all

COST
VISITORS
FOR
BOUTS and SHOES.
30 DAYS

‘pure, pulse feeble, nerves unsteady,
‘faculties waning, Hop Bitters is what

MOULTON,

»c

Groon.

SIIMM I

system needs cleansing, ton-

stimulating,

UY

Corner Exchange &
augl

•case.”
“Or if you are in the workshop, on the
‘farm, at the desk, anywhere, and feel

SALE

WOBDBUBV &

.54

the

often

6s
7s
7s

6th,

The Great Triple Combination,

k Ml: Ill’l l’
Congress St. SWAN
186 Middle $ti eet.

FRANK GOUDY. 561
jydo

TO
«

all in line French Lisle and will be
lovers of line Hosiery.

i;s
<>s
Us

...

FOB

—

DC

|
44

I*

These poods

FROM

4s
4s
4s

...
...

Cleveland, Ohio,

all the New Shades and Sizes.

MONDAY, AUG.

BONDS.

Portland Water Co.,
Railroad Equipment Co.,
St. Paul & No. Pacific (guaranteed by No. Pac. It. It.)
Maine Central R. R.

THIS WEEK

Druggist, Greeneville, Conn.

“If you

Congress St.

STILL THEY550ME

INVEST*

jy31_eodtt
fiardincr, Me.,
Kruuswicb, Me.,
Lewiston, Me.,
Portland, Me.,

d4s

aug3

Fores! Oily Amusement Go.,

H. M. PAYS ON & CO.,
33

Recollect— Aug. 1, !*■«•

mammoth pavillion.

Bonds.

desirable
And other
N1ENT SECURITIES.

specific for that

*

Horse earn will leave Morrill’s Coiner at 8.15 and
y.4o a. m. and 1.15 and 6.15 p. m. running directly to Custom House Wharf without change.
Ticket* 30 cent* for the round trip. Including
car fare and admission to the Forest City 8. B. Coh

We Offer for Sale
County Bonds,

to closeout odd lots before takingacc’t stock
Full assortment sizes and styles.
Sec window display.

Fua

eodtl

City Bonds,

fer

IIor**- Railroad aud
I Vin PortlandAte
mboiu Co.’* line.
City

ble rates.

,.

Bailway

complaint. I com*
menccd using it at once, and from the very start, I
and
the
time I had used the
by
began to improve,

On

Sterling

AIjEXANlfBR’M CAtfl£,

a*great

tk,

------

About one year ago 1 was taken with a severe attack of disease of the kidneys from which I suffered
severely. 1 applied to our best local physician, and
not receiving any help l called on Mr. John A. MorHe immegan, our druggist, and stated my case.
diately handed me a bottle of Hunt’s Remedy, offerus

...

Portlnud nnd Ogdenuburg
< ity of Portland
•and other first dags bonds and stock*.

New London, Conn., May 9,1883.

it

7i.
6*.
6*.

Islands,

tlio

To

»l0

nnd Kennebec

EXCURSION

from Morrill’s and Woodford’s

Street,

Offer for

Capt. .John Kimball.

ing

Middle

218

AudroMcoggiu

-OIF*-

TUESD Y, AUG 7Hi, 1883.

J. B. Brown & Sons,
GRfiNO
BANKERS,
.Mniue Ceutrnl
Portlnud nnd Kennebec

opportunity occurs to recommend
your valuable medicino 1 always do so, as I am confident It will do all you claim for It, and that
every
time.
Youts, with gratitude,

grocery store the

other day and exhibited to the eyes of
admiring crowd an enormous egg, about six
inches lone, which lie avowed to have been
laid by one of his own hens. He had it
pac ked in cotton, and wouldn't allow any
one to handle it for fear of breaking the
pheuo menon. The grocery man examined
it with the rest, and, intending tc chaff the
countryman, said;
“Pshaw! I’ve got something in the egg
line that will beat that.”
“I’ll bet you five dollars you haven’ll”
said the countryman, getting excited.
“Take it up,” said the grocery man, and

j

an

or

of State Kailway Management.
Two notable instances have recently occurred in which nations that have tried the

and has allowed its lines to pass into the

well

was as

pains left me, my water returned to its natural colI am now m excellent health, aud able to attend to my business (grocery)

lives alone. Your wife and vnur
self discourage “followers.” You don’t like
her to have much company of either sex in
the kitchen.
Your wife cannot associate
with her. The kitchen is her
sitting-room;
the smallest and most remote room in the
house is her bed-room. From ii a. m. until
9 p. m., or earlier or later, may be, are her
hours of w ork.
In all that time she speaks
when she is spoken to, and she is spoken to
when there are orders for her, just as convicts are allowed to speak in a penitentiary.
Well, uow, the lovely creature in the kitchen
is a woman. Do you wonder she wants to go
over to the jolly butcher and
the grocer’s
boy for a little gossip? Do you wonder she
flirts with the policeman? Do you wonder
that when she goes to the ball she stays until some time the next day? She sits down
three times a day and eats her meals iu solitude. So utterly alone that she can hear
herself swallow. I wonder that she doesn’t
go mad. The man who works at the lowest
occupations has an easier time than that.
The man who cleans the streets has '.he
He eats his dincompany of his own class.
ner with his fellow-laborers.
The rag-picker meets rival rag-pickers
every day. I don’t
wonder the servant stipulates for
company

ESTKRTAIMIEMI.

F1NANCIAI..

very

servant

A farmer came into a

a

under

plaint.
On examination, my urine was found to be in a
very bad condition, of a very dark color, and lm
pregnated with a heavy re i brick-dust deposit, and

rrencn and Italian Abandonment

costly experiment of stale railway ownership have been disgusted with the result.
Italy, after giving the plan a thorough trial,
has become convinced of its impracticability,

with

placed myself

Say you are a well-to-do tradesman or me.
chanic, you can afford to employ a servant,
to make life easier for your wife. Well, that

“Hey?”

“I don’t know.”
“Have you seen ’em?”
“No.”
“You have, eh?”
“I said no.”
“Oh! you haven’t?
What was your object in telling me there were spots on the
sun? I am not so old that I permit any one
to make a fool of me!”
The other now looked out of the window
and assumed a careless air, but the old man
was right after him with :
“You come into a cat when I am minding
my own business and begin to talk about
Who are you. sir? Did
spots on the sun.
you want to get me up to pick my pocket?”
“They say the rainy weather comes from
the spots on the sun,” explained the other.
“Who says so? Name the man! I’m
around all the time, and I haven’t heard of
any spots on the sun! If you think you can
work any game on me you are badly sold!”
The citizen got up to change his seat, but
the old gent pulled him down and said:
“Yon wanted to work some sort of a game
If T ever catch you
on me, arid I know it.
within a rod of me again I’ll tie you up in a
knot in two minutes!
I’ll put spots on you
till you can’t sleep!”
The citizen made a break and got out, and
though he had no umbrella, he dropped off.
in the midst of the rain with the look of a
man glad to make the exchange.
He had
just reached the curb when the old man
came to the platform and called out:
“Took me for a greenhorn, did you? I
wisli I’d walked you right to the police station! Alt! you miserable swindler! Spots
on the sun!
Maybe you made something
out of sweet-oiling around me!”—[Detroit

1

The Solitude of Servants,

oid man, remarked;
“I presume this is owing to those
spots on
the sun.”
“Hey?” called the other, as he put his
hand to his ear.
“Spots on the sun I” yelled the other.
“Hey? Spots? Where are the spots?”
“On the sun.”

“Hey?”

number of physicians, and finally
their treatment, they telling
I had the sciatic rheumatism aud kidney com-

I consulted

current

water is at this time or

niRcnu.iNEOi'i.
__

—

Whenever

No Spots There.
It began to rain again soon after dinner
yesterday, and a disgusted citizen who came
down on a Woodford avenue car beside an

“On the sun.”
The old man rrse up, crossed the car, utid
looked out of the window, and squinted
around for a minute, and then returned and
said:
“Can’t see the sun ’tali.
How did the
spots come there?”
“I don’t know.”

A «AILOH THIRTY YEARS.
A bout three months ago I was taken with severe
pains in the small of my back, In the region of the
kidneys, from which I became a terrible sufferer.

or.

I shall at once

Deaths From Fright.
The distinction between fright and fear
ought always to be borne in mind. Fear
can be mastered by an effort; fright has
before the brain has had
come aud gone
time to come to the conclusion that an effort
is possible. There is no fear so strong in
human beings as the fear of death, and yet

cour-

of the

term

or

Convention of the party will have the
age to say what it wants as distinctly.

by the Noril Railway Company It is
understood that a moderate dividend is
guaranteed to the railways, and a special
annuity has been promised to the Lyons
The companies have agreed
Company.
to lower their rates, and the government, on
the other hand, has decided to make a reduction in taxes, which will presumably
nearly, if not quite, offset the reduction in
charges for transportation. If the earnings
400

BliKKOWES,

BUILDER,
lias removed to the corner of Preble and Kennebec street, directly opposite the Portland and Rochester Depot,
nu-tdtf

S wedish

S.

Botanic

Compound

An A
tive Tonic
M
jRlood Puritier. It purities the blood

/ojTc
s\j‘,
m

strengthens
the

grid

system
acts like

a uiuna on

ine

^

•as*
digestive organs

.SWEDISH

REMEDIES
\V.
When taken together
according to directions,
have times and times
again cured consumption
in the first and second
Th. usand9 of
stages.
testimonials of *'s wonderful cures.
Write for
pamphlet-* and c *eulars—Sent Free.
F. W. A. BergenGHtN, M. I>.,

Lynn, Mass.
ProprietorI consider Swedish Botanic
Compound the best
Pnritler and Spring Medicine in use.
W. B. WATSON, Lynn, Mhm.

DlOta

GA lady write*: “After ye,its of revere rntferlDg
from female complaiut*, uervousneus and dyspepeia
yeur Swedish Botanic Compound has entirely cured
me.

HE.lIKOIIi*.
For Sale by all Druggisu.
ooddtwly

M1VKDIMI1
•ulG
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THE FIRST REGIMENT-
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Gen. John J. Lynch Elected Colonel.

0.

AUG.

MORNING,

CITY AND VICINITY.
For other Local Matter

ore

First

Page.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS today.
ENTERTAINMENTS.

ForesttetiAmussmeut Co—30 Stars.
NEViUVERTISEMENTS.

for

dredging.

Enterprising local

agents wanted in this
article that is sore to sell; live
druggists and grocers preferred. Address Humiston Food Preservative Co., 72 Kilby StreetBoston.
jy30-dawlm
for

an

A dvick

to Mothers—Mrs.
Winslow’s
Syrup shonld always be used when
hildren are cutting teeth. It relieves the litBufferer at once; it produces natural, quiet
ep by relieving the child from pain, and the
-le chernb awakes as “bright as a button.”
is very pleasant to taste. It soothes the

'Oothino

MM, softens the
wind, regulates

gums, allays all pain, relieves
the bowels, and is the best
for diarrhma, whether arising

known remedy
from teething
cents a bottle.
dec4

or

other

causes.

Twenty-five
WSM&wly

Imitation. It is the fate of all articles of
merit to be copied by unscrupulous imitators.
Hub Punch is no exception to the rule. Be
sure

you

Druggists

jslaco

headquarters of the regiment
in this oity at 2.30 o’olook Saturday afternoon.
Col. H. L. Mitchell of the Second
Regiment,

Florida—Buttler & Gruelle.
Removal—Dr. M. C. Pingree.

town

An election to fill the
vacancy of colonel and
lieutenant colonel of the First Maine Regiment, M. V. M., caused by the promotion of
Colonel J. Marshall Brown to the office of
brigadier general and Lieutenant Colonel H.
M. Sprague to the office of assistant adjutant
general, ordered by Adjutant General Beal
took

Owen. Moore & Co.
Sale—MillettS Little.
Ben's Self Washer—Howes, Tillton St Harris.
Lost.
City of Portland,

proposals

a sage old
cat, saw her
and tried to call her

the genuine of Grocers cr
in bottles only.
auGM,Tb,F&w
secure

Harper’s Bazar.—This beautiful weekly
publication is a welcome visitor to the parlor
circle. The number for the ensuing week has
been received by N. G. Fessenden, 484 Congress Street.

at

M. Y. M., presided, and Lieut. A. S. Smith of
the Mecuanic Blues was secretary. The following officers were present:
Portland Light
Infantry—Capt. B A. Norton, First Lieutenant C. E. Holmes, Second
Lieutenant George Dow.
Portland Mechanic Blues—Capt. C.
W.
Davis, First Lieutenant E. C. Milliken,
Second Lieutenant A. S. Smith.
Portland Montgomery Guards—Capt. T. E.
Hartnett, Frrst Lieutenant \V. C. McCallutn,
Second Lieutenaut J. E. Gallagher.
Biddeford Light Iufautrv—Capt.
L, H.
Kendall, First Lieutenant C. E. Hoyt.
U.
Aubnrn Light Infantry—F.
Storah,
Second Lieutenant C. S. Loring.

Norway Light Infantry—First Lieutenant
W. A. Ripley.
Augusta Capital Guardi—Capt. E. P. Dunn,
First Lieutenant D. S. McDavul, Second
Lieutenant C. E. JohDson.
Gardiner Richards Light Infantry—Capt. G.
W. Cross, First Lieutenaut N. L. l{jles.
The following elections were made:
Colonel—J J. Lynch, Portland.
Lieutenant Colonel—Edward H. Ballard,
Augusta, formerly major.
Major—Benjamin J. Hill, of General Cham-

berlain’s staff.
Capt. Davis of

the Meohanio Blues of this
received a majority of votes for major on
the first ballot, bat declined.
Of the niueteen votes
cast ior colonel
General Lynoh received eleven, including the
unanimous vote of the Portland oompanies.

city

BASE BALL.

The League Pennant.

The

including 8429-

666 feet of lumber.
Arrests last week 62; drunkenness 40.
The proceeds from the Orphan Asylum excursion picnic will net upwards of 8800.
From January X, 1883, to July 1, the liquor

deputies captured 19,128 gallons
goods.

of contraband
This comprises “hard stuff” and malt

liqaors.
Dirigo Local Assembly, Kuights of Labor,
Saturday night paid au assessment of one dollar saah member, the same having been voted
in aid of the striking operators.
Thomas Herbert, corner of Madison and
Greeuleaf streets, complains that his brotherJohn, stole a pair of shoes and a while shirt
from his trunk and decamped.
There was a large party weut on the excursion in the Gazelle, yesterday and enjoyed
their three horns’ sail ioim nselv. Chandler's
sacred concert was a great feature.
A burglar made a raid on Mr E. Newman’s
house on Spring street Deering, but the prop
erty missed as yet is of do great value.
The indications are that the long talked of
change in the control and management of the
Ocean Street Railroad will be made this
week.
It is rumored that Joe Goss, the ex-«hampion prize fighter, will soon give au exhibition
in this city.
The Flying Yankee was an hoar late Satur

day evening owing

to some

difficulty

east

of

Bangor.
Clarence Ha'e, Esq., bas purchased the lot
of land on Congr. ss street, near the foot of
Neal, of Goes the shoe dealer, and will prob
ably build upon it.
The Odd Fellows Mutual Relief Associat on
of Maine, will hold a business meeting at Odd
Fellows’ Hal!, his eveuiug. A full attendance
is requested.
A party of Portland Cadets, lea iu number-

Hog Island,
Camp Opton.
Thornholine, Captain
Holmes, arrived Saturday from Cow Bay, N,
are

camping

at

on

The British steamer

8., with 2000 tons of coal for the Grand Trank
railway.
Bosworth Post on Friday evening voted to
giTe a sham battle at Peak's Island, and the
members are actively preparing for it.
The
date bas not been fixed, but it will be about
the 15th iusi.

Brooklyn will probably be taken to the
ilway ocean sheds today and loadwhite pine deals for Liverpool.
Five
of her cargo arrived Saturday aud the
will come as required. It is expected
be ready to sale for Liverpool in abou*
,eks.
recoived the annual report of the
Sock ly for Prevention of Cruelty to Animals.
Mr. A. M. Sawyer is the efficient agent.
Superb day yesterday. Mercury 60° at 7 a
m., 75° at noon, 72s at sunset; wind west.
Old Orchard was well patronized yesterday,
and the 7.30 train in consisted of about twenty
cars bearing some 1200 passengers.
Tbe order
nave

admirable en the cars and at the Beach,
and no more delightful way of passing Sunday
afternoon can be devised.
was

Two excursions over the Portland and Ogvisited Portland last week. One
comprised Knights of Pythiasfrum Little Falls
and vicinity and the other the Sunday school
of Cumberland Mills and Sacearappa.
The

deusburg

latter party numbering 400, embarked on tbe
steamer Gazelle ar.d spent the day at CuBhlng’s Peaks’ Island.

Infringement Suite Ended.
*
Roberts Bros., Boston
lawyers for New
Hampshire bities, sued by Marcus P. Norton
for alleged patent valve infringement on steam
fire engines, notified Mayor Lothrop of Dover,
N. H., Saturday afternoon that judgment bad
been entered for the defendants in the suit of
Norton vs. Dover, and that, an order was made
b. Judge Lowell (or non-suit in the salts of
Norton v.-.. Manchester, N .ol-ua, P- rtsui'-uth
aud Concord, and saul order was s-.,t to the
Clerk of the United Stales court to low filed and
entered on rt cord. He also informs tbe mayor
that a full and entire release t
each of thb
five cities for all damages or claims by reason
of infringement of the Kuibbs patent by sail
cities bas been executed by the owuers of the
This procepatent aud delivered by them.
dure definitely aud entirety releases each city
lrom any further claim of the owner’s patent
An

Odd Trap.
Mrs. John

Saturday morning

Davis who
lives on Myrtle street, went into tbe par or
and closed tbe lower half of the window.
Hearing a strange scratching sound on the
glasj she looked up and there was a large rat
safely caged between the upper and lower
easbes. Mr. Cook, engineer at tbe City Buildiue, just then happened along, and took in tbe
situatn u at a glance. He told Mrs. Davis to
wait till he could get a rat terrier and be would

long

finding one. Soon Mr. Cook
returned with a smart terrier, and taking him
into the parlor and closing tbe doors, asked
Mrs. Davis to pull dowu the lower sash. This
she did and the unhappy rat leaped dowu to
the floor only to meet a quick death from the
eager jaws of the waiting terrier.
not

be

in

For San Francisco.
When the Northorn Pacific road is completed September 6th, the commission house of
John Dennis of this city has arranged to despatch, as soon as the connections are completed
ten freight cars loaded with canned goods put
up by our city firms, direct to Portland, OreArrangements have
gon, without change.
bern completed to keep tbe cars together and
rush them through in tbe shortest possible
We understand that the cars will be
so that they cannot fail to attract attention at every station between the

time.

properly marked
two oceans.

Grocers and Provision Dealers.
The grocers and marketmen on Congress
street, with their wives and invited guests,
will go on their annual excursion to Spurwink
Wednesday. Six pieceB of Chandler's band
will go with them. They will have clam bake
at 1 p. m. and sapper at ? p. m. In the afternoon there will be a game of ball between the
Bast and West nines and a closely contested
The markets will close
game is expected.
Wednesday, for the day, at 10 a. in.
A New Steamer.
The Nova Scotia Steamship company has
purchased the iron side wheel steamer Secret
and after a thoroughly overhauling it will run
in connection with the Cleopatra on the line

from Boston to Annapolis, N. S. The Secrets
Is a very fast boat, and was formerly a blockade runner.
Accidents.
a
Friday morning at Saccarappa boy by the
name of Aideu Barbaska got kicked in the
mouth by one of Hezeltou’s & Dre er’s horses.
Dr. Horr dressed the wound.
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SATURDAY’S GAMES.
At Detroit—Philadelphias 5, Detroits 0.
At Chicago—Chicagos 5, New Yorks 3.
At Buffalo—Provideuce 11, Buffalos 16.
At Cleveland—Bostons T, Clevelands 3.
The Deerings were announced to pay the
Dennisons at Presumpseot Park
Saturday
afternoon.
There was a large attendanceThe Deerings failed to show up with their
revnlar niue and a nicked nine was made up
from the field. A good game was the result,
the Dennisons winning by a score of seven to
one.

Personal,
Camp-meeting John Allen is at the Preble.
A large party from the West is at tbe Falmouth.
Ex-Councillor Fogg is canvassing for a book
in Bath.
Rev. Mr Tewksbury of Plymouth is at the
United States.
A large party from Michigan and Indiana is
at the City.
Rev. John Willsof th s city has accepted a
call to the pastorate of the Barnstable (Mass.)
Unitarian Society.
The maiden name of the widow of Mr.
George F. Lewis was Mary A. Turner, daugh*
ter of John Turner, Esq., of Isle au Hant.
Eddie Tyler, the popular young cornet player, connected with Chandler’s band, goes west
the first of tbe week to engage in the organ
manufactory business at Dayton, Ohio. His
many friends wish him success in his new
field.
Rev. Dr. F. A. Noble of Chicago, HI., is to

preach at the Williston church Aug. 12th and
19th, and Rev. L. H. Hallock, of West Winstead, Conn., will preach in the same cbnrch
Aug. 26tb.
The Rev Samuel Howard Dana has declined
the call to Middletown, Conn., and accepted

the call to Quincy, 111.

Both cbarches are
prosperous, and it was not an easy
matter to decide between them.
His salary at
Mr. Dana intends visQuincy will be £3,000.
iting Portland before going West.

large and

Miss Cora Ready, of this city, has tendered
her resignation as assistant principal of the
Cape Elizabeth High School, on acconnt of
delicate health.
W. J. Spicer Esq., superintendent, and E.
P. Haunaford, Esq., chief engineer of the
Grand Trunk railway, were in town Saturday,
on their way home to Montreal.
The former
has been rusticating at Falmonth.
8ir Henry Tyler, of London, Eng., president
of the Grand Trnnk railway, was expected to

England Sunday.

arrive at Quebec from
comes

to

wouldn’t move. Finally the old cat mounted
a
post, in fall view of the kitten, and calling
its attention, hacked down the post several
times to shew the kitten how the thing was
done. Finally the kitten plucked up courage,
and, following its mother’s example, descended
the tree backward.
PULPIT AND PLATFOKM.

the

Brief Jottings.
Deaths last week 16.
Exports last week 811,583.51

offspring’s situation
down, but the kitten

He
inspect the road and its

personally

workings.
Mr. A- J. Blethen, of tbe Kansas City Journal, formerly ot this city, arrived here Satur
day with his family, and they will spend a few

days here, making their headquarters

at

tbd

Preble House.
Messrs. J. Torrance,

Jr., of Montreal, J.
Claneey of Quebec, of the Dominion steam
ship line, are«t the Falmouth. They will re.
main in town till the Brooklyn sails.
The itinerary of the American tour of Lord
Coleridge, the Lord Chief Justice of England’
is published. The date oi the visit to Portland
is Friday, September 7.
He will be accompa.
nieit bv his son, who is his secretary, and by
StrJ mes Hannen, the treasurer oft!.- Di
and Adiu raiti and Probate Division o
the High Court o: Chancery, and py Charles
for Dundalk, IrelandRussell, E-q., M. P
They will travel on a special train provided by
the N. Y. Centra] Railroad Company aud com*
vr-rce

pletely equipped in a manner to make the paity independent of hotels.
Aquatic.
Young Sweeney of Portland, who arrived in
Boston Saturday morning, enronle to row in
the Newark (N. J.) regatta, found that hii new
boat had been broken

on

tbe steamer and

was

useless. Consequently he will have to row in
an old boat.
The race announced to be rowed—four miles
straight-away—on the St. Lawrence river at
Prescott, open to Ross, Courtney, Lee and
Teemer, appears to be a medical advertisement
but if the mODey is to be put ut> the men will
probably row for it. The champion is barred
from tbe race.
Fleet Captain Tams, of the New York Yaeht
Clnb, has received notifications from tbe own.
ers of over 23 schooners and about 20 sloop
yachts that their vessels will be at the rendezvous of the club at Newport for the easterly
cruise, a larger number than ever before. Several reasons may be assigned for this large representation, chief amoDg them being the important races to be sailed at Newport aud Marblehead, and the determination as a squadron
to visit the ports on the coast of Maine.

CASCO ST. CHURCH.

The announcement in our issue ot Saturday
that Rev. B. D Peck of New York, ex-State
Treasurer of Maine aud formerly of this city,

would officiate at tbe Free Baptist church on
Casco street, had the effect to attract a very

large congregation to that church yesterday
Many personal friends of other
days were present.
In the prayer Mr. Peck allnded to the sorrows he had experienced, the backslidings he
had known, and the sins committed, and he
almost broke down with emotion, and his
feelings sensibly affected many in tliecongrega
tion.
The hymn
commencing "Amazing
next
after
grace” was
which
sung
afternoon

Rev. Mr. Peck announced at his text, Ud Peter
“For we have not followed
Is., 10th verse.
cnuniugly devised fablei|wlieu we made known
unto you the power aud coming our Lord Jesus
ChriBt, but were eye witnesses of his majesty.”
He gave an exposition of the passage and of
the circumstances of Peter’s life, by whicli he
was enabled to thus speak by
authority; then
he made an application of the subject to the
siiuation of Christian believers of the present
day. He alluded to the great power of God
in prayer aud gave several signal illustrations
of it. He said he had experienced it himself,
and if he had not, he would never come here
uow where lie had lived so
happily for many
In his darkest hours of
years to proclaim it.
trouble aud in his checkered life he had seeu
many such, he had cried out in very agony to
God for help and delivereuce, aud He had
heard his
cry and had granted him release. In
the application of his suject to the work of reform he cited several extraordinary cases of
answers to
prayer. One was that of a man in
Washington who coming home from the civil
war in which he had served creditably—he
stopped in Washington, where he became t
gambler aud a drunkard, he was brought very
lo, so that his wife could see no earthly help.
At last as a final resort she went into her closet
and shut the door, aud stayed there aud prayed and agonized in prayer to God for the salvation of her husband. When she came out of
her chamber she said she know
God
had
heard tier prayer, for she had received au answer to it already; and she felt that her husband would uow be saved.
About that same
time Major Hall was in a gambling house, and
while gambling he said suddenly he could not
play his cards, and when asked to drink more
whiskey said no! that was not what he wanted,
he had taken too mnch already and would
never touch auother drop, and he must go out
and take some pure air; he felt very singularly.
He did go out and strayed soon alterward into
a Christian meeting, where he was
converted,
and now he is a shining light in Washington;
aud if anyone donbts it, let him go to his
church there on Eleventh street, aud he will
soon be convinced.
The work of Jerry Massey in New York in rescuing so many young boys aud girls from a probable lile of sin was related, 1)00,000 such having been found homes aud sent away to the
pore air aud farmhouses of the Middle States.
No wonder that the minister said at his funeral
that he felt unworthy to otter his praises. The
work of Mr. Van Kleek at his hospitil for
drunkards was allnded to and tbe great work
being done by him aud many others was propMr. P. then recited Leigh
erly extolled.
Hunt’s significant legend of "Abon Ben Adhem” very appropriately.
in

glad

conclusion air. reck said that he was
to be present,that he was devoutly thank-

ful that God has spared his life and pardoned
his transgressions so as to enable him to
appear
once more at least before the public.
What
changes have taken place, said he, since I left
this beautiful city. 1 was here one year ago,
and walked these streets for two hours aud only one person recognized me, for I have changed as much as any of you. It is twenty-two
two years Bince last I lived among you. Thirtylive years ago in June last I preached my first
sermon in this church, aud thirty-five years
next mouth I was installed over this society,
but alas, how changed is everything now.
At
threescore arid ten, with comparative strength,
I am with you again, but I miss so many of
ufj old associates in this church—Joseph S>monds, Dea. Samuel Small, Dea. Charles J.
Morris. Bros. Cobb, Sargent Shaw, aud sister
Buody and many another worthy man and
woman who have gone to the bright world of
glory where we shall all soon go and meet
them. If I have offended or done wrong 1 am
truly regretful and humbly ask your pardon. I
I may never be
oonld not help saying this.
here agaiu, or see any of you more, but I hope
to welcome you around our Father’s throne.
God truly bless you, and grant H>s heavenly
grace and everlasting salvation to you all, “for
we have not followed cunningly devised fables
when we made known to yon the power of Jesns Christ,
for we are eye-witnesses of His
majesty.” After the singing of “Lord dismiss
us with
Thy blessing,’’ and the benediotion
old friends went
by Mr. Peck,
many
forward to take the old preacher by the hand
and extend a word of kindness for which he
seemed trnly grateful and somewhat surprised.
During the communion service which followed, the pastor invited Rev. Mr. Peck to assist, and just previous to the blessing of the
wine Mr. Peck said, "I feel very peculiar
emotions to-day which almost prevent my attendance.
I am surprised and pleased to see
so many of my
old friends as well in this
chnrch as out of it come forward to greet me,
aDd I hardly dare to trust myself to speak
farther than to say that I feel very thankful
for the privilege of speaking once more in the
chnrch, and especially devoutly thankful to
Almighty God that my life has been spared
aud after many reverses of fortune that I am
able to praise Him and to speak forth the
words of truth as I have always believed them
through these many years. I indeed miss the
faces of the old friends whom onoe I knew so
well aud we call them lest bnt they are not
lost, only gone before to “that better land”
whether we are all tending aud where it is my
prayer, that we all may meet. I recognize
hardly any of the young people in this church,
they have grown up since I left aud though
they may have heard of me they kuew me
nor,
Godbless yon ail, is all I can now Bay.
Rev. Mr. Peck is attending the Free Baptist
oamp-meetmg at Ocean Park, Old Orchard,
aud hopes to be present at the conference
meeting at the vestry of the Casco street church
to-morrow

In the case of Kern vs. Land;, for alleged assault on the high seas—reported in Saturday’s
Press—which came up before Commissioner
Baud Saturday morning, the captain of the
schooner, Capt. Small, and Dennis Anderson,
one of the crew, testified to the mate’s striking
Kero as be lay prostrate on the deck, and the
latter testified that Landy said “Let me go, l’l1
William Potter and Charles
fiuish him.”
Pulkin corroborated the evidence of Anderson

Commissioner Band found probable cause
against Landy and bound him over, in the
sum of 81,000 to tiie
September term of the
District Court, to be held at Bath.
Venerable Cunner Association.
Next Tuesday will be the 38th anniversary
of the Veuerahle Cnnuer Association and Pro-

peller Club.

Saturday morning several members went out to Milieu's cottage, Cape Elizabeth, aud iu the afternoon they were joined by
few others.
Mr. Samuel Thurston sent a
to the cottage, f ar the use of the cunMr. Charles P. Ilsley, "Pic,” will be
nerers.
a

piano

hand next
the big tent.

on

Tuesday

as

usual, aud help pitch

Sagacity.
One night last week a kitten was chased by
dogs aud took refuge in a tree on Park street.
There she clung in the crotch of two of the
topmost liinhs. Sin- did not dare to move and
r inained all night in her uncomfortable position, crying and wet through by the heavy
showers. In the morning the kitten’s mother,

KBW

STATE

Sunday morning Rev. C. H. Richards, D. D.,
of Madison, Wis., preached an interesting sermon. taking for his text a part of the sixth
verse of
the fourteenth chapter of Revelations, “And I saw another angel fly in the
midst of heaven having the everlasting gospe*
to preach onto them that dwell U)K>u the
earth.”
The discourse was a clear and forcible presentation of Hie everlasting nature of the
gospel. The permanence of the gospel ;u
comparison with human life and natural objects around ne, was clearly shown, and its
It was
tuture power and triumph assured.
God’s troth aud must stand. Opinions as to
the construction to be placed upon different
portions of it may oe at variance, but of the
truth itself, it has been and will continue to be,
the same in all ages. The "new theology’’
was referred to, the preacher contending that
there was no such thing as a “new theology,"
bnt a new interpretation of the old. The four
hundred millions who have believed in the
old gospel have not been deceived, and there
is no fear that those who pat their trust in it
will be. "The foundations of God stand sure.”

—

The

following statement, made up by Mr.
Wilcox, Secretary of the Boston FiBh Bureau,
giving the New England catch of mackerel up
to August for the present year
compared with
the catches for a number of years previous, is

Previous to taking account of stock
sell the

Those Rage.
about the arrival of possibly in
fected rags at Ibis port ooming from Egypt bus
been due to the fact that It was known a cargo of material for the Cumberland mills was
expected, and it was thought it might be a
portion of the rags concerning whioh the dan-

■

cents per

a

for these mills was

expected to arrive about the middle of the
month, but that they were not Egyptian rags.
They were coming from Pillau, a Prussian
port on the Baltic Sea, from which another
cargo was received last May. There can be no
peril of cholera in any rags coming from that
quarter, and these are the only rags now expected from abroad at this port, unless possibly Mr. Richards of Gardiner, may be expecting some about which the surveyor will make

inquiries

at ouce.

all the machinery with a
successful season’s work.

good

prospect of

a

Consolidated Electric Light Company.
The Consolidated Electric Light Company
of Maine was organized at the office of Clarence Hale, Esq., Saturday. The design of this
company is to pot “plants” Into all the cities
The
of Maine, the same as in Massachusetts.
capital stock is $500,000. The officers elected

President—-George A. Thomas.
Secretary—Clarence Hale.
Treasurer—J. 8. Staples.
Large Transportation of Cattle.
Mr. Geo. E.- Brown, of the firm of Geo. E.
Brown & Co., and brother of Cltas. A. Brown
of this city, arrived in Quebec per steamer
Lake Huron last Saturday, with 72 Cleveland
bays and English draft horses for their stock
farm in Aurora, 111. Mr. Charles A. Brown ts
a member of
the above firm. The firm also

Sale to

Old Blacksmith,” English ballad; “The Ball,"
Swedish soug; “Gradua"
Mme. Nilsson's
tion March,” (1 hands, Streahbog; “If you
love me,” song and chorus, Bissell; “O'Grady’s
Daughter,” comic Irish song; “Dreaming
Still,” song by Crook.
Smart Boy.
Two little boys, each about six years old,
were fishing from Custom House wharf steps
yesterday, and one of them slipped and fell into the water. The other, small as he was,rushed down and seized the linking child, crying
out, “Boy overboard.” He succeeded iu holding the boy above water till help arrived.

4)

yd.

at § o’clock Monday
continue until the
goods are sold.

commence

516

The Excursion of the Legislature.
The sub-committee of the committee of the
Legislature to make arrangements for an excursion at the close of the adjourned session
this month, made a visit to Boothbay harbor

Mulr.roain IS Exct BBgr SI.

UNION MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANY of thi* city, Is now la its THIRTYFIFTH YEAR, and at no time has It been more
Its RESULTS
prosperous i.r more successful.
last \ear was a LARGELY INCREASED BUSINESS, INCREASED ASSK IS, INCREASED SURPLUS, INCREASED DIVIDENDS TO POLICY
HOLDERS and all secured at a DECREASED
EXPENDITURE.

WORK

-WILL

-FOB PARTICULARS ADDRESS-

The Union Mutual Life Insurance
Company, in 1**2, issued 258
policies in Maine, about one fourth
of the entire number issued in this
State by nearly thirty companies.
It is popu ar with the People, the
largest financial institu ion of any
kind in this Slate, and this is a
good opportunity for first-class
men to become connected with it.
Apply at Company’s office, to

OF

INSURE

»og(S

NEW

ADVEKTHEraENTM.

NEW

Premiums

Marine Risks from

on

1st

January 1882, to 31st December,

1882.
$4,412,693 58
Premiums on Policies not marked of!
1882

January,

Premiums.

1,616,844

85

$5,929,538

43

ASSET8.====

’■■•(Ill

S13.171.675.0 2
lo Policy
Holdens on
Premiums Terminating in 1882,

Rot's.

j

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY.

NUTRITION
In

developing

Life and caring

CHRONIC DISEASES,
es-

HOSPITAL,

Of Seventy Beds.
Forty Beds for Diseased and Orphan In-

fants

from the North
District.

End

Mission

Treatment and Food.
Murdock’s Liquid Food, with Oat or Barley gruel
of the density of milk. To each wiue-glass add one
quarter to one half teaspoonful Liquid Food.
Not a case sf Cholera Infantum know* during the
three years where Liquid Food has been used;
nor death from Cholera-Iufantum when prescribed
last

Powder.”

by a physician,

Cream of Tartar
Bicarbouate of Sods
Flour

The ablest writers

on Cholera-Infantum recognize
poisoning, showing the cause of the
great mortality in infants brought up by hand.
This is confirmed by results at a leading N ursery
Hospital. We extract from their last report:
Of
the twenty-seven bottle babies twenty-four died
the
during
year.”

it

Available carbonic acid gas 12.61 per cent,
to 118.2 cubic inches of gas per oz.
Powder.

equivalent

Cream of Tartar
Bicarbonate of Soda
Carbonate of Ammonia
Tartaric Acid
Starch

now as

a

Diseases.

Any physician who has a worthy case that wilj
yield to treatment can have a bed assigned if

any

are

vacaut.

average of 4.27 per cent interest.
THE SURPLUS OF THE COMPANY
cent, reserve is $3,022,612,

over a

4

Any physician

better by its policy-holders than any company
in the country. It neods only to be known to be
preferred. Its policy-holders increase their insurance in the Northwestern.

LIVE AGENTS WANTED.
The above

SS

Endowment Policies
for sale at

EXCHANGE

can

visit

our

hospital from 10

a.

»

Ylott

S I KECT.
m., 4 to

6 and 7

to

8

augddlw

Massachusetts

ai

d Suffolk District Medical Socle

Monthly reports will be published of the condi
tion of all patients.
At the request of any physieian who has net tried
our Extract, and would like to do
so, we will deliver
sample bottle to the express in Boston, free. We
will also send, free by mail, essays from medical so'
cieties and testimonials from
hospitals and pbysi
clans, of chronic cases treated with Liquid Food.
Liqued Food is Beef, Mutton, and Fruits, raw,
condensed many fold, and free of insoluble matter.
It can be retained when the stomach is so weak
that it will refuse water, furnishing nutrition without the labor of digestion, making blood faster than
all preparations known. It is the only food that

BETWEEN

W.w. SHARPE & CO.,

AdrertislBK
i park

how,

A peats,
new-vokk

Adveridsemeuis written
.ppropnately displace
*nd proofs given, free of charge.
The leading Oailv ,ui] Weekly Newspapers of the
United states and Oauada, kept on fll* for thMCOOm-

modatkm of Advertisers.
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consumptives

from

hunger.

TO

■>

FortiaaJ,
on

V

and

Give your orders
time ahead.

early,

as we are

some

always engaged

GHABLrS era & co„
493

nljl4

Congress

St.

MWFtf

B1MH Frank 6.
OUT
FITS

City of Portland.

515 CONGRESS ST.
ju22eodtf

DON’T PAY $15.00

To

unscrupulous parties for a
mattress, when you can buy the

TUKKSBURY,

on

Laying

out

New Street*.
streets.

Proposal* for Dredging.
United States Engineer Office,
No. 86 State Street, Boston, Mass.,
Aug. 2, 1883.
PROPOSALS, in triplicate, addressea
SEALED
to the undersigned, will be received at this of
tico until 12 o’clock, nooa, on
Wednesday, the 22nd
day of August, 1883, f..r dredging about 62,000
~

cubic yards In Boston Harbor, Mass.
Persons desiring to make proposals for this work are requesio

fice for

apply

to

the

specifications,

undersigned

at

this

MERRY,
Tli©

Ilattor,

HYGIENIC

237

Middle

Street.

*i*S

Address, BUTLER & HRUELLE,
*ugOM&S2m

(Mneaville, Fla.

--

Me.
dtf

an®;—

of Linon hand a full
Goods and other materials for Km broidery.
done at rhort notice. Orders by mail
promptly attended to.
Millinery at reduced prices for the next sixty days

We hive constantly

en

supply

Stamping

A. A.
B08

Florida!

must productive region of the Slate, in tracts of 6
to oOOO acres. Terms to suit
purchasers. Railroad
government lauds
for
&ETTLECOLONY
MEN PS a specialty.

Portland,

STAJWPIiG

OJSB 79

Mntnc issociallon.
rilHte Annual Meeting of the Maine Association
■

Florida !!

PORTSMOUTH.
Jlyl2eod3ia

28.

J. W.

GOLCORD,

143 Pearl Street.

fan24

dtf

Westbrook Seminary and Female College
Courses of Instruotlon—Common English, ona
year; Higher English, including Business Course,
three years; College Preparatoiy, Ladies’
Collegiate, Scientific, each four years.
Experienced Teachers, good accommodations, low
First (Fail) Term (1888) begins TUESDAY.
*
EPT. 4th; ends Friday. i>ec. 7th.
Address
J. P. WESTON, President.
Westbrook Seminary, Deering, Me.

§ricts.

_

augl-dtsep3

BEEF, IRON
& WINE.

•

As a Nutritive tonic, it would be
indicated in the treatment of im-

improvishment

of the Blood, and in all the various
forms of general debility.
This
preparation is made from the
world renowed Liebig’s Extract
of Beef, Citrate of Iron and Pure
Sherry Wine. Large bottles 50
cents.

CONCENTRATED

before the pnblic.

of destroying an appetite for intoxicants by its influence on the stomach and organs
of digestion.

DR.

WELLINGTONS CHOLERA
MIXTURE.
For Dirtrrbcea, Cholera Morbns,
Cramps, Dysentery, Violent Purging Pain in the bowels, &c.
This is the most valuable of all
the varieties in nse, stands unrivalled and is particularly recommended for children Buy it. Try
it and yon will find it a household

necessity.
The three preparations above
he found at jnst one place ia

can

the City..

PLACE.

REMEMBERJTHE

Adamson’s Botanic

Cough Balsam
has the endorsement of Jas. G.
Blaine, Esq. Rev. C. F. Penny,
Col. Thomas Lombard, Rev. E. H.
W. Smith, (all ot Augusta
We sell more ADAMSON’S
BOTANIC COUCH
BALSAM than of all other
Cough Remedies United.

C. H.
GUPPY
& CO.
Successors

to

A Wien.

Guppy, Kinsman Sc

mar 31

eodtf

NOTICE.
T33LEP

SIGN OF THE GOLB HAT.

arc now

Jy^3

St.,

FAurcir WORK.

Hammocks, Ropes and
Stretchers, Trunks, Bags,
Robes, Blankets & Gloves,

of-

choice lands (and orange
WE groves,) inottering
Florida, In llie healthiest and

199 Middle

Wide Brims.

instructions to bidders, ami

d6t

GAU BERT,

Ladies’ and Child’s

the requisite blanks, and such further information
as may be desired
concerning the same.
OH AS. W. RAYMOND, Major of Engineers.

augG

H.

manufacturer anil Proprietor,

Men’s,

September

Instruction in English and Classical Studies

MATTRESS

Sweetest, Purest and
Healthiest Bed in the World.
Highly efficacious iu all difficulties of the Lungs,
Asthmatic
Throat,
Troubles. Catarrhal
Af dictions,Ncnralgiaaud
Be sure that
Rheumatism.
the trade mark, the Pine Hygienic mattress is on each piece.
J.

STRAW HATS

Auguie

Clark, C. B. OUPPY & CO.

It makes the

OTICE is hereby given that the joint standing
1 1
committee on laying out now streets, to whom
was reterred the
petition of D. R. Wallace and others, praying for tne laying out of a public street or
way on Long Island, will meet at said island, at the
head of Ponce’s Wharf, so called, on TUESDAY, the fourteenth. day of August, A. I). 1883, at
12 o’clock noon, then ana there to hear all persons
Interested in said street or way, and will hereafter
determine whether public convenience and uecesitics require that said street should be constructed
and if they shall so adiudge. will lay out such street
and fix the damages as required by law.
d. W. DKERING. Mayor.)
ROBERT M. GOULD,
Committee

after

jy26diw.w

tenth year,

f0R TEN DOLLARS.

'V

a

ic, capable
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The largest and best iu the city.
New Books received soon as published. Terms 2 cents a day.
A
Special rates to Subscribers.
large and elegant assortment of
Stationary and Fancy Goods constantly on hand.

aodtf

of

AddrwM,
MaiMv

gestion.
A delicious Stimulant and Ton-

AGENTS,
Agent.

■branch.,

■

ation in sudden colds and chills.
An invaluable remedy in Flatulency, Dyspepsia and Sluggish Di-

Circulating Library.

T. T. MERRY
jne23

—

1

ODD Eli

PINE

ted

Lost.
Freeport and Portland on the shore
road, Friday, a black rubber baggage roll,
containing clothing etc., marked Theo. A. Tuttle.
The Under will please leave it at Swett’a Express
Office, 36 Exchange St„ Portland.
aug'idSt-

V the kind
«traction in

of

instantly relieves Cramps,
Colic, Cholera Morbus, Diarrhoea,
Dysentery, and ail Summer Complaints. Induces copious perspir-

CLARK’S

—AND—

SPECIAL

V
HADE

1

Booth by,

ties.

togBdtt

Hm removed to

■ institution

1^1 Thorough in- ■

The Delicious Family Medicine
prepared from the true Jamaica
Ginger, combined with choice aromatics and genuine French Braudy, rendering it vastly snperior to
all other preparations of Ginger

ST.

LEWIS McLELLAN, Gorham.

to 6 p. m. daily, by applying at our office.
Patients can receive any clergyman they
may pre
fsr. Our attending physicians are member* of the

AUGUSTINE D. SMITH,
FRANKLIN SIMONDS,
JAMES OUNNELLAN,

DR. M. C. PINGREE

Portland

business ■ftollege

■

The oldeat
in the State.

It

per

SINCE 1875 THE NORTHWESTERN has done

m.

without

REMOVAL.

Jly»__eod2m

now

Results Accomplished.

Portlar* r\,

not

JOHN O.

a.

PINE

THE NORTHWESTERN has paid over $3,3< 0
000 matured endowments.
Besides giving insurance these policies have returned the premiums with 4 to 5%per cent, compound interest.
THE ASSETS OF THE NORTHWESTERN, (in
vested in the most productive and solid securties of the country) have earned the past ten
years above paying aU expenses and taxes, an

Murdock’s Liquid Food and Common Food.

Ask your druggists for Essays and Testimonials
from Medical Societies, Hospitals and Physicians,
loz., 15 cts.; 6oz#l 55 cts.; 12 oz., $1.00.
au6
tfM

eodlm

Hall.*

.U/OISTA, HE.
Diocesan School for Girls, under the direotion of
the Bishop of Maine.
MADAME MON DAN',
Principal.
Assisted by seven competent teachers.
Mrs. A. S. Frothingham,
Matron.
Th(s school affords thorough Instruction in all departments, with full college course in Latin and
Greek.
Modern Languages and Conversation
Classes under the charge of native teachers. Special
advantages for the study of Music and Art.
TERMS: 1)1*430 a year. Sixteenth school year
opens Septeniber ’ill.
Address the Matron as above until Sept. 1st, after
which date inquiries may be made of the Principal

EXTRACT JAMAICA GINGER.

1

3*6 per

premium pave

boiling.

KHOWN

MUNCER,

COUREMPOND

ST.

Re icr than Tontine Policies in
other Companies.
as shown by comparison of results.

V.

SELF WASHER,

4*

J. W.

Portland, Maine.

will relieve the

Office Lours from 8 to 0
p. m,

9~EXCHANGE

which gives no insurance, pays about 4 per cent,
interest, from which won may withdraw your deposit at any time, or neglect to make It. It is easier
to make money than to- save it.

Treatment.

Available carbonic acid gas 12.40 ner
cent,
equivalent to 116.2 cubic inches of gas per oz.
of Powder.

Days

PORTLAND:

Better than the Savings Bank,

milk

Thirty Beds for Women with Chronic

Street,

Pairt in Thirty
After Proof,

Better than a 4 per cent. Government Bond
Which at
cent, inabout
terest.

The Murdock Liquid Food Co., Boston bare
tablished a

I have examined samples of "Cleveland’s
Superior Bakiug Powder” and "Royal Baking
Powder,” purchased by myself in this city, and
I find they contain:

317 4c 310 Commercial
irogtt
PORTLAND, MAINE.

St. Catharine’s

paired nutrition,

J. D. JONES, Pre.id.nt,
CHARLES DENNIS, Vice Prendent
W. H. H. MOORE, 2d Vice President,
A. A. RAVEN, 3d Vice Preeldent.
J. H. Chapman, Secretary.

Mutual

To show ilie value of

The best baking powder is made from pure
Cream of Tartar, Bicarbonate of Soda, and a
small quantity of flonr or starch.
Frequently
other ingredients are nsed, and serve a purpose
in reducing the cost and increasing the profits
of the manufacturer.
We give the Government Chemist’s analyses of two of the leading baking powders:

AGENT*.

Children,

reopen

Six Per Cent Interest on Outstanding
!
Scrip Paid On and After Feb. 8,1883.

Losses

FREE

KOI,EC

and

MEPTETIHER 21th, IM83.
For circulars, address MRS. TIIROOP, No. 51
st.
High
Portland, Me.
JyOeod till octl

AGAINST
MARINE
RISKS ONLY,

40 FUR CUNT.

Baking Powder.

HOWES, HIM & HARRIS,

Will

given to private pupils by the subscriber

This Company will take risks at their office, New
York, on vessels, Cargoes and Freights, and issue
policies to ixjercbants, making risks binding as
soon as water-borne.

dtl

sons.

SOAP.

—FOR-

Young Ladies

YORK

open

Owen, Moore & Co.

I.

Can be used either in hot or cold
Wfttor
$1000 REWARD for any garment or fabric injured by the use
of
“BEN’S
SELF-WASHING

HRS, THROOPS

Miss’MORGAN’S
Begins

ATLANTIC

Total Marine

8150.
Augustas C. Jones to Clara D Irving, land
and buildings. Consideration S50.
Raymond—John Woodman to David Duran,

Will wash your clothes

su-oej.

ENGLISH AND FltENCH SCHOOL

N.H.

Dividend

BEN’S

BE-

SE>rin*

1st

Real Estate Transfers.
The following transfers of real estate in this
county have been recorded at the Registry sf
Deeds:
Portland—Thomas Fagan to John E. and
Mary A. Cady, land and buildings. Consideration 82,500.
Deering—Francis H. Bailey to Benjamin H.
Huston, lot of land. Consideration 81,818.75.
Windham—Wm. S. Cobb to Augustas O.
Jones, land and buildings. Consideration

AJJVEKTII*.H*1VT«.

SARGENT’SSCIIOOL

5MfflfllB,nooi-teeDiiu:|■ jmcTLaw

night.

HkT

Deeiiag, Hatne.”

HE-OPENED SEPTEMBER 12.

dlt

We have just purchased a large lot of
20 inch Twilled Silk Umbrellas,
natural stick, paragon frames,
colors—black, brown, bine and
green—which will be sold for a
few days at $3.00 each. The
quality is the same as usually
sold for $5.00.

reuce, Mass., saying, that the little one
answered the description of her daughter
Katie, who disappeared about the time
this little one did.
It appears Katie and
au older sister
boarded the traiu after following a circus.
When it started the older one
jumped off but the little one remained. Mrs.
Hall eent tho child home on the train
Saturday

orator, and every singer, are
of Adamson's Cough Balsam.

auSeodSw

3.

-AND-

every section of the State to communicate with us
assured that the largest facilities will be extended
them, to aid in s.-curing aud building up a perma
nent business.
inay8eodt<

Boston & Maine railroad, and at last received
au answer Saturday from Mrs. Peaeley, of Law-

every stump
loud in the praise

IIOIDAV, SEPT.

KINDERGARTEN

Mutual Insurance Co.

Parents Found.
Readers of the Press will remember that
Mrs. I. T. Hall, Green street, kindly took
charge and cored for a little five-year-old girl
who had wandered aboard the Boston & Maine
5 p. m. train Thursday.
Friday and Saturday
the lady telegraphed to different points on the

Every lawyer, every minister,

classiceTschooL

Fall term will
begin

MISS

A

FOR

HOME

SILK UMBRELLAS $3.00

Her

Ammonia gas 0.43 per cent, equivalent to
10.4 cubic inches per uz. of Powder.
Note —The Tartaric Acid was doubtless introduced as free acid, but subsequently combined with ammonia, and exists in the Powder
as a Tartrate of Ammonia.
E. G. LOVE, Ph. D.
New York, Jan’t 17th, 1881.
The above analyses indicate a preference for
“Cleveland’s Superidr Baking Powder,” and
our opinion is that it is the better
preparation._
Hall't Journal of Health.

octSdtf

Students will be admitted

and proceeding down the
river will dine at the Samoset House, Mouse
Island and then take a sail around the harbor
and return to Augusta in the evening.

ot

solicited

1st, 1883.

Company's steamers,

Clevelands Superior Bakiug

M

485 1-3 Congress Street.

Mtd

members of the Legislature joiuing the excursion will take one of the Eastern Steamboat

T he Best

«m»lgtuBe,t

■ "“/‘‘Y1
Per
fUrUwr
L. i. QfVi
M

ground over it was decided to recommend a
trip down the Kennebec to Mouse Island, in*
stead of a trip to Old Orchard, as bad been
proposed. It is probable that on Thursday the

Death of Collector Haycock.
Hon. Willis M. Haycock, collector of customs for the Passamaquoddy district, died suddenly of heart disease in Calais on Satnrday
He leaves a widow and six
night, aged 39.

o. W. AUJOf

Regular gale of Furniture and Genera Merchant
diaeerery Utur.lay, commencing at 10 o’clock a.
<
KOICITIONIL.

Saturday. The committee consisted of Sena'
tors Cutler of Bangor, Kimball of Bath, and
Peunell of Lewiston, and after looking the

lot of land. Consideration 8325.
Peak's Island—May Chapman to Wm.
Howell, lot of land. Consideration 81.

*.0. BAILEY.

HOME
COMPANY. [nil® aid

Manager for Me. & N. H.

Street.

Congress

»ag«

—

Pg'”-Communications treated confidentially when
so desired.
Gentlemen who would like to advance
their interests aud ascertain upon what basis they
can represent a great,
progressive Lite company
whore popular features and phenomenal success
guarantee liberal remuneration, are invited from

MiUett * Little,

It does not appear that any

an

J. F. FERRIS,

morning and

peril to Portland is imminent.

shipped from Antwerp per steamer Lndwig,
July 1st, 150 HolBtein cattle. The steamer
has not been heard from and is now twenty
dayB over dne. It is feared she is lost.
New Musle.
Oliver Ditson & Co. of Boston send ns a fine
Beleetion of their recent sheet music. “Refuge
of the Weary,” arranged by C. W. Greene.
The piece lias a solo, a du> t, and a quartet.
Other pieceB in the same package are: “The

worth 75 cts. per

per yard; been selling for $1.25 per yd.
10 Pieces Nun’s Veiling, all wool, at 25 cents per yard.
25 Pieces Brocade Sicilian Silk at 50 cents per yard ;
worth $1.25 per yd.
25 Pieces Black Lace Bunting at 50 cents per yard Z
worth $1.00 per yard.

was

cargo of rags

yard;

place it In

cThe

10 Pieces Black and Colored Bre*s Grenadines at 50 cts.

given by Consol Packard. On
Saturday Surveyor Pullen drove out to the
Cumberland mills and saw Mr. Lougley, who
said that

following goods at half price.

25 Pieces French Sateens at 25 cts. per yard ; former
price 45 cts. per yd.
10 Pieces Scotch Cassimere at 37 1-2 cts. per yar d; former price 75 cts.
per yd.
25 Pieces All Wool Check Shirting Flannel at 25 cents
per yard; former price 50 cts. per yd.
5 Pieces Cotton and Wool Flannel at 10 cents per yard ;
former price 25 cts. per yd.
8 Pieces Black Foule Cloths, 48 in. wide, at 75 cents
per yard; former price $1.25 per yd.
10 Pieces Colored Press Goods, 48 in. wide, at 37 1-2

tities.

ger signal

shall

price 12 1-2 cts. per yd.

mer

1880 up to August was only 45,677 barrels, and
aftsr August was 304,097 barrels—sc that there
is yet time enough for a very large catch, if
the fish will only show up in sufficient quan-

anxiety

we

and

F. O. BIILEV Ac CO.,
Auctioneers and Commission Merchant

ro.

50 Pieces Standard Gingham, at 61-4 cts. per yard; for-

From the above it will be seen that the
mackerel catch up to this time is only 69,887
barrels against 183,464 barrels for the same
time last year, a falling off of 127,967 barrels.
Bat it will also be noticed that the catch of

The

AFCTIO.'V UI.K.

ENDOWMENT POLICY

MILLETT & LITTLE.

of considerable importance at this time:
Mackerel catch by New England fleet up to Aug. 1,
1383, and after August in other years:
Total
Up to
Alter
catch,
August 1,
August 1.
Bbls.
Bbls.
Bbls.
1883. 6ft,887
1882.183,464
378,803
126,403
18*1.120,742
270 916
391,867
1880. 46,677
349,07*
304,097
1879
220,689
81,788
169,883
1878. 16,203
181*286
198,*69

—

The Madison Woolen Mills.
At the adjourned meeting held at the Madi'
•on House, August 2d, it was unanimously
Voted by the stockholders to increase the capital stock $25,000, making the amount of capital $100,000, and to give the present stockholders the right to take their pro rata of new
The mill is running
stock for twenty days.

INMTHAKeW.

SAVE Vul'li HIOJVEY

"Koyul Bakiug Powder.”

STREET.

IBTflRTHEUBNTI.

Great Falling off In the Catch.

(Tuesday) evening.

are:
Toe JAern uase.

MACKEREL.

Jy*r>

SMART,

Congress

D. AMES has bought the exclusive rtght.’of
the Eureka Lamp stove, for Cumberland and
Y«*rk Counties.
canvassing in said Conntiee for the Eureka Lamp Stove not authorised by
me will be prosecuted.
wanted.
Agents
•
W D. AMES,
22 Market Square, Portland, Maine.

W'.

®t.

„<,d3W

J]y2l__eodt-f

Anyone

Ju29

3pdtf

SEE HEKE!

of

the New church will bo held at the church of
New Jerusalem in Bath, at 10 o’clock a. in. on
Saturday, Sept. 1st, 1883 The meetings will be
continued through the following Sabbath. Those
proposing to at tend are requested to send their
names as
curly as convenient to 8. F. Dike, that
provision may loo made for their entertainment. Ad
friends arc cordially invited.
S. F. DIKE, President.
Bath, Aug. 3, 1883.
aug4eodtd

show

one

in want

or
\

a

nice

any
J great bargains at Gorham illage.
C'lAN
and stable,
One 2

the

STEPHEN BERRY.
Book, Card and Job Printer
ins

No. 37 Plum Street.
d

resMenOd

of landg
60 fruit trees, nice water.
One 2 story house, new, never has been o<v
cupled, very ui e lot ♦»« xl lo, fruit tree*, currant#
itc., nice water. Mend for plans and description! to
G. L). WEEKS, Auc. and Keal Estate Agent.
Gorham, Me.
jy Hou*e lot! for Sale.

ctory bouse,

L,”

acre

JySldtf

T IT E

PRESS.

hands, and taking
MONDAY

MORNING,
[Harper’s

A

ACG.

G.

Bazar.]

Coincidence.

HARRIET PRESCOTT BPOFFOBD.

[Concluded.]
“I believe you knew it was Sunday all Ihe
time, sir,” said Mrs. Ashley.
"Why of course I did,” said Mr. Brossier.
“And didn’t tell me!”
“I thought I should hurt your feelings.”
“And left it for her to do!”
“I beg your pardon truly,” said Miss
Burne. bending toward her, “if I have hurt
your feelings. I am a sort of pirate anyway,
and am always doing something of the
kind ”
To hear Miss Burne say she was a sort of
pirate, and that before the minister! After
all, then could she care what he thought

about her?
But worse than that was to come. “1 am
very sure about it,” said Mrs. Ashley, on
another day, to another group.
“I ought

word about it, for a passenger's
a passenger, and it's my husband's business.
B t how can you help it? When a man
drinks, it’s bad enough; but a woman! And
her breath was unmistakable.
And how
Mr. Brossier can— Dear me, you are not
under
Mr.
going
again,
Verge ?” as the ship
gave one of those long lurches that scorn to
brain
and
separate
body.
'■This slow roll of the sea is worse than
of
the sea-serpent,” said
on
the
back
being
Miss Burne, coming up.
“Try Ibis, Mr.
Yerger; I often do;” and she took a small
flask of cologim from her reticule, wet with
it a couple of lumps of sugar in her lingers,
and resisting the pitch of the vessel, she put
one into his mouth and the other into her
own.
And ire all saw her do it! “A good
stimulant on occasion," she said, in that
unapproachable tone, and was lost in her
not to say

a

book again presently.
“And it isn’t only that,” said Mrs. Ashley,
in a lower tone, and with a significant nod.
“But if you want to know, look for her this
evening till you see a sparl; at the end of a
cigarette iu her mouth.”
“Lighting it for Mr. Brossier,” said some-

body.

“No Mr. Brossier about it. ishe may do
it for the anhina for all I kuow, but, she
does it. Her bieath is unmistakable.”
“Girls with such a lot of brothers as she
appears to have are apt to catch their tricks,”
said Captain Ashley, as his walking of the
deck brought him into the cluster.

any

opportunity

of

It was oue winter day, however, my
thoughts far removed fromthis incident of
my long-vanished childhood, that I enured a
on

a

the opposite gentleman offered

to

the

so

LIFE

bor, who had recently entered—a dark and

slender man, rather under than over the
the average height, with a keen and quiet
It

How
certainly some oue I knew.
provoking that I must needs forget the
name! And l was cudgelling my brain for
some association with which I might fix him
before l should appear to see him, when
oue of my fut live glances suddenly struck
a

JOHN

POWDER
Pure.

dark-browed youDg woman, some contralto tone with a thrill in it, would bring

some

of the old affair before me, and now
and then i caught
myself thinking it over,
and doing my best to extract its little flavor
of romance. If Miss Burne was not drowned, why did I never came across her, going
about the world as I did?
Having reached,
from my own experience, the fi>ed conclusion that once meeting a person I was never
to escape that person, I confess I used
often to look for the high-shouldered and
dark-eved young woman of my memory, and
that without allowing a great deal for the
changes of intervening years, ani I felt,
with much of my childish interest and sympathy, an unexpressed reproach for my gay
young guardians on that voyage that they
hid not unbent more on shipboard, won
confidence, and helped the handsome stranger into safe harborage with that importation. What if it was smuggling?
It was
lace! Being a woman, and having no voice
I
the
failed
to
see
in making
laws,
why 1
should trouble myself about other people’s
too
at,
them
literally,
any rale; for
obeying
my own part, knowing that if the woman
who hesitates is not lust, her bargain is apt
to be, 1 never hesitated myself to buy laces
and gloves and perfumes when yachting
traces

buy ticket* (at any railroad orsteamboat oflloe in New
England) in
BOFftlD StltOOli ROUTE

«nrr t

a

bul-

U1

1UJ

let from a stone.
<IUU

iuv

oj/Ul

11 UCiV

U

4.1 II V

rtlUlll

neighbor’s right nostril had been clipped
out, leaving there the effect of that haughty
curl whoS'1 high bred outline by no means
Injured the face, although not adding to any
I started involappearance of amiability.
untarily, but as the person turned to see
I
pretended
to
have
why,
shivered, and
only
pul ed my shawl about me more closely.
What strange resemblance! I thought; or
was my iudulged fancy
running wild?
There was the straight black brow, the
white downcast eyelid with its long lashes
when I ventured to look again, the somewhat sunken mouth with its thin red
lips,

Boils, blotches, pimples, and
easss, are qnickest cured by
blood with Ayer’s Sarsaparilla.

all

skin

cleansing

disthe

A barber has been found who says that headshaving is a grand institution, if observed during the winter months. His argument is that
ail things begin to grow in the
spring, and that
if the hair is sha-ed off until
spring sets in, it
will grow right up with the turnip and the

sweet

alyssum.—Puck.

No specific for local skin ailments can cope
in popular favor with Gee.nn's Sulphur
Soap.
“Hill’s Haih and Whiskkk JJye,” CO cts.
Little five-yeqr-old Annie, who was t
offering
from a hid cold, went to pay a visit to auntie,
Dnriug the day she related her various successes at school, and
ended by declaring that
site could read a good deal better than Sabrina,
who was eigbt years old. “Well,” questioned
auntie, “wouldn’t it sound better if someone
else said it?”
“Yes,” answered Annie, wiih a sober countenance, “J think it would; I have snch a bad
cold, I can’t say it very well.”
How well he looks, what manly
vigor he
possesses, how ciear his eye, how elastic his
step, how buoyaut and cheerful his spirits, is
said of him who has read the “Science of
Life;” for having read, he roust of necessity

Success is certain when the Congress Yeast
Powder is used in making biscuits, cakes, etc.

E.

He WITT,

A marvel o' parky,
never variee.
and wholesomoness. More economical than
cannot
be sold in oompetiand
kirn’s,
the ordinary
tion with the multitude of low test, short weight
Sold only 1« cans.
alum or phosphate powders.
Koval Making Powdeb Co., 10(i Wall St., N. Y.

Thirty four years
Purely mutual.

old.

six
dollars.

Assets

over

I’Oll SALE.

Brick House for Sale.
No. 120 Plcs.mut, Street, second west of
High street, Contains nine rooms, bath room
&c.
Price $4,200. Apply to WM. H. JERRI S.
au4dtf
August 4,1»<J3.

million

Incontestable Policies.

For Sale.
School Desks and Chairs. High School sire,

*

single, at a hargaiu. Also
gle chairs. Enquire at this office.

4 settees and sin-

JySOM&Flf

Farm in Gorham for Sale.
The Motley farm, a beautiful aui valuable place at Fort Hill about f l-(i mile**
from fworham Village, in offered for male
iipou reasonable terms.
premises contain about sixty acres of excellent land, well watered, with dwelling house
and two barn?-. The farm is conveniently divided
into mowing, tillage ana pasture land, and has about
twenty acres of wood upon it, the larger part being
hard wood. The location of this property is healthy
and attractive. The view from Fort Hill, a spot uf
historic interest, is one of the most delightful and
extensive in the State; while he vicinity of the
place to Gorham Village, with its churches, schools,
post office, R. R. station, telegraph, telephone offices
and other conveniences, give it additional value.
For terms or other information, address
JOHN A. WATERMAN.
Gorhain Maine.
jy31d&w2w

THE

For Sale

No restrictions upon travel,
residence or occupation.

Three Story Brick Houm>, containing
14 finished rooms and bath room, supplied
with hot and oold water, cemented cellar well
drained. Lot about 7500 sq.ft.. Immediate possession given.

Policies non-forfeitable under the

All

1AINE NilN-FOUFEIlURE LAW
variety of Plans, all easy
to work.

A

Inquire of

JOHN C. PROCTER,
93 Exchange *t.

aug2-eod3w

FOR

SALE.

fflllE Homestead of the late Oliver Dow, situated
at West Buxton Village, on the Saco River:
X
•ontaining fifty acres excellent iand, two story
brick bom*© aud “L,” barn, stable, wood house, ice
house, sheds &c., very desirable f<*r a country home
For terms &c., apply to
CYRUS F. DAVIS,
West Buxton, Maine.
jy28dtf

For Sale.
Va.
Register,
Hyperion
BRIG
good order. For particulars inquire of
B.J. WILLARD.
SOB tons

In

rate 1

jyl2dtf

FOR SALE OR RENT.
IIou*e & Lot
corner of
Dcciing ami State htceet, for sale
at $U000and taxes for 1883. Or
put In thorough repair and rented for $800 per annum.
Inquire
of JOHtt C. PROCTER, 03 Ex-

The Union

Mutual
Plan.

Endowment

Payable in 10, IB, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, or 60
years, or at prior death.
Also payable at age 86, or at prior death; premiums payable during the term, or in 10, 16. or 20
annual payments.
The dividends upon these policies are paid by
Kuvers ounry Addition* to the sum insured.
The policies are luco^fe table and V’nruNiricted iu reaper t io Travel Kmidcn e, aud
ear*.
In case of
Occupation after three
lapse sifter three annual payments, the reserve—less
Hie present value of the loadings on the future unpaid premiums, but not to exceed 26 per cent of the
reserve—is applied to the continuance of the insurance In force at net rates.
If this value is more
than sufficient to continue the insurance to the end
of the policy term, the remainder is used to purchase
a pure endowment payable at that time, if insured
is theu living. In case of death within the extension, the policy is payable, less the plain life premium for each yr-ar of the extension pt ior to the death,
not exceeding live such premiums with interest.

Tlie

change Street.

jy24eod3w
Sale.

For

and land No. 52 High Street, corner
Danforth sunny exposure; said house is
thoroughly built, ton rooms, frescoed ceilings,
large parlor, wide halls, bath room, cemented celBENJ. SHAW, 48^2 Exchange
lar, has a 8table.
St.
jy24eod2w*

HOUSE

TWIN COTTAGE
FOR SALE.
the most desirable location at FERRY BEACH
within two minutes walk of the Bay View
House. Very convenient for one or two families.
Beautiful beach and scenery. For price ami particulars, iuquire of W. S. DENNETT, Saco Me.

IN

Jtio_dtf
For Sale.
Carleton and Braekett St*., foroccupied by Joshua Hobbs. Inquire of
JOHN P. HOBBS,
no. 80 Market Street.

corner

HOUSE
merly
ap7dtf

Farm For Sale

or To Let.
of the best farms in the Comity of Cumberland, situated in Cape Elizabeth, known, as the
“Brooks Farm” will be sold at a great bargain. S.
L. CARLETON, Att’y at Law, 180 Middle St. Portl-

ONE

and, Me.

marSdtf

WANTS.

FEW

good coat, pant

commence

work at

Can

and vest makers.

once.

L. 0. YOUNG, Merchant Tailor,
aug4dlw
Woodford’s, Me.

WAYrfED
woman (Protestant,) to take
A the care of an invalid lady.
Enquire of II J.
LIBBY at First National Bank or by letter to ScarMe.
au4dtf
borough,
MIDDLE AGE

Wanted.
SMART, energetic young man to collect. One
with experience in such position preferred.
References required* The SINGER MANF’G CO„
4
No.
Free street, City.
augSdSt

A

WANTED.
A

look at 119 PISE
STREET, Portland, Me.
aug2dtf
Wanted.
COMPETENT nurse (protestant) Ito take care
of a young child.Address with reference,BOX
1339, City.
jy24dtf

A

Clerk Wanted.

A

who lia« studied Bookkeeping,
some, wanted as clerk at 632 CONGRESS
man

STREET._

Juu20dtf

GIRLS WANTED.
Portland Star Match Co.,
Commercial Street.

West

myl2-dtf

CANVASSERS WANTED.
Energetic, Canvassers to sell the Eagle
Wringer on installments. Men who can give

GOOI)
reference

good

ry to handle.
novl6

or

security

Address

can

have outside territoNo. 36 Temple St.

dfi”

TO f.ET.

Island, suitable for
arranged in tenements of

FIFTEEN

five

angl

Greenhouse to Let.
groenh use at No. 048 Congress street,
is

E

it,
Apply

premises,
d2w

Tilandoccupied
by me,
all
on

improvements.
premises.

iyl3d3w

alive.
'J hese

now

the plants m
Possession August 1st.
O. R.

STURDIVANT.

TO LET..
Store Nos. Hi&119 Middle St.
the Post Office where all the large
Wholesale Jobbing Uousob are located, In
dry
goods, Fancy and other Classes of goods. Fitted up
with two Counting rooms. Brick and Iron
Safe, Elevator, Counters, Tallies, Gas and Water, with light
and airy basement ail in jiorfait repair. Heated by
a furnace.
Inquire of H. T5, THOMPSON 164
Brackett St. where the keys mayibe found
oot2
dtf

RCHI.YUMW IMRirTOKV.

«.

jJJJdnev,

ffirtmng,

I f

t Passengers may also reach these points by taking
the 12.55 p. in. train from Portland and stopping at
Old Orchard Beach until 3.60 p. m.
SET* the 12.56 p. m. train from Portland connects with Hound Cine Hicnmcni for New
Vork and all Kail Lines lor the West, and the 0.30
p. in., train with all Bull Cine. (or New Vurk
and the South and WeBt.
Pur lor Cur, on all through
trains.
Seats
secured In
advance at Depot Ticket Oflloe.

Mutual
Adjusted
Premium Plan,

furnishing

insurance at minimum rates.

This plan provides for

■

6u

The Union Mutual Ke»ervc
dend Plan.

Divi-

fisdgton & Sacojiiver Railroad,

ARRANGEMENT.

TAKES EFFEC r

Monday, July 23d, !883.
Passenger

trains will

ran

follows:

as

TRAINS FROM BRIDGTON.
Nos. of Trains.
13
From Bridgton
mls. a. m.
a. m.

Bridgton,

Leave

0.05

Saudv

Creek,
Ingall's Road.
Perley’s Mills,
Witbam's,

Rankin’s

Mills,

Brtdgtou Junot.

Ar.

f. m

10.20
10.27

0.12
t6.30

2
6
7
6
14
10

6
8.00

HOt'J

6.07
t6.2B
16.29

16.68

110.63
111.13

t0.33
t6.63

7.05

11.20

7.00

10.46

16.34
16.S8

TRAINS FOR BRIDGTON.
Nos. of Trains.
2
4
For Bridgton

mls.

Bridgton Junct. Leave
Rankin’s Mills,
Witbam’s

Perley’s Mills,
Ingall’s Road

Sandy Creek,

a. m.

p.

9.65

m.

8.00
18.07
18.27

2.15
12.22

H0.05
110.36
tlO.40

2
8
!)
10
14

g
p. m.

t2.42
12.40
12.60
3-08

10.45
10.58

t8.31

(8.36
8.53

16
11.05
3.16
9.00
Bridgton, Arrive,
t Stops when signalled or notice to conductors.
dtf
jy24

—

urc

Union

Mutual

Aon-Fori'citTontine Investment Plan*

Those policies require the payment of twenty-five

annual premiums. At the end
year, the insured is entitled to

of the twenty-fifth
one of three options
—an annuity during
a
life, definite and stated cash
value (independent entirely of dividend
earnings, or
if insurabio, a paid-up policy. '1 hese
policies are
subject to tbe Maine
contain
Law,
no restrictions upon travel and
residence, and, after
three years, none upon emplo.vineut, and are incontestable.
are entitled to dividends in ieduction of the fifth and subsequent annual premiums.

Non-forfeiture

They

Hinder.
Kmb

II, I'rintrra

Kxrhnnigr

I

Minin

On Table No. 1, at age 20, tho premium is $44.80.
Twenty-five premiums entitle tint lnsuiod to a liffr
annuity of $100, a Hash valuo of $1,280.70, or if
Insurable, a paid up life policy of $2,220.
On Table No. 2, the premium for same
ago is
$70.42. Twenty five premiums entitle ibe insured
to a life-annuity oi $200, a cash value of $2 771 40
or a paid-up for $0,470.
Table No. 2 gives the results of a payment of 2ii
annual premiums of $00 each, at all ages. At ago
20, the results would be a life-annuity of $144 a

cash value of

$4,060.

$1,002.60,

or

a

and Portland 8.46

d.

12.56 and 6 30 p. mTlirouKli Pullman Sleeping Cars
On Trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p. m.. and Portland 2.00

a.

m.,

a. in.

Tlrrougk Tickets to nil Point* South and
ffwl.
Pullman Car Tickets for Seals and
■vriksMUsi Depot Ticket Outre- only.
dune 17,1883
PAYSON TUCKElt,
D. W. SANBORN,
General Manager.
Master of Trans.
LUCIUS TUTTLE
Junlddtf
Gen’l Pass’r Agent

Co, Proprietors, issue guarantees through II. H. IIAY & C’O., Druggists, only

a cure.

J. C. West &

agents, Portlaud,Me.,junction Middle and J’ree Hu.

In the hands of active, energetic,
industrious agents, therefore, they cannot fail to he productive of u lurge and
profitable business.
The Company is ready to negotiate
with, and will make liberal contracts
for good territory with agents w ho will

energetic illy

PUSH
FUR BUSINESS
“b*1
8t-W,S*T

0.16

,5-JS
10.30

9.25

9.30

10.66

7.20
9 40

11.00

11.06

f-P.

P.

M.

Ou and after Monday,
Train* will run

9*1°

5.10
6.30

7.30

9.00
10.16

1 .He

For
a. m.

y. m.
Gorham,

Montreal and

Ghivaeo 0.00

ARlftl VAIL*.

5,00
6.40

4.60
C.46

KiPwiatoM and Auburn, 8.36 a. uiM
p. m.
From Gorham, mixed. 9 40 a. hi., 6.00 p. m
From Chicago. Tlouerea
and Ooeb#r,
12.36 p.m.
From Chicago and Tlontrrul, 5.20 p. ra.
Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars ou night train and
Parlor Cars ou day train botweeu Portland and
From

Montreal.

-ANDINDIA MT.

Tickets sold at Reduced Kates,
To Claaudn, Detroit. Chicago, Milwaukee

Leaves

Evergreen

and
A. M.
6.10
7.26
9.30

A. M.
6.45

7.00
9.00
10.30

P.

6.00

7;35

2.40
3.60

5,00

6.16

6.40

6.55

7.30

9.30

9.36

M.

p

2.30

2.46

7.30

STEPHENSON,

P. M.

Leave

.teuton for Portland
and
.‘’"“’Bl^wlstou 4.45 and 9.45 a. m.
Leave Portland for Canton, at 9.00
a.m. and 1.30p.m.
Leave Lewiston at 9.46 a. m. and 2.30 p. m.
ii-gc connections with Byron, Mexico, Dtxtlold
Pern, Livermore, West funnier ami Turner.
....

L. L. LINCOLN Snpt.
Portland, Juno. 16. 1883
octl4dtf

Poriland and Worcester Line.

BEACH

-AND-

CAMP

ELLIS.

Fare to Orcluird Beach and rclnrn

30 Cents.
Fare to Camp Ellis and re urn including a rid
along the Beach, in the observation cars of th
Orchard Beach K. R.

SO Cents.
Passenger trains leave Portland at 10.00 a. ro..
1.00, 3 30, and 6.30 p. m. Returning leave Orchard
Beach for Portland at 12.22, 2.46, 7.30, and 9,49
p. rn.

m.

(Ilnl-JB, Iffr Jrat.,
vttchbnrg.
NonLifn, f.awell, 3triafiixa«xs, rxaJ
pint -it 7.30 a. at. and 4.08 .5. rn.
Fvr MHnxrrbrsie'r. Oetscnr-: end tviin s -Jor .... -*
Far

l. 05 p. ai.
Far Bmbnutr, Kprinav.xie, Alfred, B at
JB5erhr.ro na«i *at* River.7.30 a. m,. I ,o;
m. ns., and (mixed) at tt.30 p. m. Return lnr
leave lioehcater at (mixed) 6.45 a. m., 11.16
a.m., and 3.35 p.m.; arriving at Portland
aBKmixed) 9.40 a. m., 1.23 p. m, and 6.40 p. m.

Snccarnpps, €'uotkriluBr

mill*.
Wf.lhrsak
and Wcadfortl't.
at 7.30 a. or.
1.08. «.!*» and (mixed)
•6.till p.
*..
The 1.03 p. as. train from Portia-toaceets at
kye~ June, with Gloocuc Tuonei Route for
t leWeat, cud at Talon Depot,
Worcester, fur
New York via Norwich Line, and all roll.
UMoricgflrlH, also with N. Y. Jk N. E. R.
B .("Strainer Maryland Konte”) for Philadel-

BE

Wuliiaor.-,

Washington, and
Skin,
oolhand vrltb ll»»n>n * alhnn. R. R.
the West. Parlor Cars on train
leaving
at 1.05 p. m. and train leaving Worcester

tlio
fn,

Portland
at

8.00

a. m.

Close connections made at H'esibrook Jvoellva with tbrougli trains of Me. Centra! K. R. and
at GrandTrui fe
Transfer Portland with through
trains of Grand Trunk it. R.
tickets
to all point* South and West at
■Through
Depot offices and *' ■■Hina A Adams’ No. 3SEiStrest.
ob&nge
• Does not
stop at Woodford’s.
J. W. PETERS, Snpt.
JUO

run

follows

Portland for Dexter. Danger
Vancrboro, Si John. Halifax
and
the Province* st. Andrew*.
St.Strpben,
Fredericton Aroeoteob
4 onoty. and all
stations on U. 4V Pinrainqnis tz. D., 1.16
1.20 p. m..
p. m.,
(6.10 p. m. til.16
p. in.; for
and
Sbowhcgnn
Helfaat
1.16 p. m.,
1.20 p. m., til.16 p.
m.:
WnlervtHr. 6.45 a. m. 1.J6 p.m, 1.26
nr. t6.10
i>.
m.
p.
$11.15 p. m
A«i-

STEVENS, Gen. Agent.
.IAS. T. FURBER,
JlylSdtf

Gen.

Supt,

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT

Portland & Ogdensbnrg R. R.
ONLY LINE THROUGH THE NOTCH.
—TO—

IT.,
OGDENSBURG, N.
AND MONTREAL.

On ami ut'ter hominy June 25th,
IS83, until further nolle- Pmoragfr
Train* leavv Portland

n*

follow*:

S.'lfl A. IH.—For Fab van’s. Littleton, Lancaster,
and alt points on B. C. M. li. R., St, Johnsbury,
Burlington, Ogdensburg and all points on O. A L.
C. R. R., Newport, Sborbrooke. Montreal and all
points on Southeastern Railroad and branches.
This train, equipped with elegant Parlor cars and
new passenger coaches and baggage
o>*rs, will run
through without change to Montreal,with through
cars

to Swanton

and

Burlington

via. St.

JohnP'

l

p. ni. (Transfer station 1.00 p. m.) Express
for Glen House, Crawford’s, Fabyan’s and all
White Mountain Resorts, will not stop at So.
Windham, White Rock, Hiram or Brownfield.
6*95 p. in. For Bartlett and intermediate stations.

Train* arrive m Portland :
ra.—fromBartlett and local stations.
12.55noon- from Kabvau’s and all Mountain points.
0.15 p. m.—from No. Conwny (mixed train leaving
No. Conway 2 00 p. in. for Portlaud and way stations.)
7.45 n. m.—Express from Montroal, Burlington,
8.40

Wiuthrop,

and Jlnrnnitrook, 8.16 a. m. 1.16 p.
land and North Anion.1.16p. tn.

5.10

p.

tiprrn.
tached, and stops
at

train

m.

m.

Oak-

is

the
St. John
with Reclining Chair Car
atbetween Portland and Bangor

Brunswick, Gardiner, Hallowell, Augusta.
Waterville and Newport only, arriving in Bangor
at 9.45 p. in. and St. John at 6.30 following
®

morning.
night express with
sleeping ear attached and runs every night Sundays included but not through to Skowhegan on
Monday mornings or to Bucksport and Dexter or
beyond Bangor on Sunday mornings.

t'l'ho 11.15 p.m. train Is the

LEAVE FOB PORTLAND AND BOSTON

From Halifax, 8.10 a. m., 6.15 p. m.; St. John
7.00 and 8.00 a. m., 9.00 p. m.; Honlton 7.(11

m., 8.30 p. m.; St. Stephen, 7.30 a. m..
9.00 p. m., Vancrboro, 2.CO a. m. 10.10 a.
m.,
1.60 p. m,; lincksport, 6.10 o. m. 10.00 a. m
б. 06 p. m.: Bangor. 7.20 a. m., 2.05 p.
8.00 p. m.; Dexter, 7.00
a.m,8.l0p. m. Hells«i. 8.45 1. m., 3.15 p. ra.; skowhegan.
8.30 a. m. 3.06 p. m.; Watcrville. 9.20 a.
2.15, 3 33 and 10.08 p.m.; Aaguitn, 8.00 a.
m 10.03a. m., 3.00, 4.12 and 11.00
p. m.;
tiardiner. 8.17 a. m., 10.20 a. m„ 8.18 4 27
and 11.18 p. ra.; Rath. 7.00 a. m.. 11.00 a. m.t
4.15 p.m.,and Saturdays only at 11.66 p. m.
Brunswick, 7.26 and 11.30 a. ni. 4,46 & 6.10
li m. 12.36 a.m..might.'Rock land. 8.16
a.m.,
1.25 p 111.. and Mondays only at 4.80 a. m Lew'
iiloa, 7.20 a. m. 11.16 a. m., 4.36p. m. 11.20
pm.; Phillip*.7.06 a. m. Farmington. 8.30
a. ra.; Murnuncook, 10.11 a. m 3.26 p.m.;
111.
Wiuthrop, 10.18 a.
3.37
m
p,
being due In Portland as follows: The morning
trains from Augusta and
Bath 8.86 a. m.
Ijewiston, 8.4(1 a. m. The day trains from
Bangor, and all intermediate stations and connecting roads at 12.36 and 12.45 p. m. The
afternoon trains from tv*terrillo, Augusta. Bath
Kookiind and Ijewiston at. 6.00 p, m. The
John Fast Express at 6.16 p. m. The
Night
man Express ualu at 1.60 a.m.
а.

BURLINGTON

bury.

Hallowell,

4tar.liner and Hrnn.
6 45 »• “•! 1.2" P. m.,
t5.10, 6.30 and
IMtll.16 p. m.; Hath 6.45 a. m. 1.20 p. m., 6 30
p. m. and on Saturdays only at 11.16 p m
Korblaad. and Knox A- Lincoln R. K
6 45 a. m.. 1.20 p. m. and on
Saturdays only at
5.30 n. to.; Auburn and Lewiston, 8.16
am. 1.15 p. m.,
5,06 p. m. Lewiston via
llrnsMnrU 6.45 a. m., tll.16 p. m.:

t The
F.«l

a.

&c.
J. IIAII1 liTON. sup.
(Ill AN. IV. POYIi, G. T. A.
Portland, June 22d, 1883.

rintendvnt.

jun23dtf

m!

St!
Pull!

Kxciiraiou Kntra to Narsnneoek and return to partied of live or more.
Limited Tickets Aral and second class far
St.John and Hnlifnx on s ale nl reduced
rases.

PAY SON TUCKER, Gen’l Manager.
F. E. BOOTllBY, Gen’l. Pass. A Ticket Agl.
Portland. June 12. 1883
f
jul

Harpswell steamboat Co.
ami after

July 2, 1883, the Steaaer Oakto
nd for friend, in the Old ConnON don will
leave Harpswell daily fsr Persian*
ALLtrydMlrlu
will
money by buy ing their prepaid
follows, via:
as

f!#H,raKvT *
at^ the Geueral Ocean Steamship
Omie, No. 22 Exchange Street, (don’t mistake the
number) at the sign of the big Locomotive, at present reduced rates by theCunard and other fast first
class mail steamers
coming direct across ti e ocean,
on the warm Golf Stream
route, thus avoiding all
dangers from iee and icebergs. 1 can sell prepaid
steerage passage ticket* from Queenstown, Londonderry and Belfast for $21.00; Dublin, $22.00; London, Bristol, Cardiff and Galway, $24.00; Haui-

Leave Harpswell 8.00 a. m, 2.45 a. as.
Or sat
East end, 8.30 a. m„ Jenka’, *.46 a.
m., S.So p. m.. Little Chebeague, 7.00 a.
3.46
p. m., Long Island, 7.20 a. m., 4.05 a. m.. arrivtn*
at Portland at 8 a iu„ 4.45 p. in.
Returning, leave Custom House Wharf, Pertlaa*
9.30 a. m 8.16 p. in..
Long Island, 10.10 a.
0.6op m., Little
10.30 a. m. 7.16 a
m., Great Chebeague, Jenka’. 10 4 a. m., 7.go p.
P- *■>-, arriving at riarpseell at
11.30 a. m., 8.15 p m.

™

Chebeague,

NINDAY TRIPN.
Leave Portland, 10.00 a. m., 5.30 p. m. returning
leave Harpswell. 2.45 p. m.
For Passage or Freight, apply on board to
Jy2dtf
Capt. GEO. F. WEST.

JULY 24, 1880.

BOSTON

NEW TIME TABLE

UNION STEAMBOAT CO.

/Steamers!

A. M.

OF THE WORLD.

AND

—

PHILADELPHIA
Oirccl

Stcnmslilp

Line.

^EXTRACT*0081,

CIoIiolou‘ 18616

of a LETTER from
a MEDICAL GENTLEMAN at Madras, to hl3 brother
at WORCESTER,

May,

SO*/P«,

1851.

In

HOT * MU1

India,

ttmattire

on

_

waj»*s,«Wb(

every

used

bottle of GKNUINB

throuaho.it tho world.

JOHN DUNCAN'S

SONS

I^aEXTSl'Ol^im DOTED STAUJ8.

eetlS

at 10

Dollar*
Meals and Room

included.

Freight or Passage apply to
E. II. »A1?|Vn0N, tv* ut'
de31tf
TO Lohaj Uh»rl. Hon toil.

Wly

Nov* spaper Advertising Agency,
BOSTON
WASHINGTON NT.,
Advertisements received for every Paper in the
Jlilted States aud British Provinces at the Lowest
Jontract Prices. Any iHforniatiou oboortully given
md estimates promptly furnished.
File of the Pocks,- **u*t for inspection at any tins
Bend for Circular,
Estimates furnished.
i *•* of 100 cboioe newspapers. |

Mti

3.35
6.15

6.45

10.15
~

s odu.
A. M.

A. M.

0.30
7.20
9.46

7.36

10.60

P. a.

11.00

p. m.

6.15
9.30

»

w

1 00
2.36

2.20
5.30
9.00

3.00

fjmKMr.

9 30
r.

12.50

2.00

Steamer LEWISTON, Capt.
Charles Deering, will leave Railroad Wharf, Portland, Tuesday
«...
»
«5SB2SE£U:and Friday Evenings, at 11.16
o’clock or on arrival of Steamboat Express Trains
from Boston, for Rockland, Castine, Deer Isle,
Sedgwick. (Stage from >edgwick to Blue Hill on arriva- of Steamer), South West and Bar Harbor*,

A. U.

7.00
9.00
10.30
12.30

And Maehias Steamboat Company.

6.'] 6

Steamer will run to accommodate the KollerSkaCmg. Rink leavmg tie city at 7 3 >, returaiag at 9 15
and 20.lt,
Tickets, with
t» Hardee
26
cents. Ivill run as above until further notice
A. SPARROW, Treas. and

admission

jy2^HAS.

Milbridge, Joneeport and Machiasport.

ROCKLAND with Steamer for BLUE

Manage^

HILL, SURREY

and ELLSWORTH, Friday’s trip.
At BAR HARBOR with steamer for GOULDSBORO*
LAMOINK, HANCOCK, SULLIVAN and
ELLSWORTH each trip. Also with B. & B. Steam
ers at Rockland,
going East, for Bangor and River
1 .an din gs each trip.
RETl’BJYIlvf^, will leave Machiasport every
Monday and Thurstiay,at 4.30 a. m., touching at intermediate landings,and
connecting at Portland with
Pullman and early morning train for Boston.
Connect with Boston and Bangor Steamers at
Rockland, (coming West, and receive passengers and
freight from Bangor and River Landings for Port-

•TIME TABLE.

sifitii Gfl Mini
will leave Long M'lun
f,

Exchange Sireet,
10.00 a.

land.)

The new Steamer CITY OF KI( l(UO\D.
( npi iVm. tv. Dmuinoti,
leaving same wharf
every Jlonday, Wednesday, dk *»uturday Evenings at 11 16 o’clock, or on arrival of Steamboat
Expiess Trains from Boston, for Mount Deser
(Southwest Bar Harbors) touching at Rockland onh
and arriving at Bar Harbor about 10 a. m next d«V,
Connections made at Rockland with steamer foi
Blue Hill, Surrey and
Ellsworth, Monday’sand Wed

2.15 p.

for Peaks’. Long, and Littli
Inlands,
for Peaks’, Long, Little and
beague Islands.

m.

returning,

Leave Little Chebeague at.
1
44
Loni Island at..
*4
Peaks’Island at.
11
Arriving at Portland at
..n\£

£

AFTERNOONS,

At Bar Harbor with steamer for Gouldaboro
Lamoine, Hancock and Sullivan, each trip.
Returning, will leave Bar Harbor at 7.00 a. m.

Lea> e Great Chebe gne at.
4 so ■ m
44
Little Chebeague at.4
45 V
44
Long Island at. »*.00 • a
Jones’ Landing at ..
5*30 m a!
Regular Fare (round trip).2» «u
Fare to Peaks’ Island (round
trip). !'.! 15 es*

Monday Wednesday and Friday, touching at South
West Harbor and Rockland,
arriving in Portland

6.00 p. m., connecting with train for Boston
at 10 00 p m.
GEORGE L. DAY,
Treas. and General Ticket Agent
E. CUSHING, General Agent.
Portland, June 18,1883.
ju!8dt

about

Great Chebeague Band will furnish mis is
evening on board this steamer, for a sail down
bav and a dance on
Long Island—leaving
Wharf
at

Maine Steamship Company
Spini-Weekly Line

»f

a

m.

nesday’s trips.

7.15.

*•

Fare for sail and dance 35 ote.

Parties wishing to
engage this Steamer far special
apply to E. Ponce, cor. Middle aid
Exchange sts., or Capt. Chase aboard the boat.
excursions will

to New York.

•Except when chartered

and after Saturday the second day of June,
next, the steamers ELEANORA and FRANCONIA will leave Franklin Wharf, Portland, every
WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY, at 8 p. m., and
leave Pier 38, Fast River, New York, every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY, at 4. p. m.
During the summer months these steamers will
toaeh at Vineyard Haven on their passage to and
frem New York.
Passage in State Room, $6:
These steamen are iitted up with line accomodations for passengers, making this a
very desirable
route
for
travelers
Detween
New York
and Maine; or for parties desiring to take a
pleasure excursion in the summer months to Vine-

ON

for

i?Z4_
HOTEL

special exeurslens.
dtt

DIRECTORY.

Embracing the leading Hotel* at which the Daily
Prkss may always be found
ALFRED.
ALFRED HOUSE—R. H. Coding, Proprietor,
AUBURN.
ELM HOUSE, Court 8V—W. S. * A.
Yoaug, Pro-

yard Haven.
Goods Shipped by this line destined beyond Portland
of
York, trill be atonoe forwarded to their
destination on arrival.

prietors.

Tickets and State Rooms can be ohtained at 22
;
Exchange Street.
COYlsIE* Jr., Cfni rnl Agent:
Portland, May 10,1883
dtf

AUGUSTA.
AUGUSTA HOUSE, State St.—Charles MllUta#

Proprietor.

1

BATH.

SHANNON'S HOTEL—.lorry Shannon, Proprietor
j BATH HOTEL—C. M. Plummer, Proprietor.
General Ocean Steamer Ticket Office.
BETHEL.
|
sale of pnsssage tickets by the White Star
BETHELHOUSE,—W. F. Lorejoy A Son. PropriaCunard. Anchor. State, American, Red Star
tors.
North German Lloyd, Hamburg, American, RotterHOLSTER'S NULLS.
dam, Amsterdam and Italian lines, all drst class
HANCOCK HOUSE—M. Hancock, Proprietor
fast iiassage steamers, to and from all points in

FOR

Europe.

Cabin 2d Cabin and

steerage outward and

prepaid tickets from Portland at lowest rates,
steerage prepaid tickets from inland places in Europe* to Inland places in the United States. Sterling and Scandinavian exohauge at lowest rates

Choice Cumberland and Aondia coal for sale
by th
cargo. For cabin plans, circulars, sailing schemes
Ac. and other Information apply to J L. FARMER
Agent, 22 Exchange St. P. O. Box U7*U.

TanlO

ly

IflTB&SmOXAL STEAMSHIP CO.
L'UMfport,

Me.,
Calais, Me., St.
Jniiii, «, B., Halifax, N. s„ «c.
SPRING ARRANGEMENTS.
IHREE TRIP8PER WEEK.
■■■

*

•idfo-i'
J.--—* v-*;£eT*y

foot
and

«*N AN» AFTER .Him.
DAY, HAY 14th Fleamers
of
this l.iu<
will

>

SSsai l.vavr KailruHd Wi;arf,
of State street, every Monday, Wednesday

Friday

at

6

p.

to.,

for

Eastport

and

st.

John, with connections for Calais, Robbinston S»
Andrews, Pembroke, Honlton, Woodstock Grand
Menan, Oampobelle Digby, Annapolis, Yarmouth,
Windsor, Halifax, Moncton, Newcastle. Amhersk
Piotou, Shediac, Bathurst, Dalheusle, chtr
lottetown Fort Fairfield. Grand Falls, and othsi
stations on the Nea Bruuswiok and
Canada, intercolonial, Windsor, and Annapolis, Western Conn,
ties, Rail Hoads, and Stage Routes.
Freight received up to 4 p. m. and any information regarding the same may be had at "he
office of the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
For Circulars, with Excursion Rentes, Tickets
State Rooms and further information anni, a
Company's Office, *0 Exchange St.
T.o. riERSEY President, ani Mat s
,

Republic.Jan.

PACIFIC MAIL S. S. CO.
TO

CALIFORNIA.

l.iau.t., New
Australia.

Zealand

Proprietors.

CRAWFORD HOUSE, Court St.—Stumeko A Good-

win, Proprietors.

AMERICAN HOUSE, Hanover St.-L. Rice A Son.

Proprietors.

BRUNSWICK.
T. A K. DINING ROOMS- W. R. Field,
Proprietor
< ORNISH VILLAGE
LINCOLN HOUSE.—C. E. Woodbury
Proprietor
CALAIS.
ST. CROIX HOUSE-W. H.
Young, Proprietor.
CORNISH.
DAVIS HOTEL—M, B. Davie, Proprietor,
DANVILLE JIIiCTK' i.
CLARK’S DINING HALL, Grand Trunk Railway
Depot—M, W. Clark, Proprietor.
DEYTKKe
MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE HOTEL-W. S
o,

rill, Proprietor.
ELLSWORTH.
HANCO
HOUSE—George Gould, Proprietor.
AMERICAN H0U8E—A. 1. Saunders, Prop.
KASTPORT.

P^SC0DmH°USE-'r-

cad

H‘

BOULTON,
SNELL HOUSE vD. O. Floyd,
Proprietor.

liJBWIMTON.
& March, Proprietor
UACHIA9.
BLASTER HOTEL—E. E. Stoddard,
Proprietor.

DeWITT

HOUSE—Qoinby

NORRID<4fc*VOCTt.
DAUFOKTH HOUSE—lj. Danforth, Proprietor.
NORTH

AIM MON.

SOMERS HOUSE, Brown & Hilton, Proprietor#
FORT I* AND.
OITY HOTEL. Ceruer of Congress and Green Ste
J. W. Robinson

Projjrietor.

FALMOUTH HOTEL, Corner of Middle and Uuioi*
8ta.—J. K. Mmrtiu, Proprietor.
117 Fed*™!

PEI“'

ppS&£0CSEi
HOCJUL,

*onttt” S‘-M

s-

u-S'
.Junction of Cos gross and Fedem’
Sts.—McDonald A Nevrbogiu, Propiictors.
PHILLIPS.
ELMWOOD HOUSE—X. L. Page,
Proprietor,
ROlSPdST.
CARLTON HOUSE—J. A. Nutter.
Prop.
RAVNIO.ND VILLAGE
CENTRA 1 House, VRn. 11. Smith,
Proprietor
»AU« AUAPPA
PRESUMPSCOT HOUSE,—W. S.
...

Pratt, Proprie.o
SKUWUEGAN.
Robert W. Haines,
Proprietor

ELM

'•APaN, china.
•Sandwich

BOSTON.
PARKER HOUSE, School SL-H. D. Parker It Ob

j

U. 8. aml Royal Mail Steamers,
to Liverpool Via Queenstown.
Rate* reduced for Fall and Winter. Theee steamer* take the ex
tremesoutherly route*.a\ oiding
all dauger* from iceberg*. Cabiu $00 and $80; Excursion $110 and $ 144; Steerage at low rates. The
sailings aro a* follows:
Germanic.Jan. 20 I Baltic.Feb. 1
25 | Brttania.Feb. 10
For sailing lijte, cabin plans, passage rates and
drafts, apply to J. L. FARMER, 22 Exchange St.
dell)
dly

ICnim.l Trip SIS

For

P. M.
12. JO
2.3i»
3 46
5 00

6.35
9.15

usual.

<1. B. iOYLEt Jr., General Agent.
dtf

3

a. in.

*> O D D 9 n

WORCESTERSHIRE SAUCE.
and
Bold

Long Wharf, Norton,

From Pine Street Wharf

Insurance ono-half the rate of
sailing vessel.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R.. and
South by connecting lines, for wan led f roe of comTr«

saucothatlsmaUe.'’

^_

“•

9.36

11.00

P. M.
1.16
2.20

6.16
7.30
945
10.40

Rail and Sound Lines for sale.

mission.

HICATM.
^
,,

P

PhUatleliihia,

rKIt
1
,sn«

and 18 In my opluIon. the most palatable, as well as the
wholesome
most

1»

From

ORAVIBL
**•

•'TeltLEA & PERRINS that their
Bailee Is highly es-

teemed

***«»

Every Wednesday aud Satarday.
From PtllLADELrnU
Every Tuesday and Friday.

9.20

11.16

200
J-16
4.30

•arTlckets and Staterooms for sale at D. H.
YOUNG’S, 272 Middle Street.
Through Tickets to New York, via the various

warn; star like.

Boston

7.36

10.30
P.M.
12.00

line are reminded that they secomfortable night’s rest and avoid the exinconvenience of arriving in Boston late

M.
6.00
7.JO

A.

6.15

».00

pense and
at night.

Connect at

A. M.

7.00

(Sundays excepted).
Passengers by this

as

”

EMITA,

CAP r. JOHN T. STERLING.
Franklin Wharf Jones Landing Trefol hen's L'd*
to Peaks Island.
to Portland.
to Portland.

me eiegant new steamer TKEMOriT and favorite
steamer JOHN BROOKS will
alternately leave
FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland, at 7 o'clock p. m.
and INDIA WHARF, Boston, at 7 o'clock p. m.

taken

11

STEAMER

FARE $1.00.

Freight

■’

K,lJ.’.7.'?'’

Sterling and Scandinavian exchange at k>w rates.
J. L. FARMER, Agent,
jan 24d;t
22 Exchange St.

cure a

in.,

Chebeague,

half fare.

mu'.2

»ti:a;ukk«.

—

WILLARD, Manager.

CHEAP OCEAN TICKETS.

m!

THE GREAT SAUCE;

6.16

INLAND NTEA.RERN.

MONDAY, June

Ylontuouth,

0.40

MTEA.IIIi'KN.

MINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.

Farmington,

6.00
0.30

_

Ukoaklay, Jane

IN,
Beg1SN3. Passenger Trains will leave
I’ortlanJ at 7*30 a. at., -anil
™
a. nr
arriving at Worcester
at 2.16 », m. and 7.80 p. m.
Keturnlriv leave
Union Derot. Worcester, at 8.00 a. m. and 11.16 a.
m., arriving at Portland at 1.26 p.m. and 6.40 p

"IT1?*

3.15
0.00

P.M.
12. IS
2.40

jj21dK

of Trains.

(.rare

ORCIIARD

12.25
2.30

m

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER K. R

I8th, Passenger Trains will

-TOJ-

P.M.

2.00

Last Trips from Peaks’ Island 9.00 and 10.15

oct7dtf

aAlXsJEtOAP.

as

1ft

PM.

1,20

B. J.

Rnmford Fall* & Rucfcficld

after

MtiftEHA*

Steamers will run to accomodate the Pavillion
Entertainment. 26 cents for the round trip and
free admission to the pavillion.

P. M.
12.25

6.00
0.00

G. P. A.

W. J. SPICER Superintendent.

m 20
6.46

12;

»■«>
12.00

('AFT. A.H.OIJVFB
Excursion days,
daily papers.
Leave
Leave
Leave
Leave
Portland.
Peaks.
White Head.
Cushiug’s
A. M.
A. M
A. M.
A. M.
10.00
10.30
10,45
12.00
M.
1.80

M.

CAPT. WM. J. CHAIM.
Leaves
Leaves
I ea
Portland.
Evergreen and Tref. Diam

will leave as follows,
except on
when notice will be given in the

3.30

5.10
0.30

STEAMER

m.

STEAMER GAZELLE.

•^.16

P

2.40

045

3.46

points in the
North weal, lVe*t and Nnuthweoi.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.

F»r Gorham,

3.15

M

«.>0

P. M.
2.00
3.16
4.30
6.10

and all

On and after

*

A.M.
9.40

11.30

p.M.

12.4H
2.30
5.00
0.20

2.00

Cushings

9.30
11.10

11.00
11.45
P.M.

P.M.

Leaves

leaves

White Uead
A.M.

A M.
9.20

9.00

OLIVER.

11.15

Francisco,

Arrangement

Tref.

Leaves
Peaks’.

10.30
12.15

leaves
Diamond

11.00

Cincinnati, St. I.ouia, Omit tin, Saginnw'
Ml. Paul, Mall l.ukc City,

—

_

CAPT.Wn.j, CRAlh.

leaves

Portland.

der 1 £

DEPOT AT FOOT OF

Man

Leaves
Portland.
A.M.

_
_

GAZELLE

CAPT. A. ’*.

buMf, Antwerp, Havre, Manheim, Amsterdam, Ho
terdam, Paris, Bremen and Har ngen, $27.00
Copenhagen, Christiana, Cliristi- jsand, Bergen
Trondbjem. Goteborg, Maiino, $28 JO; children un

OFFICFx

74 i'XC'KAKOG S'» REK1

Denver,

STEAMER

save

12.45, and 5.50

Til 14 FT

2.20

STEAMER MNNFHAHA.

p.

follow*:

DtlMKTlRPH
For A uburn and IsewUton, 7.10 A. m., 1.16
and 6.20 p. m.
For Gorham, 3.30 (mixed,)and 6.20 p.m.
For Gorham, .ffootreal, Quebec and <’bi

cm ko

P. M

2.16
3.30

T 1 H MS

10.16

June ‘J5th.
nn

M.

2.10
3.25

99
24.30

Railway of Canada.

From tiu YtfS

Dn. E. C. W-tST’s Nerve and Brain Treatment, a guaranteed specific for Hysteria, Dizziness.
Convulsions, Jits, Nervous Neuralgia, Headache!
Nervous Prostration caused by the use of alcohol
or tobacco,
Wakefulness, Menial Depression, Softening of the Brain respiting in Insanity and leading
to misery, decay and death,
Premature Old Age
Impotency, Weakness in either sex, Involuntary
Losses and Spermatorrhea caused by over-exertion
of the brain, self abuse or
over-indulgence Each
box contains one month's treatment. $1. abox
or
(i boxes for $5.(10; sent by mail prepaid on
receipt of
price. Weguaranteetiboxestociireanycase. With
each ordedrecei ved for 6 boxes accompanied with $5
we will send the purchaser our written
guarantee
to refund the »»" -v if the treatment does not effect

0.30
7.36

( II4VG<: or TUBE.

paid-up policy for

Each of the pinna is fully and
clearly
described In the Company’s
publications,
which will be furnished upon
application to the honi* office nr any of its avenci- s. It will be fouud, upon examination of these plans, that they possess
especially mlvantagcoii* features,
and cover nil desirable forms of
Insurance, some one of them being
particularly adapted to meet the precise
wants of the individual insurer.

M.

p.

Grand Trunk

On and

Ogdensburg

ILLUSTRATIONS.

On
m.

A

£•45
7.00

y

SUNDAY

JOHN FIMH Fie, Jr.
Leaves
Leaves
Leaves
Peaks’.
White Head.
Cushing’s.
A. M.
A. M.
A. M.

arriving

S. H

This le an endowment at 85, Issued at regular
rates. The reserve dividend poriod is 16 or 20
years. At the expiration of this period, provided
all the premiums have been regularly p id, the insured may have either of tbe following options:
He may withdraw in cash the entire reserve on his
policy with Ms share of the surplus reserved to the
policies issued upon the same plan during (he reserve-dividend period.
He may continue to pay his
premiums, and receive in cash the amount of surplus which has been
credited to his policy.
He may. if insurable, convert the cash value
of the
policy into fully paid up insurance.
He may convert this value into a
life-annuity.
He may convert the surplus apjiortioned to his
policy into an annuity to bo applied to the payment of
his future premiums.
He may receive the amount of the
policy whenever
the reserve on policy and accumulated dividends
equals that sum.
The reserve dividend |K>licies are entitled to the
benefits of the Maine
Law.
They
contain no restrictions whatever upon travel and
residence. After three years, they are unrestricted
in respect to occupation, and incontestable
They
are entitled to no dividends in case of
lapse or dea> b
prior to the expiration of the reserve dividend period.

Pullman Purlor Cars
Trains leaving Boston 9
a.m., 12.30 and 7 00

——--

The 10-y«-nr adjusted premium plan provides for a regalarly increasing premium until the

tenth year, after which it remaius fixed at the rate
given lor the tenth year. At age 26 the first premium is $12.70; the second, $13.86; the third, $16.
02; and 60 on increasing until the terth year, when
and thereafter the premium is $23.14.
The plain life-rate at a e 26 is $19.89. This rate
is not reached upon the adjusted premium plan until the seventh premium. When the insured reaches the age of 36, he pays and continues to
pay a pre
mium oz $23.14; whereas the plain life-premium at
that age is $26.38.
t'pou the f 5-year adjusted premium plan
the first premium at age 26 is $12 70; the second,
$13.55. the third, $14.4u; the fifteenth and thereafter, $24.60. The plain life-premium. $19.89, is
not reached until the tenth year; and the continuing premium of $24.6 is $6.70 less than the liferate at the then age of 40.
thi 20-y«ar adjuated
premium plan
the first premium at age 2o is $12.70. tbe second,
$13.41; the third, $14.12; the twentieth and thereafter, #26.19. The plain life-premium, $i9.89, is
not reached until the eleventh
year, and the continuing premium of $26.19 is $11.78 less than the
plain life rate at the then age of 46.

0.00 a. m„ and arrive In Portland at 11.66
a. m. and 12.66 p. m.
At 12.30 p. m. and arrive
in Portland 6.00 p. in
At 7.00 p
a
Daily
and arrive In Portland at 11.00
p. m.

Leaves
Portland.

,—**“4.015

exceedingly

Lou lailia* l*reiu uiu, which increases eicb year during
10,15, or 20 years, and thereafter continues at an
even rate.
The first premium is very much lower
than the ordinary life-premium, and, notwithstanding the increase, never equuiN the plain Life
PieniiumHt (iteilieu age of the Inaured.
The dividends upon these policies arc payable in
reduction of the fifth and subsequent mutual premiums still further reducing the cost of the insurance These policies are entitled to the benefits of
the Maiuv Non forfcitnrr Liih and are Iu
contestable aud (Jure* rictrd lifter three
) ear*.
This plan presents the only attractive feature of
so called
"Co-operative Insurance,’* low rates
during the early years of a policy,—without its
defects The premiums are so adjusted that they
can never became burdensome, or increase beyond
the ability of the insured to
pay, whi e sufficient to
insure the solvency aud stability of the Company,
It fominhe* a caoncl«i*svc nn*wur to the nr*
mu tit* of co operative
ogenut, and, in the
tnds of active, and energetic men, produces a large
business in ibu vu y field* iuo*t effectively
worked by the m.
an

7.30,

J.

KxinN.

PORTLAND FOR BOSTON and WAV
ST ATION* at 1.00 and 5.3< p. in. BOSTON
FOB !*•* KTIjANIA at 8.30 a. m. and 8.00
POKTLAOD
FOB OLD
p. in.
OKCHABDBKAiHatlO.00 a. ui. and 1.00,
3.30 and 5.30 p. m
OLD ORi lMRo FOK
PORTLAND 12.22, 2.45, 7.30 and 9.49.p.m.
Portland for Biddeford at 10.00 a. m., 1.00 and
5.30 p, in. Biddeford for Portland at 12.06 2.30,
7.1 and 9.36 p. in.
Traint} on Boston & Maine road connect with ail
steamers* running between Portland and Bangor.
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Machias, Eaatporc, Calais’
St John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand
Trunk trains at Grand Trank Station, and Maine
Central and Portland A Ogdenburg trains at Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ten rainates for refreshmeats. First class Dining Rooms at Portland,
Transfer Station, Exeter, Lawreuce and Boston
THROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
South may be had of M. I.. Williauin, Ticket
Agent, Boston & Maine Depot, and at VToion
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St.
J. T. FURBER, Gen. Supt.

Union

BELOW

Hook

8.15 n. m. Returning leave OI.D OKCHARII
at 7.60, 0.84, 11.40 a m„ 12.20, 2.45, 4-83, 7.25,
7.48 and 10.30 p. ui.
PORTLAND FOR
NATO, at 0.16, 8.45,10.25 a.m., 12.36, 12.65,
6.16, 0.00, 0.30 and 8.15* p. tu. FOB BIDDEFORD at 0.16, 8.45, 10.2o a. m., 12.36,
12.65, 6.16. 6.00 ami 8.16* p. in. FOB HENKE HUNK at 0.16, 8 45 a. in., 12.56, 5.16 and
8.16* p. m. FOB WBLLNI at 0.10, 8.45 a. m„
and 5.15 p. in. FOB NORTH 111 It WICK,
GKKtTFAl.lN.ANDDOVEN, at 0.15,
8.45a.m.,12 055.15and0.30pm.FOB INACTION
FACCH.at 0.16,8.45 a. in., 12.66, and 6.16
FOB
p. in.
EXKTEB.HAVEBHILL,
LAWRENCE, AND COWKCCat 0.16,
8.46 a. m„ 12.66, and 0.30 p, m.
FOR NEW
its tltUETi at 0,16, am! 8.46 a. m.
FOB
KOCHENTEII. FAHTIINKTON. N. II.,
ALTON It A V , IVOLFHOBOVGH AND
CENTBE *« tit HOB at 8.45 a. m., and 12.66
FOB RANCHENTERt AND CONP m.
I OItII N. II., (via New Market Jet.) at 0 16
a. m., (via Lawrence) at 8.45 a. m.
HORN
ING TRAIN LEAVEN HENNEBl'NH
FOB PORTLAND at 7.26.
•Stops an hour and a quarter at Old Orchard

SUMMER

results will be increased by dividends.

The

The

to be let with

the

Monday,

Juue 18, 18N8,

ap5

Sion-forfeiture

To Let.
rooms at Diamond
boarders, or can be
rooms each.
Inquire on the

Railroad,

ARRANGEMENT.

S .H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland.

20-year endowment, issued at age 35, premium
$49.79. Three payments secure 11 years’ and 150
days’ insurance; live payments, 18 years’ and 300
days’ insurance; ten payments, : 0 years’ insurance,
and $312.15 at eud of term, if insured be theu

arriving

drains Leave Boston

PASSENGEKTKAINn WICC leave
PORTLAND for RONTON
___
0.15, 8.46 a. m„ 12.66 and 0.30
■pswcaM.-w.aat
PC‘V.. "p- »u., arriving at Boston at 10.45.
-*us-a. in., 1.16 4.45, and 10.00 u. in
BOSTON HI It PORTLAND at 0.00 a. in.
12.80, 3.80, and 7.00 p.m., arriving at Portland
at 12.55, 6.00, 8.15 and 11.00 p. m.
HONION
FDD OCD ORCriARD IIP ACH, at 8.00,
0. 00a.m., 12.30, 3.30 and 7.00 p. m. OLD
ORCHARD BEACH FOIC IIONTDN at
(5.40, 0.13 a. m., 1.23, 3.60 and (5.54 p. m.
POBTI AND
FOR
NCARRIIRO
BEACH, AND PINE POl NT, at 0.15,8.45,
10.25 a. in., 12.35, 6.16, 0.00,and 8.16p.m. FOB
01. D ORCHARD itFAtlll at 0.15, 8.45,
10.26 a. m.. 12.35, 12.55, 6.16, 0.00, 0.30 and

Upon

first-class

YOUNG

ILLUSTRATION,

Southern and Western pm its
At 6.30 p. as. (Express), tor Boston and
principal
in Boston at 10 00 p. m.
Way Stations,
connecting with Kali Lines for New York.
Sundays at 3.00 p.m. Express for Boston and
principal Wav Stations arriving at Boston 6.30
p. 111., connecting with Fall Kiver Line for New
York.

At

ILLUSTRATIONS.

Wanted.
A

Boston & Maine

Cnpt.

4 a. m.
Daily Nigh' Pullman) ioi Saco
Blddeford. Kennebunk, Conway Jnnct., Kittery,
Portsmouth Newbaryport, Salem, Lynn and
Boston, arriving at 6.30a. m.
At S,43 a. m. for Capo Elizabeth. Soarboro, Saco,
Biddelbrd, Kennebunk Well*, North and South
Berwlok. Conway Junction, connecting for all
•tatlous on Conway Division. Kittery, Portemontb,
Salem
Gloucester
Book port,
Newburyport.
Lynu, Indies and Boston arriving at 1.16 p. m.
At i'J.35 p. m. (Express,) for *aco. Blodeford,
Kennebunk
j No.
Conway
Berwick,
Junction, Kittery
Portsmoutl, Newburvport,
Salem. Lynn, and Boston, arriving at 4.66 p nn,
connecting with Sound and Kail Lines for all

0.0. HANCOCK,

Gen. Pass. & Tick. Agt.
Eaeleru Pass. Agt.

Gen.

Beach

A

State Street.

on

Waafiiiiv-imi sired, Boston.

Sit I

On and after

HOUSE

ill
At

Y»W ENGLAND AGKNTf,

SUMMER

dlyr

mchlt

I Out Wiiy, 3 A 30.
| Exrur iou, 1.00.

York and Philadelphia,

,T. E. WOOTTEN,
Gem
H. P. BALDWIN,

-

This Powdor

W11.

A company lias been formed iu Patis, with a
capital of 8150,000, “for the purpose of dragging the lied Sea to recoyi r the chariot and
arm3 of l’iiaraoh.”
Pharaoh may haye owned
a pretty gorgeous
chariot, but it lias been iu
the
so long
that wo don’t believe it is
vyater
worth much now.
A much better one could
be unrohased for less than
8150,000. And as
for Pliarsob s arms, unless they are
petrified,
they would lie o£ no more value than bis leva
Morristown Herald.

FARE

Manager.

strength

have practiced tho principles of self-preservation so potently set forth therein.
Hero is a Herman’s method of describing a
member of a very familiar class composed of
people who spend a great part of life iu idleness, but always insistitbat they are endeavoring to secure employment:
‘I met that lazy fellow who used to shave
for yon,” said a man to his barber, “and be
tells me he is looking for work,”
“Bah!” said the barber; “lio aind looking
for vork. He's looking for der sgoundrel vicb
iuweoted der idea of vork. Uf be should find
dot veller be vould not a goot Peking gif him,
like be dinks be vould. Hot vonld doo much
double peso. He vould cboost hade him a
leedler dot’s all.”

Hie.

PKKSIDKNT.

Absolutely

tvuai an

meant, nowever, exceeded oiy
power of conjecture that next day; and I
have driven the ship’s crew and
passengers and my own family wild with my inWhere was Miss
terrogations.
Burne?
and why had she jumped overboard? How
terrible that was! It made shivers run
up
Was she crazy? Was «he walkmy back.
ing in her sleep? Naughty!—was she naughty? And was that what made Mr. Brossier
so sick that he couldn’t leave his ’berth?
Poor Miss Burne! Was she drowned?
If
she tad jumped over Hoard, why wasn’t she
drowned? I should be if I jumped overboard. And what had Miss Burne been doing, anyway? And what was there wrong
about that? Why couldn’t I understand?
Had she paid for the lace? Then what business had those men to meddle? And
why
should they wish to take it from her?
And
what was smuggling, and what made it wicked? And why shouldn’t people buy things
where they could get them cheapest? And
wasn’t Miss Burne Miss Burne? And if she
wasn’t Miss Burne, who was she? What a
pestilent little inquisitor It must have been!
None of these questions, I admit, have
ever been answered quite to my contentment, even to the present day, notwithstanding the assertions of older people, and the
loud suspicions and laughter of the captain
and his mates. And although in the
passage of a dozen years or more I had ceased
to remember accurately many of the circumstances that led to the asking, still some seabreeze, some whiff of tarred ropes, some
sound of hells over water, as I had heard
them that evening, some pale-faced minister,
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my habit of old,

to look over my felloaHers and draw social deductions from
their little peculiarities.
There was nothing very absorbing about
them: some tired shopping women like myself, some tired shop-girls, too, with their
affluence of jewelry and cotton lace; a
young music teacher with her weary roll; a
fierce school-girl, whose empty luncheon
box foretold an immediate raid upon the
pantry; a bank president, who, not to forget
th ediiy of his small’begiuning, still preferred
public to private conveyance "as ho nodded
upon his cane; a foreign gentleman, whose1
slumbers made the car balmy if they were
not balmy themselves—I soon exhausted
them, and slightly shifting my position, began to take account of my left-hand neigh-
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templation of the public, and after gathering my skirts up so as not to interfere with
the persviiiat liberty of the tobacco-eliewing
gentleman on my right. I began, according to

mauner
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Pliipli HEADING I1 Eastern Railroad
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my up-town way, and after disvain expression of thanks to the
universe—the individual who resigned his
seat to me having hurried out upon the platform with such an apparent fear of catching
my eye that oue might have supposed I had
the evil-eye—and after wiping the dust oil
my drapery from the soles of the shoes that

patching

and the corner of the front teeth gone, the
line of downy shadow developed, it is true,
into a delica e moustache. Was it—could i:~
Ashley—‘alwaysdefendingt.be passeug is. How absurd
I was. always making moons of
To be sure, it’s business. But if it’s a pretBut
iudeed
there was
ty girl, there’s a little he Tt in it.
Though green cheese!
for my part— But as I said, her bieath was something to go upon here, I said again, after
a new
and
a
fresh
accession
and
survey,
unmistakable, and she smokes, Captain
Could
it
be—it
Ashley. There, child, do get along. You impulse of intuition.
couldn’t be Miss Burne.
Was it Miss
are always under one’s nose.”
Burne’s brother? Odd that both of them
I was sure Miss Burne knew what they
should have met with precisely the same acwere talking of, for I saw a smile flit round
cidents! While I was thus amusing myself
her mouth, parting the lips and showing the
the
person occupying my thought bent idly
broken corner of that pearly tooth, and I
to brush a straw off his gaiter, and
was quite as sure that there could be nothdoing so
his
glove suddenly ripped, and there proing in her book to make her smile, for it was
truded
of
a
on
his
part
one of Mr. Brossier’s sermons.
quaint ring
But if she
finger.
Surely I had seen that ring before! Was it
could be aware that people said she did such
a gemel-riug of slender
wires strung with
dreadful things, ami smile about it, how
small diamonds, over which the finger had
could she care whether the minister thought
grown so that it could not easily be removed
ill of her or not? On the whole, from the
save by a file? It made me shiver in
oldest to the youngest. Miss Burne occupied
reality,
and
before I recovered sufficiently to smile
a great deal more of our thoughts than she
at
for
myself
letting my imagination run
would have liked to do had she fully underaway with me, the car stopped for a person
stood it.
whom
I
knew
by sight but not by name, as
we nail worried along our slow way, stopping here, there, and everywhere, for rea- Teddy knew Mr. O’Halloran. He was an
officer of the revenue, I hardly-know what;
sons convenient to the good old captain, and
a Custom
and at length came to anchor in Portland
detective, it may be.
Every woman has a natural antipathy to
Harbor, w here some slight repair was given
the Custom-house officer; possibly he interto the nacket, and the customary visits on
feres with a line of business to which she is
shore were made, and I suffered my customadapted. In my case at ail events, on that
ary panic for the night, the dark waves, the
dark water, the dark hulk of the ship with
day l was uncommonly conscious of a disglimmering harbor lights that just made like of the man’s work, and a desire to
darkness visible. Half asleep, and yet quiv- thwart it. And with that there all at once
ering with excitement, and a little inclined rushed over me a sense of some connection
between his presence on the car and that of
to cry, I had been set down upqn the deck
by the sailor who had me in charge, and who my left-hand neighbor. I pulled up my
by reason of a dried fig now and then, a shawl. There had never been any duties
paid ou that pretty cashmere; it had come
soft-shelled almond, and a series of wonderover in a shawl-strap as one of the
sorcerer’s knots that he could tie in ropes,
wraps for
had become less an object of horror with use on deck. Allowing all that my neighbor
me than once he had been, and
might be, was I any better?
they were
I turned and looked at him openly, and
just drawing up the gangway steps, while
then—it
was frightfully bold, and it makes
Miss Burne and the minister looked over the
side, when a voice was heard under the my heart beat to think I could do it—openquarter calling for a rope, and after some ing a little parcel of butter-scotches that I
swinging of lanterns it was seen that a boat’s had bought for Katharine, I took out one
and offered it to him.
crew were hanging on their oars and wait“Impression* du
voyageI said.
to board us.
He looked at me from the corner of the
^■rtiy Georgewhat’s up now?” Captain
Ashley sailed out. “Wonder if they think long-lashed black eyes without a word.
Perhaps he recognized a fellow law-breaker;
the old packet’s contrabanded?
Let down
he certainly could not have recognized the
the ladder again, Joe.
It’s the Customold down East
But he
took
house officers.”
voyage.
the
child
of
the
butter-scotch
abThere was, as he spoke, a hurried movesently, held, it a moment ou the tip
ment on Miss Burjm’s port.
Uad cowed
Mr. Brossier’s hand and wrung it in a start- of his finger, and filliped it into the
ling fashion, and then immediately glided straw. Then the car stopped at some obswiftly away into the darkness. Just as the struction of a passing team, the driver beto swear, the conductor hurried to
meu from the Custom-house boat
help
stepped gan there
was a general craning of necks to
him,
upon the deck there was a bound, a 3plash;
discover
the
cause
of
the
and although boats were lowered and ail
commotion, and
when I turned my head again my left-hand
the harbor alarmed, Miss Burne was seen no
morm
neighbor, whether it was Miss Burne, or
There had been altogether too much con- Miss Burne’s brother, or neither of them,
was gone.
fusion for me to be sent to bed, and I was
But, as I make it a point generally to have
as full of wide-eyed wonder as
anybody else
when, an hour afterwa'd, the men returned something to tell from my street adventures
when I go heme, I told that day at the dinto the packet.
ner table what was to me
**as k
nave you tounrt
quite an interestausj.ourner
her?” was the general cry.
ing coincidence.
“Miss Burne be blessed!” was the answer.
You’ve brought along one of the cunningWit and Wisdom.
est smugglers on the coast, and we’ve lost
one of the prettiest hauls of the season.
Now let’s see those portmanteaus. Nothing
A tailor’s goose—The dude.
less than lace and diamonds, if they’ve not
been stripped, I’ll be bound.”
And when
The Horsford Almanac and Cook Book
the portmanteaus were brought on deck, in
mailed free on application to the Rum ford
half a minute they were torn open and
found to be empty.
Chemical Works, Providence, R. I,
“Just as I told you,” said the officer,
turning one of the great bags wrong side
A printer can fee) first-ra!e and still be all
out.
And there, to be sure, was a tiny shred
out of sorts.—Rochester
Post-Express.
of thread lace caught upon the steels.
“Humph! the very best. You can wear a
The great sale of Swedish Remedies iB astongood many yards of this cobweb stuff wound
about you.
B id to wet it.
They’d rather ishing, and for enrichiug the blood, creating
not. Sorry it had to be done. Well,
an appetite, or
strengthening the whole syscaptain,
I suppose there’s no doubt, after our old
tem nothing can surpass th<se remedies.
acquaintance, that you’re as much surprised
as we are.
But this was a particular case,
Paper rowing boats were not the first aquatic
and we were on the lookout.
Kum party; craft
that were constructed of that material.
but we were up to his tricks.
Tried it on
Paper-cutters were made years and years ago.
the minister, eh? Mild
flirtation, read good —Philadelphia Bulletin.
books, wanted more light, under conviction,
and all that?
Ha! ha! ha!
Drowned?
Why do you suffer with Back Ache, Pain in
Pshaw! Swims like a fish, and paddles all
the Chest, Rheumatism, or lameness anywhere
the
shore.
Live
to
us
along
give
Dlenty
more trouble yet!”
when a Hop Platter will surely give
And after a call upon
you rethe captain’s locker tbe visitors retired over
lied Drnggietr sell them, 25 ct».
the quarter as they came, by which time I
had long been sound asleep. But I heard
These new-fashioned neckties can be lannthe affair talked
over so thoroughly, of
dried without taking them apart. Thus we
course, that I dare say I remember quite
may have the washing of the tied right in the
vividly, as many other gossip does, much house.—New York
Commercial Advertiser.
more than I saw.
“That’s

UNION

going

ashore iu some town of the British provinces where I could buy them for half what I
could at home.
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Steamers sail from New York for
Aspinwall on
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late of Winchester, Mass.*

inleifet*i’wli?.1

^e’l leaving estate to be adiuinie)e
Uouury of UiniberUutL and
given bonds ae the law directs. All
persona having demands upon the estate of said
are required
deceased,
exhibit the same; ami all persons indebted to
810 called m>on to make payment to
EJ) WIN
-COBURN, of Gorham, Me.
Adm’r with Will annexed.
augJdlawJwF
Gorham, July 17th, 18S3.
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